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l'derchants, Board -O f Traae
May Form Co·m merce Chamb.e r

Morehead's Board of Trade but have probably been work- for Morehead:, .County He!!:l_t~ and the Merchants Club moved ing at cross purposes; (3) one Ce11ter; and a hospital. '
.
Tuesday • evening toward con- strong business men's c' 1 u b · The committees at next Tues;.
solidaiion into. a Chamber · of shuul<l accomplish more; · and day's meeting, which will , make .
Commerce. .
.
(4 l n,onthly membership ·meet- the final decision on the p_ropos•
- -R<>1>r,,s'en tativ.as._.of _ the .. .iwo, .ini,:s .c,s.hould _!:;_(,_ _J:USP.!!ns..e.cL ..wJID _e_d_.:.IDJ'!J'gerL will be _ heade~
business groups met at City and the affairs of the Chamber -H. K .. Tay-lor, .. President of .ilie .
H all and a poll of members is handled t,y two or three· com- Merchants. Club and Wm: · H,
u-nderway to determine theil' at- millees. ·
. .
Layne, President of the . Board
, titude.
.
The g1,oup also d·iscussed .son;ie of Trade• .
A cur.1mittee of eight, four -projects that might be initial . The Junior . Chamber. of. Com~
·from eacli organization, will business ot the Chamb!!r,- includ- · merce· -will operate separately itmeet next Tuesday evening at ing: Cunc~ntrated effort far . !hf! consolidation is maµe · but: -the- Ro,van County News to c911,µletion of the Mo~ehead- y,!ILwork-with_-the-oldel\-organ.,-~'.
either effect consolidation or Va11ceburg road, these bemg the .1zat10n: Jaycee members ·..will
·turn it -down.
unly two coµ nty seats ~n Ken-' automatically become . effgible
Delegates from both organiz.a - tuek _x nut connect1'd by highway; for the ._Chamber of -Commerce
tiuns agreed ::it this week's gt,th- work un Morehea~·s Cenhmnial when they _r!!a~h 3.5 yea,,s of;.1ge;
ering· tliat : J 1'> Morehead is over- obse rvance in lP56; _adopbon of
If co:1s0)1dat1on corp,es,. ·. tne : ,
organized; (2) .ihe.... t.w.O: organiza- a µIan to , ban sohc1tat10ns that group will mcorporate .and elect?
tions have . the same. , objectives lack lnerit; Tobacco warehouses ne,v o!ficers.

)

t ' )(~ fJ ' ,- ~ 'd.

_____
cr_u_y_l-_'J-_,_
KyJ
1 _~_ tJ_. 1_· _ _

Lucille Little helped Thomas Clark, Kentucky's state historian laureate for life, celebrate his 98th birthday July ,14 in Frankfort.
. •

. ' \ ~-· i.

• ,, \:::,

And many more: Kentucky historian laureate
for life Thomas D. Clark celebrated his 98th
birthday on July 14 at a gala party at the Kentucky
History Center in Frankfort.
"It went very well indeed," Clark said.
He was honored with the dedication of a bronze
plaque by Louisville sculptor Ed Hamilton. The
plaque will hang in Commonwealth Hall.
And the Kentucky Historical Society's research
library was renamed for Clark.
"It's a marvelous honor,"
Clark said. "I couldn't think of
anything nicer."
The black-tie gathering was
for members of the Abraham Lincoln Society, all people who have
given at least $25,000 to the center.
·
·

5,500
on
the
table.
Sold!
ttX ' • \
ef'/4/J,

•

.

.

. Historian's woodwork starts neighborly bidding war at benefit auction
BEVERLY
FORTUNE
HERALD-LEADER
STAFF WRITER

Bidding moved at warp
speed on the simple walnut
table made in 1967 by Kentucky ·
historian laureate Thomas Clark.
At last weekend's H]\rtful of
Fun, auctioneer Walt Robertson
opened bidding at $500, and in
the blink of an eye the price hit
$1,800. It didn't stop there.
Neal and Derek Vaughn
jumped in, and a spirited bid
battle ensued between the
Vaughns and Richard Sturgill,
their neighbor in The Curtilage. When the gavel came
down, the Vaughns were the
high bidders, at $5,500.
Neal Vaughn said she was
putting the table in her house.
"This will be a wonderful
heirloom to pass to my children," she said.
Afterward, Clark appeared
delighted, accepting congratulatory handshakes. With a twinkle
in his eye, he said, "I'm going
back to the basement and see
"'hat else I have down there."

.A MAN OF HISTORY

DAVID STEPHENSON I STAFF

Noted historian Thomas Clark, who turned 99 yesterday, was greeted by more than 200 people during a reception at Maxwell Place, the
residence of the University of Kentucky's president. UK president Lee T. Todd Jr. was present. Clark spoke briefly. He earned his master's
degree at UK in 1929, worked as a professor and served as department chair in the UK Department of.History. He has written several
books, including A History of Kentucky, published in 1937. In 1990, he received UK's inaugural Library Medallion for Intellectual Achievement. He is also the Commonwealth Historian Laureate for life, designated for the honor by the Kentucky State Legislature.

~

)

Guest speaker . .
Dr. Thomas D. Clark spoke to the Rowan County Retired
Teachers during their April meeting. Clark recounted the
Commonwealth's educational e xperiences and or d e a ls to
- ~vP.rflow crowd,

UK

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

<Pkase Join
Presiaent ana:Mrs. Lee T. 'l'oaa, Jr.,
tlie Office of tlie Pro1,1ost, tlie (J)epartment ofJfistory,
Vni1,1ersity of'l(entucfry Li6raries,
ana tlie Vni1,1ersity Press of 'l(entuclzy

In Cek6ration of
(J)r.

CJJiomas (J), crark',s
1O(Jrz <Birtnday

Wed'nesd'ay, Ju[y 9, 2003
2:00-4:00PM.
Wi{{iam rt. <Young Li6rary
Vniversity oj'l(entucfry Campus
1000 Vniversity (])rive

~w
859-257-4249

A')l:>n.LN'.3.')I .:10 A.LIS'll3AIN.fl

I

In honor of Dr. Thomas D. Clark's
101 st birthday
Hilary Boone requests the pleasure
of your company /or a reception
Wednesday, July 14th
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

UK

U NI V E H S IT Y O F K F NTUC K Y

Boone Center
510 Rose Street
Lexington, Kentucky

R.S. V.P.
(859) 257-4136
or E-mail: koakley@email.uky.edu

by July 9th
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HELEN: Good evening ladies and gentlemen and welcome to our event tonight.
My name is Helen Surmont and I am the President of the itowan County Historical
Society.
We would like to thank the Kentucky umanities ~ouncil and The First
Commonwealth Bank of Morehead for their sponsorship.
-The Kentucky(Hiiman~he~ Counci! was founded in 1972. An independent,
nonprofit affiliate of th'e'National Endowment for the Humanities, KHC is supported by
the National Endowment and by private contributions. Their grants and services are
intended to foster a greater understanding of the humanities--those fields of
such
a~ h.fat., ;.)-~ !~t.:.rntu1 c, phHosophy, foikiore. and law, that are mainly concerned with
values, ideas, and language. Every year th,,~KHC funds more than 350 humanities
programs. Sponsored mainly by local organ,zations such as ours, ~ ' 1 a t i f i ~
·-mmum~ S<:Jt-'ijl1gS', these programs reach all 120 counties in Kentucky.
e ave a mem er within our local :;ociety group, a young man who is a fourth
grade student at Rodbum Elementary Schoc:L At a couple of our meetings this young
man stood up and literally took over the meeting. He is an exciting young man to listen to
if you ever get the chance and we are very proud of him and his love of history and
family research. He is the first recipient of the Rowan Co. Historical Society J ~
award for community_q.istory awareness.
/
There was a mistake in the printing c f his name in our ads and it is totally my
fault. I'd like to publicly apologize to him ar,d correct that mistake by introducing you
now to our junior member of the Rowan Cmmty Historical Society,
Mr. Lee Daniel Blevins.
LEE: Thank you Mr~ . Su.rmont ~,,1!~ g~~d.e..vmin.g. I--W{}-U-!d-!ike to wek~:me
everyone tonight and thank you for comiug,, I am gniteful to my fell ow society
members for giving me this opportunity to be here and to my family for (blah, blah,
blah.)
At the end of this evening there win be a reception in the back and everyone
is invited to attend. Mrs. Gaye ______has worked hard to provide us with
some very special refreshments.
I would like to start this evening by introducing to you our mayor, the most
Honorable Mayor Brad ·Collins ..... Mr. Mayor (gesture to him)
(MAYOR: "blah, blah, blah"-will present a proclamation to Dr. Clark, 2-minutes)
LEE: Thank you Mr. Mayor. And now I would like to introduce a fellow
Rowan County citizen that most everyone here is familiar with. He is the author of
the weekly series "Morehead People and Places" that is in the newspaper and works
very hard at making a more community awareness of Rowan County history.
Ladies and gentlemen, my friend, Hr. Jack Ellis.
(JACK: "blah, blah, blah." Will introduce his friend Dr. Clark, 5 minutes)
(DR. CLARK: "blah, blah, blah" Question and answer period, 45-60 minutes)
LEE: Thank You Dr Clark. The Society would like to present you with this
basket of collections from Rowan County as a token of our friendship and
appreciation. ( clap, clap, clap) That concludes the program for tonight. Thank you
for coming and have a nice evening.
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College of Education Impact on Education Lecture

"The Impact of a Historian
on Education in Kentucky"

moMAS
~
LARK
175 Kentucky Ave.
Lexington, KY 40502-1754

September 25, 2001

Dr. Jack t:. llis
550 We s t Sun Street
..,1
orehead, Ke ntucky
Dear J a ck:

I appreciate your send i ng me Mro
Bob On eys let t er or t r ibute to Ke nt uc ky.
I am writing him to than him for his
kindness.
You must be rubbi ng a bi g r a bbits s footo
That wa s an extremely nic e review and
sprea d whi~ h yo ur book received in the
Lexington He rald-Left~er. I hope this
results in a go od s ale .
Co r dially,

From The Collection Of:
Dr. Jack D. EUis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
608-784-7473
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Libraries & Archives

James A. Nelson
State Librarian & Commissioner

MOREHEAD WELCOMES
DR. THOMAS D. CLARK
THURSDAY MAY 4, 2000 7:00PM
1. Welcome and KHC recognition by Helen Surmont

Pres. of Rowan Co. Historical Society
2. Introduction of Morehead Mayor.. Lee Daniel Blevins
3. Proclamation ..................... by Mayor Brad Collins
4. Intro of Dr. Jack Ellis ........... by Lee Daniel Blevins
5. Special introduction of Dr. Thomas Clark,
Kentucky Historian Laureate.. by Dr. Jack Ellis
6. Dr. Thomas D. Clark
"Kentucky: Some Unfinished Business"
7. Lee Daniel Blevins, Adjournment
A special thanks to the KENTUCKY HUMANITIES COUNCIL and The
First Commonwealth Bank of Morehead for their sponsorship of this event,
to Gaye Osborne for her hard work on the reception, to our special emceeLee Daniel Blevins, to Fred Brown-The Great General, and to the members
of the Rowan County Historical Society for their endless hours of
dedication in supporting a more community awareness of our history.
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What's New
at the State
Archives

Insert
Archives Institute
(July 18, 2003)
Program Inside!

3
State Archives
Receives Gift of
1816 Manuscript

Spring 2003
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Honoring Dr. Clark:
How you can participate!

State's Tight Revenue
Environment Produces
Special Challenges

Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc.
P.O. Box 4224
Frankfort, Kentucky 40604
,"-
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550W SUN ST
MOREHEAD KY 40351-2051
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The recently concluded off year session of the Kentucky General
Assembly enacted a budget for the balance of the 2002-2004
biennium, and it is clear that all public agencies will have to
stretch limited resources to meet public demand for services.
Specific language in the adopted budget bill also directs agencies
to limit their hiring through the end of the next state fiscal year.
For those agencies which are already carrying a significant number
of vacancies, this will mean reallocating responsibilities or
redesigning service delivery among remaining staff in an effort to
respond as effectively as possible to the ever growing needs of
citizens. The Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives
(KDLA) currently has key positions vacant in its Archival Services
and State Records Branches, among other areas, and that shortage
is being keenly felt in State Archives and State Records Center
(SRC) operations. In addition, SRC services to more than 60
agencies in all fifteen Executive Branch Cabinets and in the
Legislative and Judicial Branches will be affected in another way,
due to a restriction on amendments or increases to existing leases.
The SRC, one of KDLA's services most intensively used by state
agencies, has grown steadily over the last fifteen years, and it
needs adequate space to continue to meet those needs.
Among bills passed in the recent session with a records
management impact was the House committee substitute to SB
165, which permits the state Revenue Cabinet to make available to
the public mine maps or portions of mine maps, in electronic
form, submitted by taxpayers to the Revenue Cabinet for ad
valore,n tax purposes that depict the boundaries of mined out
parcel areas, with the caveat that these maps shall not be relied
upon to depict the actual boundaries of those mined out parcel
areas.
There was also created a Kentuckv Wireless
Interoperability Executive Committee to advise the state's Chief
Information Officer on strategic wireless initiatives to achieve
public safety voice and data interoperability. This is an area of
tremendous growth in the state.

ryou are invited
to a reception
honoring
(J)r. 'Thomas (J), Cfarft
on the occasion of his
100th 6irthday
riday, Ju[y 11, 2003

Photo of Kent11ck)''s Historia11 Laureate Dr. Thomas D. Clark,
above, co11rte,Fy of Dr. Km Coleba1tk,Jor111er Friends board 111e111ber.

Newly _Available at
the State Archives

Archives Research Room
Hours and Closings
KDLA's Archives Research Room is located at 300
Coffee Tree Road, off State Highway 676 in Frankfort.
The Archives Research Room is open to the public from
8 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. It is closed
on Saturday, Sunday and on official state holidays.

The Public Records Division (PRD) has just received an original
"Register of Prisoners of the Kentucky State Penitentiary at Frankfort,"
dated 1825-1847. This volume was presented to PRD by Mr. Rick
Myrtue of Sunrise Beach, Missouri, who had purchased it from an
internet auction service. Upon receipt of the book, Mr. Myrtue
Ample free parking is provided outside the KDLA
suspected that it might be a public record and contacted PRD with an
building.
offer to transfer the volume to us, asking only for the costs involved in
his original purchase. Through a timely gift from the Friends. of
Special closings, May through July 2003 Kentucky Public Archives to cover these costs it was possible to
Please mark your calendars!
acquire this record, and it is now available for research use.
The Register contains entries for prisoners incarcerated in the State
• May 26 (Monday) Memorial Day
Penitentiary as punishment for the commission o f felonies . Each entry
• July 4 (Friday) Independence Day
includes the name of the prisoner, date of reception into the prison,
• July 18 (Friday) Annual Kentucky Archives Institute
term of confinement, crime, date of release (if applicable), date of
death (if applicable), date of pardon (if applicable), date of escape (if
applicable), and remarks ("served out time," "pardoned," or other brief
comments). There are a few entries dated as early as 1825, but most of
the volume lists those prisoners received into the institution from 1830
Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc.
to 1839. The dates of release of those prisoners continue to as late as
Board of Directors
1847.
Although the amount of information listed for each prisoner is not
extensive,
the Register still provides valuable insights into the prison
James
C.
Powers
Paul F. Coates (President)
system
of
the era. George Dunbar (alias George Thornton) began
(Vice-President)
Louisville
Ashland
serving 10 years for highway robbery in September 1827 but escaped in
George Street Boone
June 1828. He was brought back in August 1828, only to escape again
Robin Rader
Elkton
.
in September 1833. Brought back once again, he was eventually
Lexington
Ellie Caroland
pardoned in July 1836. William Abrams was sentenced to four years
Dr. James Ramage
Georgetown
and six months for "stealing slaves" in March 1827, escaped once but
Highland Heights
was
returned and had three more years added to his sentence, and was
Lesley A. Conniff
Anne L. Rodick
finally pardoned in 1834. There are several entries for prisoners listed
Louisville
Bloomington, IN
as "free man of color" or "negro," including Martin (no surname
Jerry Parrish Dimitrov
listed),
who served two years for "aiding slaves to escape."
Dr. Richard C. Smoot Ill
Richmond
Prison
life was undoubtedly harsh, and the remarks sometimes
Lexington
Bramblett Elam
state "died of typhus" or " died o f consumption," or merely "died." If
Glen Taul
Frankfort
they stayed healthy, most prisoners served out their full terms, there
Georgetown
being few instances of early release except through a governor's
Peggy Galloway
Jane-Rives Williams
pardon. Many governors did use their discretionary power in this area
Danville
(Secretary)
quite freely, and a number of the prisoners listed in the Register were
Richard Hedlund
Bardstown
recipients
of their largesse. As noted above, some prisoners attempted
Lexington
to
gain
their
own early release through escaping, but almost all of them
Past Presidents
Patricia Hodges
were caught and brought back to the penitentiary sooner or later.
Dr. Lindsey Apple
Bowling Green
Our current collection of Registers of Prisoners at the Frankfort
Georgetown
Penitentiary covers the years 1848-1938, so the newly accessioned
Mary Doyle Johnson
Dr. Thomas D. Clark
volume is an especially valuable addition. Some of the later registers
Lexington
Lexington
contain more comprehensive information, such as physical descriptions
Dr. William Morison
of
the prisoners and the county from which they were sent, but the
Dr. William E. Ellis
Louisville
new volume is still an exceptional resource that was previously
(Treasurer)
Richmond
unavailable for the years 1825-1847.
The Public Records Division and the Friends of Kentucky Public
Cecil E. Goode
Archives appreciate the efforts of Mr. Myrtue in finding the
For The Record
Glasgow
Vol.4, No. 2
appropriate home for this important public record.
A publication of the
Friends of Kentucky
Public Archives, Inc.
P.O. Box 4224
Frankfort, KY 40604

Howard T. Goodpaster
Frankfort
2

State Archives Receives
Gift of 1816 Manuscript

Honoring Dr. Clark:
Howyou can parlicipate!

The State A rchives recently received an elaborate 1816
manuscript as a gift from the Rare Book School of the
University of Virginia. The four page document, a handwritten
invoice, is entitled A Bill ef Ca,penters and Joiner Work done on the

The occasion of the 100 th birthday of Dr. Thomas D . Clark
is a wonderful chance for all of us to say a big "thank you"
to a person who ha s devoted so much of his life to
advancing the cause of archives. IillLA, in cooperation
with the Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, will celebrate
this event with a reception in his honor in its main lobby on
July 11 , 2003 at 2:00 p.m. Whether you can join us on that
day or not, you can express your appreciation to Dr. Clark in
a most appropriate way by making a contribution to the
Thomas D . Clark Endowment Fund for Internships in
Archival A dministration.
The Endowment Fund,
established in 1985, helps train those young professionals
who will be the next generation of archivists and manuscript
curators. Contributions to the Endowment Fund, which is
administered by the Friends, help sustain the internship
program which bears his name and in which he believes so
strongly. Only earnings on the principal of the fund are
used to provide stipends for interns. All Friend's life
memberships go to the fund.
Won't you join us in
supporting this effort to "ensure a future for our past?"
Donations of any size are most welcome. Please use the
form at the bottom of this page to make your contribution,
and thank you for your support!

state House at Frankfort, Kentucky qy Mathew Kennecfy & fas. Ware
and measured qy Sam/. Patterson & David M cGoivan this 18th dqy ef
September 1816. It contains detailed information on co nstruction

work done on the second state capitol of Kentucky. The
document was part of a large miscellaneous collection given to
the University of Virginia in the mid-1990s. The State Archives
expresses its appreciation to Edmund Berkeley, retired Archivist
of the University of Virginia, and to Professor Terry Belanger,
Director, Rare Book School, University of Virginia, for this gift,
which fills an important information niche in the State Archives'
holdings.
.---•.._,.,,,_.•~=
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t the State .Ard::i.ives
at the State Archives al~ays 'has
resource needs for·which

Friends Welcome New Life Members

The Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc., is a not for profit
membership organization of private citizens concerned with helping
the Public Records Division of Kentucky's Department for Libraries
and Archives fulfill its role as a vital information link between people
and government.
The Friends ' organization supports the
management, preservation, and use of Kentucky's historic public
records and serves as an advocate for the Kentucky State
Archives, which the division manages. For further information,
contact the Friends at P. 0 . Box 4224, Frankfort, KY 40604.

The Friend s are pleased to welcome as n ew life members
Dr. G len Taul, of Georgetown College, and the Lexington
Public Library. The Friends, and IillLA, express their
special appreciation to these new life members, whose
support sustains the valuable benefits of the Clark Internships. Won't you consider becoming a life member today?

Friends

Kentuckv Public 1\rchin::;, Inc.
cl>
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Yes. I would like to renew my membership in/become a member of the Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc.
My check for _ _ _ _ _ _ made payable to the Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc., is enclosed. Membership benefits include a quarterly
newsletter, a membership pin, and invitations to workshops, special events, the Kentucky Archives Institute, the Public Archives Symposium, and the
annual meeting. Gifts to the Friends beyond the basic membership are tax deductible.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City:
State: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone:
Membership levels: _ _ _ _ $15 Individual/Family
$50 Sustaining

E-Mail Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ $25 Libraries, Genealogical and Historical Societies _ _ _ $250 Life
$1 ,000 Corporate

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Gift to the Clark Endowment

Please Clip and mail to: Friends of Kentucky Public Archives, Inc., P.O. Box 4424, Frankfort, Kentucky 40604 * We appreciate your support.
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A man who has spent most of his
considerable life delving into
Kentucky's past had his eye squarely
on its future .
"I don't mean to
pontificate," Thomas
Clark would say
before proceeding to
do just that during a
visit to his
Lexington home
early this year. B1;1t
who is better qualified to talk about
where Kentucky has
been, where it is,
and where it should
go? His studies, .
.
.
combined with his longeVIty-his
98th birthday will be in July-:--have
given him a singular perspective on
his adopted home state.
. ,
Where others think of Amenca s
westward movement as the migra~
tion west of the Mississippi River m
the 19th century, Clark think~ of the
westward movement as the migration west of the Appalachian
Mountains, which began in what is
now Kentucky in the 18th cent1;1ry.
When discussing Kentucky agriculture Clark reaches back to the 19~0s
to p~int out the "phenomenal" declme
in the number of farms in the state
from more than 200,000 during the
Jazz Age to 90,000 in 2000 . .
Clark has traveled extensively
throughout the state, interviewing
subjects, reading local newspapers
and sifting through legal documents
to compile a historical record of the .
Commonwealth. Much of the material for Clark's books on Kentucky and
the rural South was not derivative
but originated with Clark himself.
"I know how he goes around
Kentucky and does the legwork," said
James C. Klotter, Kentucky's historian laureate and a professor at
.
Georgetown College. "When he wntes
about a place, there's a very good
chance he has been in that place. He
knows that getting outside the academic life and being a part of the
world is very important, and some- .
thing that too few people in academia
do . He walks with the people." .
From those records and experiences Clark has written books that
ar e e~inently readable, telling_stories in an accessible, metaphorical
way that brings color and texture to
the flat, black-and-white surface of
historical fact.
.
"He has a style that every historian should want to emulate," Klotter
said. "His work is readable by everyone which is what all historians
sho~ld seek. He is quotable but also
clear and historically correct. That
combination of saying the historically
right thing but also being readable to
a broad spectrum of people is not an
easy thing to do."
.
.
"He makes history ahve and mteresting fascinating," said former
Kentu'cky Gov. Edward T. "Ned"

suaded Breathitt to work on the campus committee for a constitutional
convention-a dream of Clark's to
this day-and
Breathitt was
hooked.
"There's no
question I'd be.
practicing law m
Hopkinsville if not
for him," Breathitt
said.
Clark witnessed
most of the major
changes in the way
Kentuckians lived
in the 20th century, from the obvious such as rural electrification and
the 'decline of the family farm, t~ the
uniquely Kentuckian-the outmigraBreathitt who studied Kentucky his- tion of people until the 1990s and the
tory und;r Clark at the Unive~sity of state's belated endeavor into sweepKentucky. "His books read easily.
ing education reform near the end of
They're not tedious . They're fun to
the century.
read."
A state long ridiculed for the ~duClark counts himself fortunate to
cation level of its citizens and still
have come along in time to play a
suffering from a dismaying degree of
leading role in the renaissance of
illiteracy, Kentucky at the dawn ?f
Southern history and to have grown
the 21st century has a state a~chive,
up working in the cotton fields 0 ~ ea_rly a state history center, two maJor
20th century Mississippi, which ~grutbook fairs, a university press and,
ed his lifelong interest in rural history. Clark crowed, "one of the most mod"l'm one of the last walking-onem libraries in the world" at UK. All
shoe-leather agrarian historians," he those attributes of an enlightened
noted.
.
society owe their existence, either
Clark's arrival in Kentucky m
directly or indirectly, to Clark.
1928 was the perfect marriage _o f p_e rEndowed with a unique underson and place: a young, enthusia_stic
standing of how Kentucky g?t where
historian with an eye for rural histo- it is today and a key player m ch~rtry and a flagship university that
ing its course for tom?rrow, Clarks
could have hauled all its historical
qualifications to pontificate on the
documents in "a good-sized wheelbar- fut ure of Kentucky are unmatched.
row " as Clark described it.
Clark's prescription fo~ K~ntucky
"Kentucky was a challenging
would begin with a constitutional
place" Clark said. "It had not really
convention to replace the 1891 docucolledted its historical record~. It ~ad ment that guides state government.
not done anything for some time m
Enacted on the heels of a governthe field of history. As a graduate
ment scandal, the current sta~e charstudent writing my thesis on hi~tory, ter has been blamed for handicapI thought I saw a real opportumty for ping Kentucky's progress because of
a historian to get on."
its restrictions on state government
After he joined the faculty a~ UK
and its statutory construction. _C,lark
in 1931, Clark laid the foun_dati?n for has been an especially vocal cntic .
succeeding generations o~ l_ustonans
and has led attempts to call a constiwith his research and wntmg, much
tutional convention, without success.
of it done at night after teaching a
"Kentucky needs to p1;1t a~ide a~l
full load of classes. He influenced
the special interests, which is askmg
thousands of students in the classfor a miracle, but we could s~t _the
room at UK and as a visiting prof~sstate miles ahead by modermzmg
sor at more than a dozen other umour constitution," he said. "I couldn't
versities in the United States and
feel that more strongly."
abroad. As a traveling lecture~ for
Another Clark imperative is to
UK, his endless supply of stones,
stop the tra~hing of ~entucky. He
told with the same color and humor
has an abidmg affect10n for the seethat enliven his books, captivated
nic majesty of the Commonwealth,
audiences all over the state.
particularly the forests of the east.
Clark played a pivotal ~ole _in
"Someday, somehow, the legislature,
Breathitt's l~fe. The Hop~i_nsVIll_e
spurred by the people, w~ll stop an,~
native's family hi:d a pohtic3:l history, say, 'Kentucky is a beautiful state._
but he was s~udym~ econo~ics a~d
Stop defacing her b.eaut~by dropp~~g
commerce, with_no mterest m poh,- Frgjl , ~ eiObll~~ state,
tics, before ~e signed up for Clarks
h e ~d.·'~~i~Uscle_ai:img uf
. ,,
Kentucky history class.
.
the · €\A',i t!idividend .
Under Clark's tutelage, Breathitt
~"""~
a.led th
took an interest in the history ,of
~O'
g
· ilion coi tinKentucky's constitutio~s and • ·t. e ,~ ues 6Q&cJlM-fzt
that h~
term paper on the subJect. Cla ,.~er
.:.-,.·- ·_.

Eye'1Vitness
to history
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Kentucky. The state's numerous
robbed the state of vast potential
since th e end of World War II as gen- counties should merge services by
area so those services can be deliver ations of young adults have fled
t he st ate-particularly the rural
ered more efficiently while retaining
their existing boundaries.
areas-in search of better-paying
jobs. "Kentucky needs to make sure it
Kentuckians must get control of
doesn't spend all this money process- their bent for violence, which has
been popularized in books and
ing its young population and not
h ave the doors of opportunity open to movies of the old mountain feuds but
stay in th e state," Clark said. "The
flares up even today in random acts
great est loss the state has suffered in all over the state.
its history is the loss of its bright
Clark would like to stick around
young population, the outmigration." and see if his dreams for Kentucky
The legislative and executive
come true. A self-described "hopeless
optimist," he speaks plainly of the
branch es of st ate government must
Commonwealth's shortcomings but
work togeth er to bring progress to

SEPTEMBER

25&26

~

KEEl'fl AN)

NOVEMBER

9 & 10

. . .lll©JBl'

JANUARY

2&3

W\f~ TT
WYATT, TARRANT & COMBS. lLP

V

VJ/voline.

MARCH

19& 20
/~

R,ght(romsiarttoflllish

BalHomes
APRIL

12 & 13

SUBSCRIBE Novv!
(859)233- 3535

CALL FOR A SEASON BROCHURE
WWW.LEXINGT0N0PERAH0USE.C0M

Broadway LIVE at the Opera House is a non-profit community service of Lexington Center Corporation with the generous support of The Opera House Fund, Inc.
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also holds out hope that it will work
out its problems.
"I'd like to see how the Kentucky
story comes out," he said. "We dawdle
along and come out pretty well."
Clark spoke of the book he currently is working on- a history of
Kentucky's two governor's mansions- as if it might be his last. But
he also mused about writing a book
on his adventures lecturing all over
Kentucky, and some of the colorful
characters he has encountered.
"It's been exciting being a historian in this state," Clark said. "It's also
been frustrating. But I will bring my
career to an end with deep regret
that I can't start all over again.
There are so many good books that
need to be written"- about Kentucky
agriculture, education, the exploitation of its natural resources, and its
struggling rural communities.
Clark still is capable of keeping a
rigorous schedule that challenges
younger people.
Breathitt recalled a day this past
April when he saw Clark at a morning meeting, an afternoon meeting
and an evening event at UK. "I was
pooped, but he was still going
strong," Breathitt marveled.
Still a vigorous champion of academics and the humanities, Clark
has taken a leading role in trying to
get the old Fayette County
Courthouse restored and converted
into an arts and history center.
Breathitt said Clark has shared with
incoming UK President Lee Todd Jr.
two books about culture and enlightenment in history.
Clark remains convinced knowledge of history is essential to understanding the present and making
informed decisions about the future.
''As far as we're concerned, there's
no such thing as a dead past," Clark
said. "That's the wrong connotation.
You're part of the past. Everything you
do, everything you touch in some way
has an intimate association with the
past. No matter what you do ... in any
area of human activity, it has a direct
relation all the way back to the past.
Even human prejudices are age old.
It's important to understand where
some of these things came from."
"One of the key things that any
kind of history gives you is a perspective of all that's around you, people
and institutions," Klotter said. "I
think (Clark's) writing gives people
the opportunity to have that perspective. Too few have taken it.
"What he's also done more than
most historians in the nation is he's
made it accessible to Kentuckians to
have that perspective."
"He's been a very important part
of my life and the lives of other
Kentuckians," Breathitt said. "He's
been a great influence for good in
this state. He cares about people."
-

T ED S LOAN

Quality
of Life award

Kentucky Monthly poll
Results of Kentucky Monthly's
online poll in May from the question, " My place to go this summer
for professional sports" is:
30%
Louisville RiverBats
25%
Lexington Legends
15%
Louisville Fire
10%
Cincinnati Reds
5%
St. Louis Cardinals
Chicago Cubs/White Sox 8%

From left, CFC
Secretary Viola Miller,
KCTCS Ready to
Work Director Shauna
King-Simms, and
Jefferson Community
College RTW
Coordinator Lory
Anne Griffy.

State officials urge GED
candidates to complete
tests this year
Education advocates and the governor's office are urging the estimated
17,000 Kentuckians pursuing their
GED to complete the tests this year if
possible.
The current GED test will be
replaced in January 2002. GED candidates who have started, but not completed, the five-part test by the end of
the year will lose credit for the parts
they have completed and will be
required to start over with the new
exam.
The new version of the nationallyissued GED exam will reflect up-todate and widely used curriculum standards, according to the General
Education Development Testing
Service, which develops and distributes the tests.
"In the weeks to come, we will make
a big push to encourage people to
complete the GED before the end of
the year," said Gordon K. Davies, president of the Council on Postsecondary
Education. "We are working closely
with the adult-education providers and
the GED test centers to ensure that
everyone who wants to enroll in GED
preparation classes or take the GED
will have a seat."
Allen Rose, secretary of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Workforce
Development, encouraged employers
to provide assistance to workers who
want to obtain a GED, noting that tax
credits are available to employers.
"An educated workforce benefits all
of Kentucky," Rose said. "An educated
workforce attracts new employers to
the Commonwealth, creates opportunities for existing employers to expand,
and generally creates a much stronger
and more viable economy."
About 17,000 Kentuckians have
taken the GED exams in each of the
last several years, with more than 70
percent of them receiving passing
grades.

Imagine a cool misty morning,
the first rays of sun reflecting off a
crystal clear mountain lcU<e ...
sound like a great way to start the
day? Then what are you waiting
for ... stop by for a visit, we'll make
you feel right at home!
Located on the U.S. 23
Country Music Highway, Paintsville
awaits your company
and the opportunity
to share its rich rural
heritage, scenic
beauty and small
town charm.
This area is the
birthplace of country
music star, Loretta

{J)elrplltl!lfi ..
JOHNSON CO.
or'"rnc COAL MIN(RS DAUGHTER ...

fROM;;;;;/:f~
HOM[

. - ;.t.t't;IRTHP~ACE

<J

_CRYSTAL GAYLE

l~i~iiii~

Lynn and her sister,
Crystal Gayle. Loretta's l
childhood home,
Butcher Hollow, is opened
for tours. Nearby is the
Mountain HomePlace.
This working farm depicts
life in the Appalachians as it
was in the mid-19th century. ·
All through the year,
Paintsville hosts many
different festivals. In October, ..
·me is honored wi
Kentucky App
the Harve
era
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MOREHEAD

S"ATE UNIVERSITY.

350 RADER HALL
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 -1 689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2655
FAX: 606-783-5096

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY, GOVERNMENT AND HISTORY

June 2J , 2000
Dr. Ronald E;;i.glin, President
Morehead State University
Howdl-McDowell 201
Morehead , KY 40351
Dear Pr:;sident Eaglin:

In April Dr. Thomas D. Clark spoke at a forum sponsored hy the Rowan County
Historical So(~iety . Dr. Clark educated and entertained a large group of }vforehead State ·faculty
and Morehead citizens (including Mrs. Eaglin) ,,vith an address that pointed to areas of Kentucky
histo y ilwt offer exciting opportunities for research and writing in the new mi!lem1ium,
i\s you know, Dr. Clark is one of the Commonwealth's most valuable humanresources.
Still an active researcher and lecturer at n inety-seven, he has n,A (,nly contnbuted to the study ( f
Kerri,l}cky history but has inhabited the field frn nearly seventy ye2.rs. The archival records of the
st.atE were salvaged and organized by Dr. Clark and through his guidance Kentucky opened its
sTaK -o~·-thc-art research and exhibit center in Frankfort two years ago , FEs distinguished career as
a k acher and scholar of international renown is unmatched by any other Kentuckian.
In his introduction of Dr. Clark, Jack Ellis mentioned that although Dr. Clark has
received eight honorary degrees, he does not have one from Morehead State. I would like to
suggest that Morehead bestow an honorary doctorate on Dr. Clark at graduation ceremonies in
May of 2001. I am not aware of the mechanics of the process but am happy to volunteer my
services in collecting testimonial letters, contacting appropriate agencies or individuals, or in
other ways that might expedite such a campaign. Please advise as to how I might facilitate this
effort.

JJ;?;:
l iohnHennd
assistant professor of history
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cc: Dr. Michael Moore
Jack Ellis
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Dr. Jack D. Ellis
52 W. Sun St.
,:
M!'" rnhead, KY 40351. .:.)
606-784-7473
. _, ' . t

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution,

DR. THq ·~\i';t .
KENTU CKYr: , .
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THURSDAY MAY 4, 2000

7:00PM

· ~ 1. Welcome and KHC recognition

@
~

by Helen Surmont, Pres. of Rowan Co. Historical Society

~

~
~
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~
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Intro of Morehead Mayor ............... by Lee Daniel Blevins

~
~

3. Proclamation .................................... by Mayor Brad Collins

~

~ 4. Intro of Dr. Jack Ellis ........................ by Lee Daniel Blevins

1M
ffil

~

5. Special introduction of Dr. Thomas Clark,
Kentucky Historian Laureate .......... by Dr. Jack Ellis

~

~ 6. Dr. Thomas D. Clark
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~

~

"Kentucky: Some Unfinished Business"

~ 7. Lee Daniel Blevins, Adjournment
~
~
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~

~
~
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A special thanks to the KENTUCKY HUMANITIES COUNCIL and The First
Commonwealth Bank of Morehead for their sponsorship of this event,
to Gaye Osborne for her hard work on the reception,
to our special emcee-Lee Daniel Blevins, to Fred Brown-The great General,
and to the members of the Rowan County Historical Society for their endless
hours of dedication in supporting a more community awareness of our history,

~
~
~
~

Premier Issue

F our Dollars

The Magazine of

.Clark

Kentucky's most beloved citizen and educator
recounts the Commonwealth's frontier
experience, its regionalism-and its rascals!

• Scrapping Pansy's Duesenberg

• Hollywood Invades Danville

• Simon Kenton Explores Cartoon Land

• Bowling Green Under Siege

Posters available from

Jeff Rogers Photography

Angels - Featuring a full color
image from an exhibit created
in 1996. This "Polaroid Transfer"
technique lends a timeless
beauty and charm all its own.
Silkscreen border is a pale gray.
Size is 17" x 22". Cost $16
(Notecards available)

Covered Bridges of KY - Featuring each of
the thirteen remaining bridges, complete with a
legend describing location and history. Images
are in black and white, with a dark green
silkscreen border. This unique poster has been
very popular since it was introduced in 1996.
Size is 16" x 22". Cost $16
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the good, the bad, and the ugly
Working with the Lexington Humane
Society has been a terrific experience. This
black and white poster has been a real hit,
urging both animals and animal lovers to
howl! Size is 12" x 22". Cost $10

~ , . \B Lv,i•,,.;,,:\~,.:;n Of:
r,v.1,1. . .
D .::atis
Or. Jack . t;.;1.
~s-:2 w sun St.
Mo~;head, KV 40351

, .... .,.
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Jeff R'.o~ts
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heart of the Bluegrass - This in:iag~
was created soon aft~r a foggy ~unnse m \i
Woodford_ Co_u nty, usmg a special .
~
panoramic view camera. Th~ color image ti:
is framed with a pale gray silkscreen
border. Size is 17" x 22" . Cost $16

eos 184.-7473

Send check or money order to: Jeff Rogers Photography, Inc.
P.O. Box 368 - Lexington, KY 40588
Kentucky residents add 6% sales tax
Shipping and handling is $3.95 per order

(606) 255-9917

(800) 949-8831
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... Continued from page
... Continued from page 17

navigation of the Mississippi River. That had
a fundamental effect on the drafting of the
United States Constitution.
It was very much a presence in the
discussion of separation from Virginia. As a
matter of fact, James Wilkinson, believed
that he could separate this region and win it
for Spain to gain that trade advantage.
Ellis: Is he one of the true
scoundrels in Kentucky history?
Clark: Oh, he was a rascal of the first
sort. I would say he was a rascal, but I'd also
say he was a

are two Bluegrass regions, the inner and
outer. It's the inner region that set the
pattern. It was here that you had the good
land. That land attracted a pretty good
grade of settler. As far as Kentucky's early
leadership was concerned, it was centered
in the Bluegrass. This Bluegrass region was
the predominant area in Kentucky.
Then there's that area just called
generally western Kentucky with the
western coal fields in the middle of it. That
was mostly like Appalachia in the early days.
I'd be more correct in saying it was an
intensively rural, agrarian area.
There are some very rich farming
counties in that western area. And it
wouldn't take a genius to understand
that the Jackson Purchase is a distinct
region itself. Bowling Green certainly
is a distinctive area. It has been
historically.
All of those things have
influenced legislation a thousand
times over. You might have a law
that was good on the face of it, but
it had to be adjusted in such a way
that it would take into consideration
these specific sectional interests.
That's still true. There's a very great
regional sensitivity in this state that still
divides it.
Ellis: Is Louisville a region unto
itself?
Journalist John Ed Pearce once identified Dr. ClarkClark: Louisville has always been,
named Historian Laureate by the General Assembly-as
inevitably. Louisville, number one is located "The Sage of Kentucky."
where it is because of a major geographical
feature, the Falls of the Ohio. Inevitably
plunger. He came here to rescue his
there is going to be a city there. It became a
reputation and his name, and he didn't add
center of flatboat trade then became a
much to either. He went on to New Orleans
major steamboat center.
and became a factor in that region where
In time, it became a railway center in
he went into the arms of his Spanishthe state. Louisville was river-oriented as far
French friends.
as the flow of its trade was concerned, but
Ellis: You were talking about
equally as important and it may be a part of
Louisville.
the same thing, it was southern-oriented.
Clark: It's always been one that
Its great market was the South through the
puzzled the rest of the state, but more the
port of New Orleans.
rest of the state looked upon it as corrupt
The port of New Orleans was vital to
and with just reason. When I did that little
much of Kentucky's economic enterprise. It
book on Helm Bruce [Helm Bruce, Public
was demonstrated ve1y clearly in the great
Defender: Breaking Louisville's Gothic
anxiety in this western country over the fact
Political Ring, 1905] that got me into some
that Spain undertook to control the
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material that needs a lot of exploitation.
Helm Bruce was in the midst of that
reforming period, the Progressive Era, as
you so well know.
I didn't begin to explore all the
possibilities for several reasons. I didn't
have the time, I didn't have the money to
finance the necessary research and the
people who wanted that book done didn't
have the money to publish a book. But, I
did get into some papers, some important
papers, I did have access to those things.
Enough to understand that the Louisville
political system is not the Kentucky political
system.
It's a system all within itself. And, the
rest of Kentucky is rural, agrarian,
suspicious of what the city slicker might
do to them. And that's putting it in a
very simple folk way, but that
nevertheless is the nub of it.
Ellis: How does Northern
Kentucky fit in as a region?
Clark: Northern Kentucky is
awesome. Certainly you shouldn't
talk about regionalism in Kentucky
and ignore Northern Kentucky. It's
also riverine, like Louisville,
associated to the river system and, of
course, to Cincinnati across the river.
It's as rural as any other spot in
Kentucky except for that populated
cluster right on the river, but Northern
Kentucky's face has been turned to the river
and to the magnet of Cincinnati across the
river. It has a very keen sensitivity, its
people do, about their relationship with the
rest of Kentucky, especially when they go to
Frankfort in the enactment of legislation
that would have a bearing on Northern
Kentucky in any way.
Oh, you can't afford to leave that out.
It's a major region, but it's not defined as
such. I was following more or less the
United States geodetic designation. It's not
a defined geological, or geographical, area
so much as it is a state of mind and a focus
of interest. d:2This Interview with Dr. Clark continues in the
next issue ofKenrucke.

Editor's Note: Tom Clark once gave some sound
advice for any aspiring historian, of any age: "If
you are going to write, get down and do it." He
has inspired generations of Kentucky historians.
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Soldiers cut trees for lumber, burned fences
for firewood, foraged for food and fodder,
and requisitioned horses. ATennessee lad
wrote in his diary that because most
recruits slept on pallets, straw became so
scarce "there was seven straws to nine men
and those were pilfered from a half starved
horse."
Although many items were
commandeered, some were "purchased"
with IOUs or Confederate money, which
had no value after the Confederates left the
area. Many locals used the word "steal"
when referring to the army's requisition
methods.

Confederate Capital of
Kentucky
In November 1861 a provisional
convention meeting at Russellville declared
itself the government of Kentucky and
proclaimed Bowling Green the
"Confederate capital of Kentucky."
Confederate governor George W. Johnson
and his council moved to Bowling Green in
early December.
The distinction of "capital," however,
was a brief honor. Following the South's
defeat at Mill Springs (19 Janua1y), the loss
of Fort Herny (6 February), the impending
loss of Ft. Donelson and the advance of
Federal troops towards the Green River, the
Confederates pulled back to Nashville and
then to northern Mississippi. Their retreat
from south central Kentucky began on 11
February and the last troops left Bowling
Green on Valentines Day. As they withdrew
amid freezing rain and snow, federal troops
arrived on the north side of the Barren
River.
Unable to cross because the bridges
had been burned, they lobbed shells across
the river, thus adding to the chaos of
inclement weather, retreating troops,
fleeing southern supporters, and burning
railroad stock and station.
Accounts differ on how long the
shelling lasted-probably only a few
minutes-but at least one resident found
some comfort in it. The cook for a family
living near the railroad depot was heard to
proclaim, "Bless the Lord-a Union shell in
my biscuit dough."

Union Forces Enter

At the war's onset the majority of the
community's denizens had been pro Union.
Nevertheless, nearly every family in the
county had at least one member in each
army. The strain of divided sentiments, the
loss of loved ones, the destruction of
property and the indignities of real and
imagined ill treatment created bitterness
that remained long after the shooting
stopped. By the war's ends the residents of
the Bowling Green area probably viewed
troops of both sides as "Philistines."

The following day Union regiments
entered Bowling Green but by early April
most of these troops had moved south.
Large armies en route to and from
Tennessee periodically passed through the
area and, although the town remained
under martial law until after the war's end,
usually only a few hundred troops
garrisoned the area.
Comprising more Yankees than
Kentucky Unionists, the army patrolled the
countryside, chased guerrillas, maintained a
large hospital, and recruited black troops.
Like the Confederates before them,
they and those who passed through
Further Reading:
also bivouacked in orchards, drilled in
clover fields, cut down trees, burned
The Civil War in Kentucky
fences, took livestock and horses,
by Lowell H. Harrison.
requisitioned food and forage,
"Samuel Ringgold: An Episcopal
destroyed roads and bridges, created
frightening sanitation and health
Clergyman in Kentucky and
problems, violated civil rights and
Tennessee during the Civil War"
infringed on the dignity and serenity of
by Paul G. Ashdown.
the civilians.

"Cursed Yankees"
Most members of the federal army
of occupation categorized their "hosts"
as rebels and shared the attitude of a
Connecticut soldier who complained
that "I cannot get a man here to admit
that New England is in any respect
superior" to Kentucky. An officer from
Christian County stationed in Bowling
Green during the final year of the war
probably expressed the sentiments of
most residents when he penned:
"I detest the cursed yankees who
compose our army. They appear to
believe that there are no loyal men in
our state, that we are all rebels and
should be so treated. They steal ...
everything eatable as they pass on the
march. Their officers are politicians and
are afraid to restrain them. . . I wish
the rebels were whipped. I wish the
cursed Yankees were out of the,
country. No good feeling has grown out
of their occupation of our state, but a
dissimilarity of the most striking is
manifested in the way they feel and
think ... I must say I greatly prefer our
own ways.
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Published in The Filson Club History Quarterly, 53
Guly 1979).

"A War Divides the Green River
Country"
by Helen Bartter Crocker.
Published in the Register of the Kentucky Hisrorical
Society, 46 (Oct. 1972).

"Bowling Green and the Civil War"
by Eliza Calvert Hall.
Published in The Filson Club History Quarterly,
ll(Oct. 1937).

"The Civil War in South Central
Kentucky"
by Lowell H. Harrison.
Published in South Central Kentucky Historical
Quarterly, 2 (April-July 1974).

"City of Fortresses: Bowling Green,
Kentucky"

~Y. fftbaff f"',f::{{!j?Jl,JJf!?:XJfl Of;
Pui£1i;!re"& ~a~~~J,1t ~ I<ifilt~ , 10 (Oct. 1987).
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Kentucky

The Commonwealth's most beloved citizen Dr. Thomas D.
Clark remains Kentucky's strongest link to a vibrant past,
while carrying the bright light of historical scholarship.
Interview by Bill Ellis. Photographs by Jeff Rogers.
orn in Mississippi in 1903, Thomas
Dionysius Clark, took his higher
education degrees from the University of
Mississippi, the University of Kentucky,
and Duke University
(Ph.D. 1932). He
taught history at the
University of
Kentucky, serving as
chair from 1941 to
1968. All the while he
continued to do
research and publish.
Over the years he has
published in four
broad areas:
southern history,
frontier history,
Kentucky history, and
institutional history.
The author of over two
dozen volumes, as
well as the editor and co-editor of numerous
others, he has received many awards, including
being named Kentucky's ''Historian Laureate"
by the General Assembly. John Ed Pearce once
identified him as "The Sage of Kentucky.

B

Dr. Thomas D. Clark talks
about Kentucky's diversity.

An Interview with Thomas D. Clark by
William E. Ellis, September 16, 1997
Ellis: What are the characteristics of
Kentucky?
Clark: Kentucky is a very complex and, you
could say, a puzzling state. There are a lot of things
about Kentucky that come together to make it
Kentucky. Number one, I hold to a geographical

determinism theoty. This state is highly sectional.
The environment shaped social attitudes, shaped
politics and the economy of the state. There is no
such thing, historically speaking, no such thing as a
Kentucky.
There have been several Kentuckys. This may
intrigue us, but at the same time makes it very
difficult to write even-handedly about all the parts of
Kentucky.
The second thing that makes a mark on
Kentucky is the pioneering experience. The frontier
left a deep mark on this state in several ways.
Another thing that I think is a major factor in
Kentucky histoty is that it has always been a personal
histoty.
You've always had personalities that stood out.
We made really a symbol of frontierism , almost an
icon of the pioneering experience in a man like
Daniel Boone. We've added a few seconda1y figures
like Simon Kenton and Benjamin Logan, among
others. But this was a state of beginnings, not only a
beginning of the settlement of a new land, but it was
an area of beginning, the spreading of the American
empire.
Kentucky is the cradle of the frontier movement.
Not many real genuine original pioneering
experiences took place after the settlement of
Kentucky that had not in some way or other been
conditioned by breaking into this new land.
The process and the whole mystique, really, of
pioneering began here. I don't care where you go on
the rest of the western movement there's always a
background in the Kentucky experience and also the
most likely was a Kentucky personality hanging
around somewhere.
Take the opening of the Santa Fe trail with
William Becknell from Kentucky, take Kit Carson, the
great trail breaker, or the Sublett brothers, Rocky
Mountain men and all sorts of territorial governors,
secretaries, and judges, officials of one sort or
another who spread out over the West had roots in
Kentucky.
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Ellis: Including a Boone or two?
Clark: There's a tremendous
spreading of the Boone clan. The western
movement intrigued me, and intrigues me
still, for another reason. You made some
major decisions in this region. One of them
was the result of the French and Indian War
which pretty well established the English
domination of the North American scene.
That meant that you planted the
language on the land, you planted the
judicial, the whole legal system on the land.
You've planted literary seeds in the land.
You transmitted from England, Scotland,
and Ireland the myths, the folklore, the
literature of the old world into the new.
And you created here a common joint
heritage of the Anglo system that spread
across the continent.
I think one of the real miracles of
American history is the fact that we were
able to settle such a large land mass with
such a high degree of unification
really, such a high degree of
commonality.
Many of these states
claim unique aspects,
unique institutions,
but fundamentally
you've created states very
much within a common
pattern and you created a union
which stood a massive test.
No wonder Alexis de Tocqueville
found the American scene interesting
because he was viewing it from a European
background where there was always a
sense, a spirit of division.
No wonder he found the democratic
process and the response of the American
people exciting as well as perplexing. He
not only found it exciting himself, but he
captivated the Americans interest in their
own image and you hardly go by a month
that you don't have somebody quote de
Tocqueville to you.
The western pioneering experience
was, I don't like the word unique, because
you don't know whether that word has any
truth in it or not. The American pioneering
experience was a singular experience. It's
been duplicated elsewhere, in Australia, and
Canada, and New Zealand, and most parts

of the British empire particularly.
I think the spread of constitutional
government, the acceptance of a national
constitution, of a national federal union,
was almost a miracle. The fact that it's held
together is really a miracle.
Ellis: You were talking about
Kentucky being made up of sections.
How would you identify these
sections?
Clark: There is this somewhat
nebulous piece of geography we call
Appalachia. Appalachia is defined pretty
well by the United
States geodetic

Dr Clark's hands rest on a worn first-edition
copy of his 1942 work The Kentucky-a history of
the Kentucky River.

physical lines, but there is more to
Appalachia than a mere line drawn on the
face of a map. There's, of course, the
environmental influence. You have to start
with that, with the heavily forested area. A
region that was rich and still is rich in
resources, but has the very peculiar history
of those resources never really, fully
benefitting the region.
You've had poverty in the lap of riches.
You never developed the kind of talent,
human ingenuity, entrepreneurship, to
develop these resources. Take the timber.
All the timber was shipped out to be
processed somewhere else. You developed
a lot of folk craftsmen, but they were pretty
small compared with the development of
the furniture industry in Hickory or
Statesville, North Carolina. We've never had
a major furniture business. Yet you had
some of the best wood in the universe for
the making of furniture.
The coal was exploited by
outside promoters and the capital
was taken out of the region. If
you had some of the
institutions in Kentucky
that benefitted from the
wealth of the region, you
wouldn't have some of the
problems you have in the state right
now.
Another problem is water. A region
with abundant water resources, that was
one time thought to be inexhaustible, we
know that's not true anymore. The region
has allowed its water resource to become
highly polluted and abused. But Appalachia
still has great potential for the future.
Then there's the Bluegrass region.
That again is almost a state of mind. There

Al Smith, host of KET's "Comment on Kentucky" praised Dr. Clark in a recent
interview as "our greatest living citizen." Smith said, "Most people think of
him as the epitome of the Kentucky educator, the greatest living professor.
He personifies the scholar at his best in his research, classroom work, and
service. He is an incredible writer. He has written so many books, he can not
tell you very accurately how many he has written. I would describe him as
progressive, optimistic, extremely energetic, and in so many ways the good
citizen. He is the person who exhorts Kentuckians to be better than they
sometimes are. He uses the lessons of the past to set goals for the future."
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REMEMBERING DR. THOMAS D. CLARK
Like Keats' first looking into
Chapman's translation of The Iliad,
And much like Marlow's awakening to the East,
So aptly described in Conrad's Youth.
Was my own discovery at age twelve
Of Dr. Clark's History of Kentucky.
That enlargement of a birth-heritage
Has diminished none in fifty years.
It was in truth, a compelling vision.
I became unlike my friends and acquaintances.
For heroes, I took to such as Boone,
Shelby, Clay and John Hunt Morgan.
I became aware of the Civil War
And our own Southemess.
Later trips to Blue Licks and Transylvania
Would have been preferred to Yorktown or Harvard.
Had I been literary-minded,
James Lane Allen would have been my ideal.
I awaited further revelation
As I grew in knowledge of our past.
Having now viewed much of the area
Once called "The Dark and Bloody Ground ;"
And having a mind-portrait of the journey
Taken and settlement made by my forebears,
I have enjoyed the Cumberland, Kentucky,
Big Sandy, Licking and their valleys.
Many imaginations have been satisfied.
I yet await Fort Harrod, Perryville,
The Louisville of Filson and George Rogers Clark,
Shelby's Danville, Henderson and The Purchase.
Awaiting too, are the Kentucky farms now owned
And re-forested by Dr. Clark and others.
Others may look to Coach Rupp, Coach Bryant
Or some of the greats in football or basketball,
Or even some of our best known political leaders.
My Kentucky hero is, and has long been, Dr. Thomas D. Clark.
His commitment to Kentucky is unsurpassed, and
I'm most thankful God has allowed him to be with us for so long.

*

,.

B.R. Oney
2403 Kenwood Street
Hammond, Indiana 46323
January 14, 1998
(219) 845-8044

*Used with permission of the author.
Bob Oney grew up in Rowan County
and moved to Indiana as a young /YI )4~
but he never forgot his Kentucky roots.

17 5 Kentucky A venue
Lexington, Kentucky 40502
July 17, 2002

I ask your forgiveness for having to use this form to express my profoundest
appreciation for your very kind greetings on a birthday which I never dreamed I
would live to celebrate.
I cannot refrain from looking back to the time when Teddy Rossevelt was
President, and the nation was just at the end of the Spanish-American War. I was
born beside what in Mississippi was called the "Big Road." No rubber tired wheel
had ever left its imprint on the winter's mud or the summer's dust. In fact, no
train whistle had ever broken the silence of the land and no rural free postman had
ever delivered the mail.
Teddy Roosevelt had gone bear hunting in the swampy Mississippi Delta virgin
forest, but saw nary a bear. A man had caught a cub and had it tethered at the end
of a rope. He asked the President to shoot the little animal, but TR feared the
wrath of his young sons ifhe did so. Clifton Berryman of Versailles, Kentucky
drew a cartoon of President Roosevelt refusing to shoot. Thus was born
contemporaneously with me the greatest toy object of all time- the Teddy Bear.
Climbing the chronological ladder up through the twentieth century was a journey
beset by many bumps, but, also, many straightaways of pure joy. No part of the
jowuey was more pleasant than the timid invasion of Kentucky, both the land and
the people calling themselves Kentuckians. Like every governor down to 1835 and
hosts of citizens who came before and after, I have had to acknowledge the fact
that I was not a natal son of the soil. But, like Henry Clay arid Ephraim
McDowell, Simon Kenton, Daniel Boone, Jane Todd Crawford and caravans of
others, I took out homesteading rights and the venture has paid off a thousand
times over.
Thus, teetering on the very edge of time itself, I can only say I thank you with all
the meaning I can muster. I didn't earn enough money to rent a security box in
Fort Knox, but I sure accumulated a multitude of cherished friends, students, and
imperishable memories. No rust can canker, no thief can steal from me your warm
outpouring of friendship.
Affectionately,
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552 W. Sun St.
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Or. Jack D. EHis
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Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7478
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175 Kentucky Avenue
Lexington, Kentucky 40502

April 14 , 2004
Dr. Jack Ellis
350 W. Street
Morehead, Ke nt ucky
Dear Jack I am enclo s ing my blmrb for your no©.
I hope this i s satisfactory. As you will see I did
not lnve nt the art of typimg. I am holdi mg your
manuscript.
I am, with ev e ry good wish,
Most co rd ially yours,

/

~) tnt-----

-ri.,-.mas D. Clark
1 uv
kY Avenue
1.7 5 K.entK.~ntuckY40502
Lexington,
Feb ruary 12 , 1998
Mr . Ja c k Ellis
550 ~ est Sun Sr~eet
Morehead , Kentucky
Dea Jack :
I t is- with th e hunbl est a½p ; pgy
t ha t I wrmte you o Fra nkly, s omeway is all the
sea of pa per I gather a r ou nd I l os t your
letter . I have t urne d the pla c e upsi de down
1 o o k in g for i t . Just now I have co me u p with
your ad d ~e ss . I have been un der t he pre ssure
of t r yin g t o finish a book
1

I wil be g la d to speak to your a rou p .
Jeit ( me the date .
I am , wit h eve ry goo d

wi sh ,

Most cordiall y yours .

,.
From ....! n\i'
.r (.,(l,:;\~C1:1on Of:
Dr. JaGli..: D. Ems
552 VV. Sun St.
Morehead, l<Y 40351
606-784-7473

175 Kentucky Avenue
Lexington, Kentucky 40502

Ma yB , 2000
Dr . J ack Nllis
550 Sin Street
Morehead , Kentucky
Dear Jack:
I aopre cite your nice note . Too , both
lore tt a and I waish t o express to the Rown Cou nt y
Historical Soci et y our wrrn st apprecia t ion f or there
hosp i ta l i t y and g e nerosity.
I meant to t e ll you that I will have the
introdu ction r e a dy for yo ur book by Thursd a y. Jack
I hav e been causght up in so much th e 9as t thr ee
weeks t hat I hav e har~ly ha d t i me to bre a the.
I wi ll se nd the mate r ial to you on Thursda y
morning . I am happy inde ed to do this.
Mosy cordial ly yoururs,
/

; trJri,,
T e CoH. t!t n Of:
Or. Jack D. EUis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

Fr

175 Kentucky Avenue
Lexington, Kentucky 40502

May 11 , 2 , 000

Dr . Jack Elli s
Moreg ead , Kentu cky
Dea r Ja ck:
I am e nc l os inq t he f or r wo r d whi ch .L ha ve bee n t oo
lo ng i n prepa r i ng . You ma y ed it it a s yo u see f i tI hop ee i t
i s not t oo l ong o It i s my feeling that lon g afte r
you and I a re gone th e ma t eri al i n your boo k wi ll
have va l i d i t y in ga i ni ng an un de r s t a ndi ng of how a
c oun t y a nd i t s c ommun i ti e s evo l v ~ .
ga i n , Lo r et ta a nd I e nj oyed be in g i n Morehea d ,
arnd we a r e deepl y app r ecit i ve of the g ene t ous ho sp i tal i ~y
shown us .
I 1m , wi t h every good wi s h ,

Prom The Collection Of:
Or. Jack D. Ems
552 w. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784--7473
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The broad and compl e x a rt of wr i t ing

and int e rp peting the

his t or y of man and his place on th ~ s cale j f t ime ~nd hDmse ~ffair s i~
ha 1l e nging
r"=
~o ne of th is, however, is more reflectiv e Of hum a nity and culture
0
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than a firm r ~ in local hi s tory.
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loc a l historical
,.
circumscri bei ,vi,/£.,

investig a tion a nd present a tion has on~
, s igni f ica nc e • ~

·Y-, ~iiowever ,

~ col ecti ve body of
1

research and writings about local a re as~

m a vit a l foundation

for making broader int e rpretat ions at univ e rsal l evels of
history.
A

pr eci se case in point of ju s tifying th e ve rific a tion and

writing of loc a l hi s tory i s th e cas e of Morehe a3 a nd Rowan County,
Ke nt ucky.

ar

m ~ ~ e ntury and a half th e huma n popu la tion
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ame oba-like areaJ ca rv ed out of Fl eminq. and moroan c ountie s
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Eve r y human ac t in some form or another ~
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the past~
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Few words in the English langua ge a re more gli bley
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utt e re d th an history. Every asp e ct of natural and huma n activity
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in some respects is _o~,import a nc e . Th e f oun da ti ons of hi s torical
r eco rd i ng s an d int e rpr etat i ons r es t upon s o many f oun dat ion
sup port s th at con s i derati on mu s t be oiven a,l of th em t o arrive
a t some appreciation of hu man p r ogress an d th e dynamics of
change. An impo ~ta nt segm ent of Am 2ri ca n history rests s quarely
uoon a lo ca l base.
There remains a constant value in Thoma s J e fferson's theory
t hat what hapoP ns a t th e loc a l l ev e l of s oc iet y is more im portant
t o the inilij vi dua l th ~n what hap pe ns in ex pa nde d outline at the
na tio na l an d international l eve ls. In th e case of Ken t ucky,
two basic facts are impor t ant in th e state ' s histtory. First,
th e sense of plac e is the bon ding which giv es the
i nd i vi dua l a fo cus in t i me , origin s , and soc ie ty.

i '"

Ke ntucky

is divide d into on e hrnd red and t ?1enty county unit s , an d scores
of tow ns , citi2 s , a nd crossroa d s communities. Ev e ry one of
these pl a ce s has a history , but e ven of gre ate r i moort anc e th e y
h ave emoti onal an d s entimental meaning s to the people
Wi"-;1-,

who livenin t he ir borders, or who go away a nd carry with th em
t he precious bag gage of memories and lif e t i me attachments.
The history of a county in Ke ntuck y i s littl e s hort of being
a mi c rocosm of t he s t ate it s elf. It involves the politic s
of loc a l government, th e ri s e of in s titutions, the se ttlement,
ownershio, an ci t r a ns f ers of the land itsel f . From t he mom e nt
in 17 80 when arrangements were ma d e for th e estab lishme nt of the
three ori ginal Kent uc~y c ou nt i es down to dat N th e c ounty seat
tovrn with the ·· cou rth ous e ha s been a po J. i t ic 2l, fi :; cal, and
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unifying in st ituti on which has drawn t oget her an d held th e
c ounty in a coh es ive whole. Nowhere in Kentucky has this fact
been stron ge r t han in Rowan Cnun ty . The creatio~ of t his, Ke ntc l y' s
" a~ no' 1·+.., s nam_,_,~ ng . a n ·',_ th a "',, o + 1' t_s • f O c"' 1
18. "''-' ~,
{,, 'r' ~ a:Te, t'.\
c;;., :1 r'e '.> C,YI Cv f / i?r
J/'{ J.r; e, jt/ I '-- Ll4,
'
county seat town, Morehead, Pe rhaps neither Ju dge John Rowan
l 04 th c o mt y in ·"

!

1

nor James Morehead ever visit ed the area.

Dr. Jack Ellis has performe d for Rowan Co unt y , Morehea d ,
and t he outlyin a commun i tie s an inva l ua ble s e rvic e . In t he area
of this kind of local history this t yp e of r ~mi nis ce nt tr ea tm e nt
i s of gre a ter i np ortanc e th an a more elaborate int e rpretive
t ~e a tm en t. It is i mportant to know some thing of the oe rsonalti e s
who lived, performe d pub li c ser,,ices, ope r ated s tores, shoos
of a l l kinds, an d who se rv ed as s uppo r ters and offic e rs of local
in s titutions. In the history of Kentucky to~ns be fore Wo r ld
Wa r II many merchants and t heir s tores became as much social
inst itut ion s a s commercial on es . Both townsmen and co untrymen
ali ke accumu lated mem ories of tho s e t e nder youthful da ys of
qrow ing up when stores and streets we r e places which gen erated
lif e -lon g memories.
Few Am Pri ca n towns hav e escao ed tro ubles a nd tragedgie s of
varying nat ures . Both Rowan County an d Morehe ad have memories
of violent epi s orl e s , of ,=1oods, '11 £ir e s , acci dents , an d other

of

i nc i dents wh i ch touched the live~e very person living wi thin
their bounda ries. Dr. Elli s has writt e n graphic a c co unts of
thlse momen t s . Conversel y there i s t he history of evolving

in stitut ion s such as ch urbh es , schoibls,

~

cer.eb!~un iv e rsity,
if>-,l.M.11 i:/2.J-~l ,<,.1,-,c c,,.--_Av4.,{. :•.y_ If~
med ical serv i ces an d a hosp i tal~ th e local news ~a oer br e ss,

,
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and recreatio na l an d amus ement ce nte rs. All the s e things go
to g r t her to give sub s tanc e t o local history.
So much d etail ed informa t ion passes on unrecordej with
th e succession of ge nerations, leavin g s erious voids in
both the knowldge of t he oast and in a sense of changes which
occur. There most a ssure d ly will co me a time when a h istorian
will un de r take the writing of a co~ohrehensive history of
Rown Coun t y a nd its c ounty s e at an d pe opl e .

Dr. Ellis has

b r oken the groun d f or h i m or he r. He has don e far more than
this. He h a s recorde d a mul t itu de of facts, f i rs t-hand e xperien c es,
and l; th e memoti e s of ot h ~r pe ople which oth e r wise might
,,1

we ll have slippe d un"-o ted into o\-:l l i vion.
Almos t a s a c e nt r al th em e of t h is coll e cte d chronilogical
and annal i stic~at e ri a l is th e f ac t of cha ng e. Thi s book. lets
;
Me"-S V ~,:;
a dependabl e gauge by which future cha ng e s can be ~ ags.int
th e back groun d fa c"-:: s of the oas t .

No

.
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community can liv e by

the c ondi t ions of th e pr e sent moeme nt or by anti c ioa~ ion s of
. v 0 ifi vf
th e oast witho ut ma k in g cost ly rep e t i ve mist a ke sd~ - -~ some
c ornohreh ens ion of t he pa st. This book is r i ch in th e pre sent ation
of the past in the context of deci s on€ rnarl e , of failur e s and
mAstak e s, an d of th e c onse que nc es of th 2 c ol lect e ~ exp e tienc e s
of the are a.
In oreci se local Rowan Coun t y- Morehe ad histo r ical terms,
·
e v,de/T'
th e d eeply ingr ::: in e·.J sen se of place i s e-1"! . lav-ed in th e f ac ts of
their emerg e nce from a primitiv e economic ,p9litical, and social
e nti t y carv ed ou t of a n Kppa la ~hi an Hi ~hl a nd ri dg e a nd valley.
Thi s colle ction of r ich fa c tua l mat e ~i a l s prese rv es in an
in de libe f or~ th e na ture a nd d e p th of chan ges whic h h a v e
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occu r re i , of pe rsonalities who ga vA sp irit a n~ s ub st ~nc e
t o loc a l hito r y, of in s titution s whi ch flouri s hed an d faded
with the proqres ion o~ modernization, and of local cr ises
and c alamities whi ch shaped th e tu ~ns cf l oc al history. This
book gives Rowan County and its commun i ty a cre d itabl e p la ce
in the everp growing li s t of book s whi ch brin ~ t he 6i st ory of
t he Commonwealth itself into cle are r fo cus .
ffihomas D. Clark
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By Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Kentucky History Laureate
Fewer words in the English language are more glibly uttered than the word
"history." But every aspect of natural and human activity is in some respects of historical
importance. Historical recordings rest upon so many foundations that consideration must
be given to all of them to arrive at some appreciation of human progress and the
dynamics of change. An important segment of American history rests squarely upon a
local base.
There remains a constant value in Thomas Jefferson ' s theory that what happens at
the local level of society is more important to the individual than what happens at the
national and international level. Kentucky is divided into one hundred and twenty
county units, and scores of towns, cities, and crossroad communities. Every one of these
places has a history, but of even greater importance they have emotional and sentimental
meaning to the people who live within their borders, as well as those who have moved
away and carry with them the precious baggage of memories and lifetime attachments.
The history of a county in Kentucky is little short of being a microcosm of the
state itself. It involves the politics of local government, the rise of institutions, the
settlement, ownership, and transfer of the land itself. From that moment in 1780 when
the three original counties in Kentucky were established, down to the present day, the
county seat town with its courthouse has been the political, fiscal , and unifying
institution which has held the county together in a cohesive whole. Nowhere in
Kentucky has this fact been stronger than in Kentucky ' s 104 th County of Rowan, located
in the hills of Eastern Kentucky .
IV
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Dr. Jack Ellis has performed for Rowan County, Morehead, and the outlying
communities an invaluable service. In the area of this kind of local history this type of
reminiscent treatment is of greater importance than a more elaborate interpretive
treatment. It is important to know something of the personalities who lived, performed
public services, operated stores, shops of all kinds, and who served as supporters and
officers oflocal institutions. In the history of Kentucky towns before World War II
many merchants and their stores became as much social institutions as commercial ones.
Both townsmen and countrymen alike accumulated memories of those tender youthful
days of growing up when stores and streets were places which generated life-long
memories.
Few American towns have escaped troubles and tragedies of varying natures.
Both Rowan County and Morehead have memories of violent episodes, feuds , floods ,
fires , accidents, and other incidents which touched the lives of every person living within
their boundaries. Dr. Ellis has written graphic accounts of these moments. Conversely
there is the history of evolving institutions such as churches, schools, a university,
medical services, hospital, local newspapers, and recreational and amusement centers.
All those things go together to give substance to local history.
So much detailed information passes on unrecorded with the succession of
generations, leaving serious voids in both the knowledge of the past and in a sense of
changes which occur. There most assuredly will come a time when a historian will
undertake the writing of a comprehensive history of Rowan County and its county seat
and people. Dr. Ellis has broken the ground for him or her. He has done far more than
this. He has recorded a multitude of facts, first-hand experiences, and the memories of
other people which otherwise might well have slipped unnoted into oblivion.
V

Almost as a central theme of this collected chronological and analytical material is
the fact of change. This book sets a dependable gauge by which future changes can be
measured against the background facts of the past. No community can live only by the
conditions of the ·present moment or by anticipation of the past without making costly
repetitive mistakes. This book is rich in the presentation of the past in the context of
decisions made, of failures and mistakes, and of the consequences of the collective
experiences of the area.
In precise local Rowan County-Morehead historical terms, the deeply ingrained
sense of place is evident in the facts of their emergence from a primitive economic,
political, and social entity carved out of an Appalachian Highland ridge and valley. This
collection of rich factual materials preserves in an indelible form the nature and depth of
changes which have occurred, of personalities who gave spirit and substance to local
history, of institutions which flourished and faded with the progression of modernization,
and of local crises and calamities which shaped the turns of local history. This book
gives Rowan County and its community a creditable place in the ever-growing list of
books which bring the history of the Commonwealth itself into clearer focus.

Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Kentucky History Laureate For Life
May 11, 2000
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INTRODUCTION
Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Rowan County Historical Society
May 4, 2000; 7 p.m.
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I have the great honor tonight to introduce our speaker. Thomas D. Clark
was born in Louisville, Mississippi one hot July day very early in the past century.
1-h,s 4t >"" f) '2 rn 1 c_ U Z "c..!tP~;y.~ 5. Y,, fl-L / I),\ ft cc ,4 E:, [_ ~
He holds an undergraduate degree from the University of Mississippi, a Masters
Degree from the University of Kentucky, and a PhD. from Duke University.

In 1931, he was personally hired by UK President Frank L. McVey to
develop a History Department"worthy of a first class research institution. That he
accomplished during his 37 years at UK. Also, while the , over the years he
served as guest lecturer at Harvard, D · e, North Carey-ma, Tennessee, Indiana,
Stanford and man~ more. He also has lee

ed ov, seas for the Department of State

at Oxford UniversityJand in Greece, India, 1'/;
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and Yugoslavia.

His writings include: The Beginning of e L&N (1933); A Pioneer Southern

Railroad (1938); History ofKentucky (1937); R

paging Frontier (1939), Pills,

•
/
Pettzcoats
and Plows (1944), and Rural Press
and 'h_e New South. ~..
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retirement at UK, Dr. Clark taught at the University of Indiana, and Eastern

Kentucky University and continued

hf proHfic writing, including several local

county histories in Kentucky. His awards include a Guggenheim Award, and a

yn t

~

rrM!e& Award from the Association of State and Local History. He has eight
honorary doctors degrees (one from Morehead). I could continue on but these are
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DR. THOMAS D. CLARK: A KENTUCKY LEGEND
BY
JACK D. ELLIS
"Render therefore to all their due .. .honor to whom honor is due." (Romans 13:7)

Thousands of people across the Commonwealth have their own personal
memories of Dr. Thomas D. Clark. His awards, honor and eulogy have already been
written and will continue to be written for generations to come. But this article is written
as a tribute to a friend, a mentor, legend and inspiration. He is greatly missed.
It was this writer's great honor and privilege to sit across the table from Dr

Thomas D. Clark as a member of the Kentucky Archives Commission, and the Advisory
Committee to the Commission for 37 years. We met twice each quarter and Dr. Clark
was the "E.F. Hutton" at those meetings: Even though he was very soft spoken, when he
spoke everyone listened. At almost every meeting he would greet me with "Good
morning Jackson (he is the only one who ever called me that) "What's new in
Morehead?" For the past few years (since he stopped driving) it was my privilege to
bring him back from Frankfort to his home in Lexington. With my wife sitting in the
back seat, we would both listen intently to his words of wisdom and we both cherished
those moments we had with Dr. Clark.
As we returned home from the last commission meeting he was able to attend in
March, 2005, he asked me ifl intended 'to continue on the Commission. I said I've been
thinking of not returning at the end of this appointment. His words were sadly prophetic,
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"Jackson, I don't intend to continue any longer because this old body just can't stand
II

much more. As I delivered him to his doorstep in Lexington, he was extremely frail, and
of course, he never made it to another meeting and that was the last time we talked.
His passing hit me pretty hard because over the years we had developed a close
friendship. It might have been our Methodist heritage that drew us together. He would
often talk of his childhood in Mississippi where he would hitch up the horse and buggy
and drive to the railroad station in the next county to pick up the Methodist Bishop to
hold quarterly meetings in his church. I once asked him what it was about theState of
Mississippi that produced so may writers. He said it must have been because they were
so poor or it was something in the water. Since I had spent three years off and on at the
University of Southern Mississippi and was poor, I hoped some of it might rub off on me
if I drank enough water - but it never did.
Dr. Clark had simple tastes when it came to food. He once said, "If you see a sign
that says gourmet food , beware. I like food that you can stir with a spoon."
Many times when the legislature was in session we would eat lunch at "Flynns"
which was the place where politicians, people and lobbyists come together in Frankfort.
On those occasions, Dr. Clark would often be surrounded by legislators (many he had in
class). They would ask his opinion on various pieces of legislation. He always politely
answered their questions but would invariably work the conversation around to lobbying
for more funding for libraries, education, environment and other issues of the day he felt
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passionate about. He would sometimes mildly chastize them for failure to support a
certain piece of legislation. Dr. Clark crossed political boundaries and was so highly
respected that both democrats and republicans listened when he spoke because they knew
that he sincerely had the best interest of the people in mind. He spoke to the farmer,
forester, businessman, educator, government employee and governor, and the people all
listened.
Dr. Thomas D. Clark personified history in Kentucky. By act of the Kentucky
General Assembly, he was appointed History Laureate for Life, and is the most respected
and most published authority on history in Kentucky. It has been this writer's privilege
to be with him at several book signings where he was always the busiest author there.
During the 2004 Kentucky Book Fair he did not even take a break all day and seemed to
have more energy than I did. I sat across the isle from his table and marveled at his
patience, kindness and energy. He loved people.
But let me share just a few personal notes since it has been my privilege to know
Dr. Clark for the 37 years that we have served on the Archives Commission together.
During that time he was the leader of the group. He is considered the founder of
Kentucky's Archives Program. It was during Governor Chandler's first term in office in
193 5 that someone in state government decided to clean out their office and had a truck
loaded with precious archival documents headed for the dump. That night Dr. Clark
received a call from an unknown source telling him what was happening. He got up
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early the next morning and went to the Governor's mansion and got "Happy" out of bed.
I don't think "Happy" was very happy, but Dr. Clark saved those documents from being
destroyed. He has continued working throughout his lifetime to preserve this state's
important historical documents.
Although Dr. Thomas D. Clark, a living legend in Kentucky, died June 28, 2005,
a few days short of his 102 nd birthday, his legacy will continue for generations. He was a
humble multi-faceted man with many interests. Not only was he dedicated to conserving
Kentucky's historical documents but he was a passionate environmentalist who loved to
take long walks in the woods and commune with nature.
Eugene Reynolds, retired Kentucky State Forrester in Frankfort, tells of the time
one of the members of the General Assembly had a bill ready to pass that would have
severely curtailed the efforts to preserve Kentucky's forests. Gene, a personal friend of
Dr. Clark's, went to Dr. Clark' s home and explained the bad bill about ready to pass.
Dr. Clark said he would take care of it. He made a few phone calls and the bill was
defeated which helped better preserve Kentucky's woodlands.
For over 20 years many citizens throughout the state and in state government tried
to get a new Library and Archives Building in Frankfort because the old warehouse on
East U.S. 60 had reached its storage saturation point many years earlier. When Julian
Carroll was governor, Dr. Clark and this writer met with the Governor and Dr. Clark
succeeded in convincing him that such a building was needed, and he agreed to fund the
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construction. It barely made it to construction, because Governor Carroll on his last day
in office and at the last hour and his last official act in office was to tum the first spade
for construction of a new Kentucky Archives Building. Now that

lo year old building,

which shares Dr. Clark's name, has reached its saturation point again and there is an
urgent need for expansion. Just as he was the moving force behind the new Archives
Building, Dr. Clark was also the moving force behind the new Kentucky History Center,
which also bears his name. But with all of the honors and accolades showered upon him,
he still maintained his usual courteous and humble deposition and never thought he
should be the one so honored. With his courteous southern manners, he always removed
his hat when talking to a lady.
He was one of the kindest, most considerate and caring individuals I have ever
known. He respected the worth and dignity of every individual. He could talk to those
in the ivory tower, those in the halls of the legislature, as well as those in humble houses
at the head of the hollow, educated and non-educated in a language they understand.
Almost every person he ever talked with will remember the time and place of their last
conversation with him, and probably tell their grandchildren about it.
Dr. Clark was my kind of Historian - He had a keen understanding of the past-a
firm foundation in the present with eyes confidently looking toward the future. He eriscrossed the Commonwealth encouraging and motivating a love of history, especially in
young people. He encouraged others to write, and graciously wrote an introduction to
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two of this writer' s books.
If it is true first impressions are important, Dr. Thomas D. Clark's first impression
of Kentucky must have left a lasting impression on him because he remained here for 75
more years. In his typical home spun style, and with a twinkle in his eye, he recalled
when he first "laid eyes" upon Kentucky.
He recalled the year was 1928 and said, "I~

i raduated from the University of

Mississippi and~ ~hat summer as an intern in Washington, D.C. and was on
my way to Kentucky to enroll in a masters program. Riding in a coach on the C&O
Railroad from Washington to Lexington, I asked the porter what time the train would

'.

~)tvw'-/4o ~ ~

cross into Kentucky. The porter said around daybreak and} r anted to be awake when
the train crossed into Kentucky."
Dr. Clark continued, "I curled up on the coach seat and went to sleep and the next

~y-,µ_ .
thing I knew the train was coming to a stop and the porter had forgotten to ~

-

I jumped up and looked out the window as the sun was coming up and saw my first view
of Kentucky, a large sign on the side of a depot, MOREHEAD." (They were 50 miles
inside the borders of Ketnucky.)
That was not the end of the story as Dr. Clark continued, "I had shared a coach
.

seat with Presidential Candidate Herbert Hoover's vice presidential candid~
boarded the train that night in Virginia. As the train came to a sto
politicians came on board the train and asked t
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whe he

contingent of local
to come out

~~

AtL~

and .fy{k to < crow assembled outside." Dr. Clark continued, "As ~ ~ Raim~ got up to
1
go outside I jumped up and was going to go out with him and he put his hand on my
shoulder and said, 'no, young man, you'd better not go outside - this is a wild place."'
Dr. Clark has returned to Morehead many times over the years. He was here when
Governor Carroll dedicated the new M.S.U. Library Tower. He was here in 2000 to
speak to the Rowan County Historical Society on the topic "Kentucky, Some Unfinished
Business." In 2002, he came to Morehead again and spoke to the retired teachers about
"Education in Kentucky, Past-Present and Future." He has been here for book signings
and social affairs and always said Morehead is not really such a "wild place."
Dr. Clark's wisdom, wit, and understanding will be greatly missed by this writer.
He will also be missed by countless citizens throughout the Commonwealth. Now He
Belongs to All Ages of Kentucky.

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
552 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-7473

Jack Ellis is a retired director oflibraries at Morehead State University and a retired
Methodist minister. He writes a weekly colu . in the MOREHEAD NEWS,
"Morehead Memories: People & Places "
also has four books published by the Jesse
1
Stuart Foundation.
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Few words in the English lan guage are more glible y
utt ered th an hi st ory . Every aspect of natural an d human activity
-· ·-

\,. l?1o f" I c...£'.L l

in s ome respects is o~, i mportance . The f oun da tions of hi s tor i cal
r eco rd i ngs a nd in te r pr etat i ons r es t upon s o many f oundati on
s uo ; o rts that c on s i de rat ion mu s t be oiven a, l of t h em t o arr ive
at some appreciat io n of hu man pr ogres s an d th ~ dyn ami cs of
change . An impo ~tant segme nt of Am , ri : an history rests s qu arely
upon a local base .
There re ma ins a cons tan t va lu e in Th omas J e ffers on ' s th eory
that what hapD"' ns at th E' loc a l l ev e l of s oc i ety is more i rr portant
t o the i n&ill vi dua l th~ n what happ ens in expa nde d outline at the
nationa l and internat iona l leve ls . In th e ca se of Ken ~uck y,
t wo basic fa c ts a r e import ant in th e s tate ' s histt ory . First ,
th e sense of plac e i s the bondi ng wh ich gives the ,_n, , ·
in dividual a fo cus in t i me , ori gin s , and societ y .

Ke ntucky

i s div i de d in to on e h 1nd red and t we nty co unty units , an d scores
of town s , cities , a nd crossroads communi ties . Ev e ry on e of
the s e place s has a history , rut e ve n of gr ~ate r i moorta nc e t he y
ha ve emoti ona l an d s entimental mean i ngs t o the people
w,"i1-,

who l ive~ in t he ir borders , or who go away a nd carry with th m
0

t he precious bagqa ge of memories a nd lif e t i me attachments .
The history of a c ou nty in Ke ntuck y i s littl e sh ort of be ing
a mi c ro cosm of t he s Late i t s e lf . It invo lve s th e politic s
of loca l oovernme nt , th e ri s e of i ns titutions , th e se t t l eme nt ,
ownershio , a nrl tra ns f ers of the land itsel f . From the mome nt
in 17 80 when arr angeme nts were ma de for the establishme nt of the
three ori inal Kent uc~y c ount i es d own to dat N th e c ou nt y seat
t o'Nn wi t h the -- courthous e ha s bee n a poJ. i t ic ;:i l , fi :; cal , and
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unifying instituti 8n which has drawn tooet he r and held th e
county in a cohe s ive whole . Nowhere in Kentucky has this f act
be en stron ge r t h an in . owan C0 un ty . The c r eat io ~ of t his , Ke nto l y' s
104th c o mty in

_ 185 Q,, and it s na minq a n-l tha t of its
/ oc~ '
l. ..., ea:Te,. d a., :t~e s c h cv fJl? 'r f tl 1.r;e;v1 1./ I~
,
c ounty seat town , Morehead , erhaps neithe r Ju dge John Rowan
nor James Morehead ever visite d the area .
Dr . Jack Ellis has performed for Rowan County , Morehea d ,
and the outlyin q commun i tie s an inva l ua ble service . In t he area
of . this kind of local hi st or y this type of r ~miniscent tr eatm e nt
is of gre a ter i m ortanc e th an a more elaborate int e rpretive
t _e a tm e nt. It is i nportant to know so~e thinq of the oersonalti e s
who lived , perfo rme d p Jb l ic ser,, ic es , ope v-a t ed s tores , shops
1

of a l

kinds , an d who se rv e d as s uppo rte rs an d offic e rs of local

in s titutions . In th e history of Ke ntucky to·vns be fore Wor l d
Wa r II many merchants and the ir s tores became as mu ch social
inst ituti on s a s c ommercial on es . Both townsme n and c ountrymen
ali ke accumulated mem orie s of tho s e ten~er youth f ul days of
qrowing up when sto r es and streets we r e places whi ch gene r ated
lif e- ong memories .
Few Am e ri ca n towns hav e escao ed tro ubles a nd tragedgie s of
varyinq na tures . Both

owan Coun t y an d Morehead have memorie s

of vio lent episorl e s , of clo od s,

:B ires

acci dents , an d othe r

o-f

in c i ents wh ich touc he d t he 1 i ve s1J every person living with in
their bounda ries . Dr . Elli s has written graphic a c counts of
e.

th ~s e mome nts . Conv ersel y th ere i s th 2 hi s tory of evolving
in stitutio ns s uch as churbh es , scho~ls, e ~~-~univ e rs ity,
, W -V
er /~11 .+I
med i cal s ervic es and a hosp i ta l• the loca l new s 8a pe r ~re ss,

1-,, ; yor y
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and recreational an d amuseme nt centers . Al l th ose things go
toq Pthe r t o qi ve s ub s tance to local h i s tory.
So much deta il ed informa t ion passes on unre c

~ ~j

with

th e succession of ge nerations, leavin g serio us voids in
both the knowldge of the oast a nd in a se nse of cha nges which
oc c u r . There Most ass uredly will come a t i me whe n a h istorian
wi l l un i e r take the writing of a c omohre~e ns ive history of
Rown Co un t y an

its county sea t a nd peopl e .

Dr . Ellis has

b r oken the ground f or h i m or her . He has d on e far mo re than
this . He ha s recorded a mul t itu de of facts , fir s t - hand e xperi ences,
a no

I....:

th e me mor ies of oth ,, r oe ople vvhich oth e r Jise mi gh t

..,

we ll hav e sl i oped u n~o ted in to o'8 1 i vion .
Alm ost as a central th eme of th ' s co l lecte d chronilog ic al
and annali..stichiat e ri a l i s th e f ac t of change . Thi s bo ok ~ ets
I
1"1 e q..
~r,I
a dep e ndable ga ug e by which future changes can be ~ ags.i-At
th e ba ckgr ound fa rt s of the oast .

,
""f.:).,(,..,1A.},-·

No community ca n live by

the c on d i t io ns of the ore sent moeQe nt or by a nti c ipa+:ion s of

\e- \f01 µ Vj

th e oast wi th out mak ing cost l y repetive mi st-'lkesL · -

/\.

some

c omohreh en si on of ~he past . This book is rich in th e present ation
of the pa st in the c onte xt of oec i s ons made , of failur e s and
ma stakes , a nd of th e c on seque nces of th2 c ol l ec te 7 ex pe tien c es
of the ar e a .
In oreci se local Rowa n Coun t y- Morehead histo r ic a l terms ~
e v ,de JIT
th e d eeply ingr c1 in e '1 sen se of place is e-ri r a ved in th e fa c ts of
th e ir emerg e nce fr om a prin i t iv e e co nomic ,p9litical , and s ocial
enti t y carv ed ou t o f a n Kppalachia n Hi ~hlan 7 ri dge a nd valley .
This collec t ion of r ich fact ual mate - ials pres erves in a n
in de libe f or~ th e not ure and depth of changes which ha v e
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FOREWORD
By Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Kentucky History Laureate
Fewer words in the English language are more glibly uttered than the word
"history." But every aspect of natural and human activity is in some respects of historical
importance. Historical recordings rest upon so many foundations that consideration must
be given to all of them to arrive at some appreciation of human progress and the
dynamics of change. An important segment of American history rests squarely upon a
local base.
There remains a constant value in Thomas Jefferson's theory that what happens at
the local level of society is more important to the individual than what happens at the
national and international level. Kentucky is divided into one hundred and twenty
county units, and scores of towns, cities, and crossroad communities. Every one of these
places has a history, but of even greater importance they have emotional and sentimental
meaning to the people who live within their borders, as well as those who have moved
away and carry with them the precious baggage of memories and lifetime attachments.
The history of a county in Kentucky is little short of being a microcosm of the
state itself. It involves the politics of local government, the rise of institutions, the
settlement, ownership, and transfer of the land itself. From that moment in 1780 when
the three original counties in Kentucky were established, down to the present day, the
county seat town with its courthouse has been the political, fiscal, and unifying
institution which has held the county together in a cohesive whole. Nowhere in
Kentucky has this fact been stronger than in Kentucky's 104th County of Rowan, located
in the hills of Eastern Kentucky.
lV

,r

Dr. Jack Ellis has performed for Rowan County, Morehead, and the outlying
communities an invaluable service. In the area of this kind oflocal history this type of
reminiscent treatment is of greater importance than a more elaborate interpretive
treatment. It is important to know something of the personalities who lived, performed
public services, operated stores, shops of all kinds, and who served as supporters and
officers of local institutions. In the history of Kentucky towns before World War II
many merchants and their stores became as much social institutions as commercial ones.
Both townsmen and countrymen alike accumulated memories of those tender youthful
days of growing up when stores and streets were places which generated life-long
memones.
Few American towns have escaped troubles and tragedies of varying natures.
Both Rowan County and Morehead have memories of violent episodes, feuds, floods,
fires, accidents, and other incidents which touched the lives of every person living within
their boundaries. Dr. Ellis has written graphic accounts of these moments. Conversely
there is the history of evolving institutions such as churches, schools, a university,
medical services, hospital, local newspapers, and recreational and amusement centers.
All those things go together to give substance to local history.
So much detailed information passes on unrecorded with the succession of
generations, leaving serious voids in both the knowledge of the past and in a sense of
changes which occur. There most assuredly will come a time when a historian will
undertake the writing of a comprehensive history of Rowan County and its county seat
and people. Dr. Ellis has broken the ground for him or her. He has done far more than
this. He has recorded a multitude of facts, first-hand experiences, and the memories of
other people which otherwise might well have slipped unnoted into oblivion.
V

Almost as a central theme of this collected chronological and analytical material is
the fact of change. This book sets a dependable gauge by which future changes can be
measured against the background facts of the past. No community can live only by the
conditions of the present moment or by anticipation of the past without making costly
repetitive mistakes. This book is rich in the presentation of the past in the context of
decisions made, of failures and mistakes, and of the consequences of the collective
experiences of the area.
In precise local Rowan County-Morehead historical terms, the deeply ingrained
sense of place is evident in the facts of their emergence from a primitive economic,
political, and social entity carved out of an Appalachian Highland ridge and valley. This
collection of rich factual materials preserves in an indelible form the nature and depth of
changes which have occurred, of personalities who gave spirit and substance to local
history, of institutions which flourished and faded with the progression of modernization,
and of local crises and calamities which shaped the turns of local history. This book
gives Rowan County and its community a creditable place in the ever-growing list of
books which bring the history of the Commonwealth itself into clearer focus.

Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Kentucky History Laureate For Life
May 11, 2000

From The Collection ~
Dr. Jack C, . Eflis ..
. ,.
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FOREWORD
By Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Kentucky History Laureate
Fewer words in the English language are more glibly uttered than the word
"history." But every aspect of natural and human activity is in some respects of historical
importance. Historical recordings rest upon so many foundations that consideration must
be given to all of them to arrive at some appreciation of human progress and the
dynamics of change. An important segment of American history rests squarely upon a
local base.
There remains a constant value in Thomas Jefferson's theory that what happens at
the local level of society is more important to the individual than what happens at the
national and international level. Kentucky is divided into one hundred and twenty
county units, and scores of towns, cities, and crossroad communities. Every one of these
places has

a history, but of even greater importance they have emotional and sentimental

meaning to the people who live within their borders, as well as those who have moved
away and carry with them the precious baggage of memories and lifetime attachments.
The history of a county in Kentucky is little short of being a microcosm of the
state itself. It involves the politics of local government, the rise of institutions, the
settlement, ownership, and transfer of the land itself. From that moment in 1780 when
the three original counties in Kentucky were established, down to the present day, the
county seat town with its courthouse has been the political, fiscal, and unifying
institution which has held the county together in a cohesive whole. Nowhere in
Kentucky has this fact been stronger than in Kentucky's 104th County of Rowan, located
in the hills of Eastern Kentucky.
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Noted Kentucky
Historian dies

THE WAL~ ~TMET JOURNAL.

THOMAS D. CLARK 1903-2005

•

By Andy Mead
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
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Thomas Clark, a historian who
lived long and came to be
valued as a state treasure in
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creaky constitution, preserve its
history and become a better
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Dr. Thomas D. Clark stood on the old US 27 road
to Camp Nelson in Jessamine County, shortly
after sunrise, in July, 1998. Dr. Clark passed
away in the early morning of June 28, 2005. He
was 101 years old.
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said. "I always felt that history was a living thing. "It tells you so much about what
you did and didn't do, where you failed and where you succeeded."
In his teaching career, Dr. Clark influenced generations of students, some
profoundly.
The late Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, who later become governor, once said that Dr.
Clark's classes awakened his interest in politics. "He was the only professor that
people would fill up his 8 o'clock class,"
Breathitt said. "He expected you to work, but he had such a fantastic personality in
the classroom. He was both a teacher and an actor." Dr. Clark estimated that he
taught more than 25,000 UK students over the years.
He also occasionally taught at other universities -- about 20 over his long career
including Harvard, Stanford, Oxford and the University of Athens.
State historian James Klotter estimates that Dr. Clark authored, co-authored or

6/29/2005 1:55 PM
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edited three dozen books, including A History of Kentucky, a watershed text that
served the state for more than half a century.
He wrote scores of scholarly articles and many of the entries in The Kentucky
Encyclopedia and The Encyclopedia of Louisville.

Wii:U
News Videos

He also was the subject of a book published the year he turned 100: Thomas D.
Clark of Kentucky: An Uncommon Life in the Commonwealth.
His last work apparently will be his memoirs, more than 400 pages tentatively
scheduled for publication in the spring. As recently as early June, he was editing
the work from his sick bed.
Dr. Clark was known as the father of the state archives, and was responsible for
securing many of its most-valued possessions. In 1936, he was roused from bed at
3 a.m. and rushed to Frankfort where - still wearing pajamas under his clothes -he stopped a truck from hauling away a load of state records that had been sold to
a scrap paper dealer.
Those records now form the heart of the archives' 19th century holdings.
He did so much for the University Press of Kentucky that the foundation formed to
raise its endowment bears his name.
Dr. Clark was the driving force behind both the Kentucky History Museum, which
opened in Frankfort in 1999; and the Lexington History Museum, which opened in
2003 in the old Fayette County Courthouse.
In July 2005, the Kentucky History Museum will be renamed the Thomas D. Clark
Center for Kentucky History.
Although he was a popular professor, Dr. Clark's public image soared in the
decades following his retirement. He seemed to have reached a special place in
the public life of Kentucky.
Admirers said it was because he carefully chose his causes, and because he had
not only studied the state's history, but lived so much of it.
Dr. Clark was called on to appear at everything from the opening of a nature center
on the Kentucky River to a Fourth of July parade.
He seldom turned down an invitation to speak to a garden club, leadership group,
local historical society or rural electric cooperative board. He often drove over 100
miles to give a speech, get a handshake and drive home.
He liked doing it.

3 of6
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"I like getting acquainted with people of this state and areas of this state," he said.
"I like picking up on what they're thinking about." He also appreciated what he
called "the comedy of it all." The people at service club gatherings were
clock-watchers. Academic groups expected you to sound scholarly.
"When you go to speak to a group and the woman in charge gets up and
introduces you as professor emy-i-ritis, you don't know if you are struck with a fatal
disease or what," he said.
He was especially interested in protecting forests.
Dr. Clark owned several thousand wooded acres in South Carolina and in Eastern
Kentucky.
And he loved visiting them .
"I like to get out in this timber," he said during a trip to Estill County shortly before
his 95th birthday.
"I like to see what is happening, what storm damage is there? Whose footprints are
on the land? To walk up this road and look at this stand of young poplars, it's a
balm to my soul."
Thomas Dionysius Clark was born on July 14, 1903, in Louisville, Miss. Both sides
of his family, he noted, had taken part in the great migration of the 1830s, moving
from South Carolina into the Choctaw Indian country of Mississippi.
Many of the adults he knew growing up were Civil War veterans or former slaves.
"The Civil War was as real to me as if I had fought it," he said.
Louisville was a sleepy town at the headwaters of the Pearl River. "We were very
rural people, locked behind muddy roads, living on subsistence farming," Dr. Clark
said. "We were poor by any standard you could use, but none of us was any poorer
than his neighbor."
Dr. Clark's mother was a teacher, his father a cotton farmer.
Young T.D., as he was known as a boy, quit school after the seventh grade.
He worked on a farm, then at a saw mill, then as a deck hand on a river dredge
boat.
But, being a teacher's son, he returned to school and graduated from the Choctaw
County Agricultural High School in Weir, Miss.
He was accepted to the school because he was big and strong and played on the
football team for four years. When he arrived at the school, he had never seen or
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even heard of a football.
Dr. Clark received an AB. degree from the University of Mississippi in 1928, and
came to the University of Kentucky.
It was not love at first sight. He earned a master's degree and left, thinking "If I ever
come back here again, it will be too soon." He headed to Duke University, where
he received a doctorate. While there, he met Martha Elizabeth Turner. They were
married in 1933 and had two children.
She died in 1995. In 1996, at age 93, he married Loretta Gilliam Brock, 75.
Dr. Clark taught at Memphis State and the University of Tennessee while working
on the doctorate .
In 1931, UK president Frank McVey offered him a job. He would teach history
half-time and spend the other half building up the school's library.
Clark was history department chairman for 23 of his 37 years at UK. Some
professors seemed to resent his leadership style, and when John W. Oswald
became UK president, Dr. Clark was booted from the chairman's office.
He went to Indiana University for a while, but returned to Kentucky.
In the 2003 book about Dr. Clark, his friend and associate James Klotter, now state
historian, had this to say: "Kentucky would be a much poorer place historically
without Tom Clark's books, but it would be an even poorer place, in all respects,
without Tom Clark the man."
Reach Andy Mead at (859) 231-3319, at 1-800-950-6397, Ext. 3319, or
amead@herald-leader.com.
SERVICES SET FOR THOMAS D. CLARK Funeral services for Dr. Thomas D.
Clark will be at 1 p.m. Friday at First United Methodist Church, 200 West High
Street, Lexington, followed by a private burial in Lexington Cemetery. Visitation is
at the church from 10 a.m. until the service. W.R. Milward Mortuary-Broadway is in
charge of arrangements. Memorials may be made to the Thomas D. Clark Center
for Kentucky History, 100 West Broadway, Frankfort, Ky. 40601; or the Lexington
History Museum, 215 West Main Street, Lexington, Ky. 40507
Dr. Clark is survived by his wife, Loretta Gilliam Clark; a son, Thomas Bennett
Clark of Lexington; a daughter, Elizabeth Clark Stone of Bowling Green; a brother,
Ernest Clark of Dallas; two sisters, Wilma Sanders and Ethel Atkinson, both of
Louisville, Miss.; three grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

In his 101 years, historian Thomas Clark touched many lives. ff you have a personal story or
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remembrance of Thomas Clffrk, we want to hear it. E-mail your story to Herald-Leader Metro
Editor Peter Baniak at pbaniak@hera/d-leader.com. Please include your name and a phone
number where you can be reached.
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He sees both the forest and the trees
Clark's perspective
shows waste~ hope
· in South's logging
The Greening of the South
By Thomas Clark. University Press of Kentucky (reissue). 168 pp. $19.95.
Reviewed by Andy Mead
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

In early 2000, a statistic came out
that worried environmentalists.
Kentucky sawmills had reached
the !-billion-board-feet-a-year mark.
That was enough to build 60,000
homes, enough to shelter half the
families in Lexington.
And it surpassed the previous
record of 913 million board feet that
· passed through state sawmills in
1907.
Were Kentucky's once vast forests,
now regrown, being leveled again?
Foresters argued that the two
years shouldn't be compared.
Although Kentucky land owners
could still use better forest management practices, they said, logging at
the end of the 20th century was mu~h
more efficient than at the beginning.
Thomas D. Clark's The Greening
of the South: The Recovery of Land
and Forest, shows just how inefficient
the early practices were.
He writes of centuries-old t~es in
his native Mississippi that "in many
cases stood tall in the morning and
fell victim to the saw by eventide,
leaving a void in the landscape never
to be refilled by such noble patriarchs.
"Loggers often cut up to the first
limb and left behind them ... enough
wood to build two or three county
seat towns."
Clark, who owns and manages several hundred acres of forests in Kentucky and South Carolina, wrote The
Greening of the South two decades
ago. It was first published by the University Press of Kentucky in 1984 and
was brought out in paperback this
year.
.
It is the story of the fall and rise
of Southern forests, an often overlooked element of the region's history.
At first, Clark writes, settlers
viewed the 400,000 square miles of
unbroken virgin forests that stretched
across the South as an enemy.
Then, in the "years of frantic bar-

FRANK ANDERSON I 1984 STAFF FILE PHOTO

Thomas Clark, shown at the time of his book's original release, has undertaken reforestation on parts of his own land.
vest" between 1880 and 1914, they
is in the hands of corporations and
owned tract, its windows staring vawere converted to a wasteland of
governments.
cantly out upon the void of the land,
stumps and eroded hillsides.
Clark finds some melancholy in
giving the appearance of an aged seThe 1930s brought forestry
this:
nile man whose mind is stuck in the
schools, natio.nal forests and the Civil"Orie of the most forlorn monupast,"
ian Conservation Corps, which rements to the past is the southern
But he also finds good.
claimed land and planted seedlings.
country church, which once sheltered
Wild turkeys and deer have reAnd the South's great renewable
a large membership but now stands
turned to the woods, which are betresource was renewed.
virtually shadeless and deserted
ter-managed and "have come to have
Today much of the southern forest among a thousand-acre corporatesome resemblance to those the old pioneers once trudged with families
and herds."
·
There are two nice thing about · '
reading Kentucky's historian laureate
for life: He's not afraid to take a
grand, sweeping view of history, and
he has lived so much of it. ·
Clark is closing in on 101. He was
a mere lad of 81 when he wrote The
Greening of the South.
·
In the beginning of this book on
. the fall and rise of southern forests,
he writes about the Civil War veteran
who had hobbled home on a black
gum peg leg that he whittled while
not wrestling a Mississippi cotton
patch back from the pine trees.
Clark knew that veteran.·

A gully in South Carolina in 1935 is a far cry from th~ South's once-dense forests.

Reach Andy Mead at (859) 231-3319 or 1800-950-6397, Ext. 3319, or amead@
herald-leader.com.
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Time is life for famed histori_
an's wife
man's wife gracefully
A famous
walks by his side, softly smiles,
but takes pains to stay out of the
limelight.
Just about everybody
knows who 100-year-old Dr.
Tn9mas D. Clark is, but relatively
kriow very much a pout his wife
Lo; ett.a.
.
.
- ....· - ,.. • . Loretta
Gilliam Brock
.
Clark was born December 5, 1919,
ijl Lennox, a once-upon-a-tinie
company town in Estill County, a
starting place for · a long life of
memories. Loretta's mother was a
school teacher and her father was
a minister.
.
The Gilliam family moved
to many Kentucky communities
and the uprootings and replantings
had their unsettling moments, but
there was never a:o.y doubt about
the ~ajor role played by education.
"Back then, of course ,
school schedules followed the heat
and cold and growing seasons.
There was no air conditioning and
school started in July back then."
"There were five of us-I'm
the oldest - two brothers and two
sisters. (Loretta has one brother
still living, a retired doctor, 13
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:,___ _ __
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Columnist

months younger than ·she.) When it.
was time for college she commuted
from Paris, Kentucky, to Transylvania
University. "I got up every morning
at 5:30 and caught the bus to
Lexington."
At the end of her second year,
another family move to . Danville
necessitated a transfer to Centre.
From there she graduated with a B.A.
in mathematics , a field often
commandeered by males.
"I think math helps because
of the discipline and logic."
"For some, a college education
isn't for them, but the rewards of a
college education are many."
In Loretta's presence you soon
get a feeling of a strong underpinning
of Kentucky grit. .
"During WWII, I went to
California for one year. Before that
time, girls stayed in the home. I went
out there without a job and I had a
job in an extension lab within a short
time."
"I came back and taught math
at Irvine High School. I came in two
months after classes had started - I
was 21 - and they asked me to teach

Cont. to page 5
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Loretta Clark keeps pace
with her noted spouse
Frompage3
solid geometry. I'd never h ad it,
u nder a ll ci rcumsta n ces t hat
but I kept ah ead of them ."
.requires a deeper feeling.
In 1952 Loretta married a
"Tom is remarkable, his
young lawyer, Walter Brock, and drive is am azing and it continues
t h ey s a i d th eir vows at First every day.
Methodist Chur ch in Lexingt on
"It h as been a wonderful ride.
where h er father was the pastor.
"It's extended my life.
Wa lter and h is brother
"I wouldn't have missed it . .
formed the legal firm Br ock &
"I love the mountain view of
Brock. She a nd Walter had two time. That time is life - rhythms are .
sons, Walter, now a filmmaker and inexorable."
teacher, and Robert, who is artistic
director of Horse Cave Theater.
After Walter's death and
t h e passing of Dr. Thomas Clark's
wife , there was one of those
unexpected, unphmned turns in
the long road a-winding.
"I knew his wife Beth and
she was a friend of mine-you can
have friends and not know their
husbands. I had written a history
of the Women's Club of Central
Kentucky. I found that fascinating,
I couldn't put the 100 years of
minutes down. What these women
h a d done in Kentucky was not
.
Harriet van Meter sa1 ,
"Why don't you call Dr. Clark and
ask him to read this?" I s aid I .
. couldn't; so she did, and he said to
brin g it by."
"That was in 1996.
"He wrote the preface."
They were married November 27 ,
1997. He was 92. She was 77.
"How much of a challenge
is it to keep pace with a man as ·
driven as Tom Clark?"
"Every day is so different.
Ifl made one comment on life with
Tom Clark-no two days · are
exactly alike. I'd like to have the
housekeepers on the same day
every other week but we always
have to negotiate the day due to our
schedule."
"Advice to young women
concerning marriage?"
·
"I think it is so important
to know yourself. There are some
things you just can't give up. It's
wise to know that."
Advice to older women
concerning marriage?
"There have been some
second marriages that have been
disastrous. After the loss of a
husband, a lost-ness or loneliness
is overwhelming-not acting (on
_ another marriage) in that periodis a good idea."
.
"What is your belief about . .
.
h"1p.? "
the importance of companions
"If you find it and it's realtake it! If it's real, and if you fall
into it naturally, I still believe in
some kind of attraction pulling you
there. It's a living with someone

\
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Louisville debates smoking ban

DR. THOMAS CLARK
AMENDED PROPOSAL COVERS MOST BUSINESSES, EXCEPT BARS
By Betsy Vereckey
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - This city
that was once a hub of the nation's tobacco trade is now divided on a proposed smoking
ban that could add momentum
to similar initiatives across
Kentucky.
The Louisyille Metro Coun-

cil's decision fast month to postpone an anxiously awaited vote
on a.ban sparked emotional outbursts from a packed chamber
split between supporters and
opponents. The council is to revisit the issue Thursday, and it'
is again drawing keen ·attention
in a state with one of the nation's- highest rates of adult

smokers.
,;As the state's biggest city,
Louisville sets the precedent,"
said Mike Kuntz, with the local
chapter of the American Lung
Association. "It would be monumental for cities up in northern Kentucky that are slowly
moving forward on smoking
bans, like Paducah and Bowl-

ing Green."
The initial Louisville·proposal would prohibit smoking in
restaurants and day-care centers.
An amendment would extend
the proposal to include most
businesses, workplaces and public buildings, except bars.
But after nearly two hours of
debate July 14, it was decided
more time was needed to consider the issue.

See SMOKING, B4

. CARLISLE HIGH CLASS OF 1945
:

.

'Th best friends
you ~ver have'
JAMES ARCHAMBEAULT

Historian Thomas Clc'!rk, left, and Lexington photographer'James Archambeault posed on the beach at
Pawleys Island, S.C., during the.-summer of 1999.

HISTORY
BETWEEN
FRIENDS
Lexington photographer
reflects on Thomas Clark s life
By James Archambeault

ttl~ lUKr

BETWEEN
F,RIENDS
Lexington photographer
reflects on Thomas Clark's life
By James Archambeault
SPECIAL TO THE HERALD-LEADER

A hundred yards behind us, the Atlantic Ocean
poured a steady breeze over the sand dunes, caressing our backs and cutting the heat of a late summer
day in the Low Country of South Carolina. My
friend and crabbing companion gripped the plastic
bag of thawing chicken necks as I set up two folding
aluminum chairs in the soft sand along the bank of
South Creek Inlet at Pawleys Island.
As lifelong huriters (he of history and me of photographs), our hearts beat fast, imagining the dozens
of Atlantic Blue Crabs covering the bottom of the
shallow tidal marsh before us, waiting for our irresistible offerings.
My friend attached a yellow chicken neck to the
end of his line like a man who had had plenty of
practice, having spent many summers vacationing on
Pawleys Island in the '50s and '60s. Whirling the
baited cord around his head like a weathered cowboy, he flung his offering into the channel, where he
knew a fat, hungry crab would attack it.
It was the summer of 1999. There we were, two
fishermen at heart, dreaming of a platterful of delicious blue crabs steaming on the big pine table overlooking the Atlantic Ocean at my house just up the
road. After a few hours, we exhausted our supply of
chicken necks, satisfied that we had fed every blue
crab in South Creek. Our dream was not to be de•nied, but the crabs were purchased from the local
fish market.
·
We brought our "harvest" home and with straight
faces told of our great crabbing prowess. My wife,
Lee, and Tom's wife, Loretta, did not believe a word
ofit.
See CLARK, B2

. WORLD WAR II SHADOWEDSCHOOLYEARS,
BUT GRADUATES REMEMBERFUN TIMES
By Barbara Isaacs

60 years of friendship and
memories.
The group has stayed close.
Twenty-eight students graduated with the Class of ?45. And of
the 18 living graduates, 12 attended yesterday's reunion.
"We have loads of fun and a
lot of good memories," said Delores Simons Bourne, 78, of
Columbus, Ohio.
"These are the best friends
you ever have," said . Virginia
Lee Cowan Coatney, 77, of
Flemingsburg.
See REUNION,'·B3

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

CARLISLE - Their high
school days coincided with
World War II - Pearl Harbor
marked their freshman year,
and they graduated amid jubilation about victory in Europe.
At the historic L&N Depot,
with big band music on the
portable CD player and a Dell
laptop playing a slide show of
vintage photos; Carlisle High
School's class of 1945 gathered
yesterday to mark more than

PHOTOS BY BRETT MARSHALL I STAFF

Virginia Lee Coatney hugged Reese Letcher yesterday as he joined
the Carlisle High School Class of 1945 reunion. Letcher soon resumed his role as class clown, f!laking jokes and pulling pranks.

Share your memories
Since Dr. Thomas D. Clark died on June 28, less than a
month before his 102nd birthday, many readers have written
the Herald-Leader to share their personal memories of the
Kentucky historian and express their thoughts about his im. pact on the commonwealth.
If you have a special memory of Dr. Clark you would like
to share, write to us at:

Thomas Clark Memories
Newsroom
The Lexington Herald-leader
100 Midland Avenue
Lexington, Ky. 40515
Or e-mail them, with "Thomas Clark" in the subject line,
to: hlnews@herald-leader.com.

CONTACT

Let's do sotnething with the Lyric Theatre
'

of the Lyric Theatre.
We probably could suffocate
both the Urban County Government and the God's Center
Foundation Inc. under a
weighty blanket of shame for allowing such a historic site to
remain an eyesore while political agendas were played out.
The only remaining tweak
to the transfer of ownership is

MERLENE
DAVIS
HERALD-LEADER
COLUMNIST

Right about now folks are
pointing fingers and assessing
blame for the awfully long time
it has taken to get a relatively
final decision on the ownership

Assistant Managing Editor: Tom Caudill, (859) 231-3301. To report a.news tip:
Call 231-3200 or toll-free at (800) 950-6397.E-mail:hlcityregion@o~rald-leader.com

I

INDEX

the amount the government
will pay God's Center for the
building.
So, now that it is essentially
the people's building, what are
we going to do with it?
The problem with the Lyric
is that older folks remember it
fondly as a movie theater and
destination spot for blacks in
the region seeking to be enter-.

Around Kentucky . . .... B3

I

tained by some of the best
names in the business, while
younger folk remember it only
as an abandoned building.
You've heard the history.
The Lyric was built specifically fqr black people, at a cost
of $250,000, and it was one of
the few buildings in 1948 that
were air conditioned. There
See DAVIS, B3

Obituaries ... . . . .... B4-5

On the Agenda . . ...... B3

CLARK I Historian added to
others' lives, and to his own
From Page Bl
We boiled the crabs and
dined royally at the big pine
table, telling stories while
·watching the ocean at twilight.
The crabs tasted as good as if
we had caught them ourselves,
the cracking of the pink shells,
butter running down our fingers, never enough napkins.
The man with whom I
shared this experience was 96year-old Tom Clark. I always
addressed him as Dr. Clark, but
in my heart I wanted to call
him Tom. I don't think he
would have minded. Like Lincoln, he was a common man of
common roots. In spite of his .
many titles, awards, degrees,
accomplishments and accolades, he was, to me, always
Tom Clark, born to a teacher
and cotton farmer in Louisville,
Miss., in the summer of 1903.
Early in our friendship, we
discovered a thread that ran between us: We loved the search,
the excitement of the hunt, and
especially the finding. Our mutual love of Kentucky was already established, and it was
well into our friendship that my
wife and I purchased an old
beach house on Pawleys Island.
Tom and I now had two
beloved states to share.
Tom Clark loved the woods.
The boy farmer from down
south had nature in his blood. I
swear he could hear trees grow.
· Over the years, his first wife's
family had acquired arid managed some large tracts.I.of pine
forests in the Central Muth
Carolina Uplands near Newberry. In the summers, Tom and
Beth would spend several
weeks in an odd-looking, onestory forest cabin on the edge
of their preserve. The house
was as rough as pine bark but
loved by Tom Clark as well as
any place he ever lived.
It was in this little house, in
a small clearing surrounded by
pine forest, that Tom Clark
spent his summer weeks reading, writing and contemplating
his many projects. He also took
an active hand in the management of the forest. In an old

look after him.
On our last trip back to
Kentucky in the fall of 2001, we
loaded his belongings in my
truck - a collection of rocks, a
cardboard box of pine knots, a
basket of pine cones, two deer
antlers and a bunch of wild
turkey feathers secured with a
rubber band. The sweet smell
of pine permeated the damp autumn air as Tom Clark leaned
on his cane, viewing the house
where he had spent more than
.60 summers with his thoughts
and his writings. Here, in his
beloved pine forest, he was
away from the public glare and
the demands it entailed.
For several minutes, neither
of us spoke, but I guessed in
my mind what he was tµinking.
After awhile he said, "Jim, I
don't think I'll ever see this
place again." He was 98 years
old. Quietly, but with conviction, I said, "Dr Clark, you'll be
back." He would visit again f~r
three more years. On that return trip to Kentucky, Tom
Clark paid me a compliment I
will never forget.. In the late
evening, we stopped at the
Berea rest stop on 1-75 just
south of Lexington after the
eight-hour drive from South
Carolina. "Jim," he asked,
"where are we?" I said, "We're
at the Berea rest stop, Dr.
Clark." "Oh my goodness, Jim,"
he said, "it doesn't seem like
any time has passed at all."
His tremendous historical
and literary accomplishments
aside, Tom Clark was a common man. He loved interacting
with other men. In the fishing
village of McClellanville, S.C., I
watched as he talked with the
fishermen just tied up from a
night on the Atlantic, unloading their catch on the docks,
their barrels of fresh ice full of
new pink shrimp, nets dripping
and glistening in the morning
sunlight. He was equally at
home with coal miners in the
hollows of Eastern Kentucky,
boatmen riding the barges on
the Ohio River between Pittsburgh and New Orleans and
soybean farmers making a living on the banks of the Barren

Dodge pickup, Tom loved to ,

River outside Bowling Green.

drive over the narrow rutted
logging roads, spotting deer,
wild turkey, fox, woodpecker
and ·morning dove, while checking the condition of his hundreds of acres of pine that eventually would be made into pulp
.and paper, perhaps some into
the pages of his books.
On two occasions in the late

Because of our book collaborations, I was privileged to sit
next to Tom Clark at every
Kentucky Book Fair since it began in 1982. High-profile authors notwithstanding, Clark
was always the star of that
event.
He was gracious of habit
and n:Y~~ pretentio~~- O?ly

at the Springs Motel in Lexington, Tom and I would contemplate and solve all the social
and political crises of the moment over pea salad, fried catfish and cherry cobbler from .
the Springs' generous buffet. It
was during such meetings that
he often said to me that in the
later years of his life, he wished
he had allowed more time for
himself and his thoughts. But
the die was cast early. He could
not stop the tide he himself had
created as he was driven and
displayed before a curious and
adoring public. Tom Clark
could not say no. But in traveling and speaking to thousands,
Tom Clark came face to face,
day after day, with the people
about whom he was writing
history books. Thus, he added
immeasurably to his own life,
thoughts and words - and to
theirs. He never met a man to
whom he didn't give his full attention and due.
Tom Clark could not repress
his insatiable search for history.·
He got up with it, lived with it
and slept with it. He could not
fetter the words that flowed
like a natural spring from His
mind. Drought was not a word ,
in Tom Clark's dictionary. Nearing 102, his mind never deserted him. H~ was clear to the
end, thinking, planning his next
project, quick of wit, an easy
smile, a boisterous laugh.
Like a kid on a long fishing
trip, Tom Clark lived life with a
gleam in his blue eyes, always

Call rae>IILU:

anticipating the tug on the line,
the thrill of the catch. He spent
his life harvesting the stories of
past and present lives and placing them on a great table on
which we will all feast for years
to come.
Tom Clark was the uncommonest of common men, a
child at heart, a fisherman of
history. A great gift to us all.

1-eoo;,:..ggg-aea1_
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Photographer James Archambeault
lives in Lexington. He and Clark collaborated on four photographic ·
books: Kentucky; Kentucky II, Kentucky Ill, and The Gift of Pleasant
Hill.

Celebrate Your
First Day of Sch
Do you have a child starting school or transferring to a new school?
September 4, a special section of the Celebrations page will be res
photographs of children's first day of school! Let them know how pro
of them!
Submit your photograph , with your child's name and grade, by Mond
29. Just complete, clip and mail the form or deliver ii to the Herald-L
(or e-mail firstdayofschool@herald-leader.com), along With payment
Lexington Herald-Leader, Attn : B. Jarvis, 100 Midland Ave., Lexington,
40508-1999. Make your check payable to the Herald-Leader or complet
credit card information.
The form, photo and payme·nt must be received by noon Monday, Augu
not send cash. One child per form, please.
For information, call 859-231 -141 6 or 800-933-7355, ext. 1416.
Photo will be returned if you include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

. --------------------- -

Celebrate your child's first day of school!
Payment and photo are enclosed with the following information:

Full name _

_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grade _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

1

Recognition comment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address (required) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

Daytime phone (required) _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

Name on credit card _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Card Number:
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It was in this little house, in sunlight. He was equally at
a small clearing surrounded by
home with coal miners in the
pine forest, that Tom Clark
hollows of Eastern Kentucky,
spent his summer weeks readboatmen riding the barges on
ing, writing and contemplating
the Ohio River between Pittshis many projects. He also took burgh and New Orleans and
an active hand in the managesoybean farmers making a livment of the forest. In an old
ing on the banks of the Barren
Dodge pickup, Tom loved to
River outside Bowling Green.
drive over the narrow rutted
Because of our book collabologging roads, spotting deer,
rations, I was privileged to sit
wild turkey, fox, woodpecker
next to Tom Clark at every
and ·morning dove, while check- Kentucky Book Fair since it being the condition of his hungan in 1982. High-profile audreds of acres of pine that even- thors notwithstanding, Clark
tually would be made into pulp
was always the star of that
and paper, perhaps some into
event.
the pages of his books.
He was gracious of habit
On two occasions in the late and never pretentious. Only
1990s, I drove Tom Clark to his once did I ever see him show
pine holdings in the South Car- anger. At one book fair, a man
olina Uplands. The drive from
presented Dr. Clark with a tall
Lexington took almost eight
stack of books he wanted him
hours. Counting the return,
to sign. Clark recognized that
that's 16 hours a trip times two they had been stolen years be- 32 hours in the cab of my
fore from the library of a promitruck with Dr. Thomas Dionynent local college. Clark kept
sius Clark, writer of more than
the books. Sufficiently repri30 history books and Kenmanded,.the man skittered off
tucky's historian laureate for
into the crowd.
life. Somehow I should have
With the encouragement of
gotten at least three, if not four, his mother, a young Tom Clark
college credits for this time
recognized early the power of
with him. But in the end, I got
education. In spite of back- ·
much more. My own interest in breaking labor in his father's
history and politics prompted
cotton fields, Clark went to
constant and lively conversaschool and thus escaped the
tion during those many hours
terribly short life of a Missiswith him, as the miles flew by.
sippi cotton farmer in the early
In the sparsely populated
20th century. When he stepped
piney hills north of Newberry,
off the train in downtown Lexwe would leave the highway
ington in the summer of 1928, ,
and drive the old forest road
with a bachelor of arts from
through canopied stands of
Ole Miss and a few football
100-foot pines, past old cemebruises, he would change the
teries and rusting farm gates.
course of Kentucky history, not
Then in a small clearing surjust from his 30-plus books and
rounded by thick pine forests
the thousands of students he
stood Tom Clark's modest
would teach, but from his mere
dwelling. There, we would unpresence. But through it all,
load his belongings into the
Tom Clark would always be a
. house - a suitcase, some boxfarmer at heart. From cotton
es of manuscripts, food and of
picking to tree farming to his
course his famous manual type- large back-yard garden on
writer. Making sure he was set- Tahoma Road in Lexington,
tled, I would leave him for a
Tom Clark keptJtis hands in
week and drive to the ocean at
the soil and on the pulse of huPawleys Island. I knew he had
mankind.
close friends nearby who would
On our occasional lunches
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PNC Choice Home Equity Line Of Credit ·

variable rate as low as

for lines starting at $150,000
1.01% below prime for the
life of the line of credit.

• DONATE

y OUR CAR

• HELP HOMELESS FAMILIES
• FREE TOWING
• TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Volrin.teets ofAmelj.qv

• No closing costs.
• Fix your rate on some
or all of the principal.

PHONE 877-CALL-PNC Ill STOP BY ANY BRANCH

1111

VISIT pncbank.com

0.PNCBANK

Kemu.ck.y
LEXINGTON

254-3469

1-800-928-2588
MoN.-FR1.
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EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

FRANCHISE
Since our first sto re opened in 1951, we have
provided only the finest products aml superior customer
se1-vice to our raving fans.

All of our stores offer:
■ Super premiwn ice cream

■ \\'7c>rld class fom1tain heats

■ Packaged ice cr~am

OPPORTUNITY
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ICE CREAMa~DAIRY STORE

Want to learn more?
Our next inforn1ational .seminar i.s in
Lexington on August 10th.

■ lee cream. pies and calws

If you would like an

■ Mill< in glass bottles

invftation contact
Robert Stidham
at 877-939-3900.

■ A variety of other quality dairy and

beverage prnducts

or /or more information visit
www. ober weisda iry.com//rancli ising
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PHOTOS BY FRANK ANDERSON/STAFF

Columns divide tlie 23-by-20 foot main room at the back of Loretta Gilliam Brock and Thomas D. Clark's home. A lifelong love of woods inspired
Clark to bring back the nest of small tables from India, where he made more than 100 speeches at the request of the u·.s. State Department.
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Clarks combine
the best of both
their possessions
By Bettye Lee Mastin
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

oretta Gilliam Brock and Thomas D.
Clark have wide views of the world
and Woodland Park at their home at
175 Kentucky Avenue.
The townhouse Loretta helped design
in 1986 faces the west side of the park.
The park's east side is where she lived for
a time as a child.
Mississippi was the boyhood home of
Tom Clark, Kentucky's historian laureate
for life.
India was where he made more than
100 lectures traveling for the U.S. State Department.
Japan is where earlier this month
Loretta's son Walter Lucas Brock III was
visiting Lexington's sister city, Shizunai.
Loretta and Walter Lucas Brock
, Jr., a

L
The corner cupboard, built for
Clark from woods on his lands, is
a copy of an antique owned by his
daughter, Elizabeth Clark Stone.

long-time Lexington lawyer who died in
1995, had the townhouse built. She
planned a 23-by-20-foot main room with
space to reflect her lifelong interest in arts
and music.
Paintings on the wall include her watercolors. The Steinway piano is hers. So is
the book The Woman's Club of Central
Kentucky, which she wrote about the
North Broadway club's first 100 years.
Since Loretta and Tom Clark's marriage four years ago, his office has been a
second-floor room that overlooks the park.
In it, Kentucky's most noted historian
is completing the history of Kentucky's
two Governors' Mansions.
Despite busy days, "I try my best to
get to that typewriter. But I was gone
three or four days this week, and Loretta
has a lot going on in her own life. One time
I hope to find a week that is my own, but
as you know we're working on getting a
new museum."
Clark, who helped create and promote
the Kentucky History Center in Frankfort
that opened in April 1999, is working on
See HOME, PAGE 7

The townhouse at 175 Kentucky Avenue was built in 1986
to face Woodland Park.

AT A GLANCE
Loretta Gilliam Brock.and Thomas
D. Clark's townhouse has 2,030
square feet on two floors. It
includes a 23-by-20-foot room,
divided by columns into dining and
living rooms, and three bedrooms.

·---~---------------------------.a= - Home
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"IN WINTER, I CAN SEE ALMOST ALL THE WAY ACROSS THE PARK."
THOMAS D. CLARK

PHOTOS BY FRANK ANDERSON /STAFF

Her paintings, including her watercolors, and the Steinway piano at far left reflect Loretta
Gilliam Brock Clark's lifelong interest in art and music. She began studying piano at 8.

HOM~: Eastern windows provide

changing view of Woodland Park
From Page 6

the proposed museum for what is
now the Fayette County Courthouse, which is to be replaced by
two new courthouses.
His _speeches also make him
one of the most popular speakers
in his adopted state.
Born in 1903 in Mississippi, he
was a University of Kentucky history professor from 1931 to 1968,
head of the history department
from 1941 to 1965 and a
distinguished professor from 1950to 1968.
-Clark grew up in Mississippi's
virgin timber country, worked in a
sawmill at age 12 or 14, "but then
I went into the academic world
and got completely separated from
the woods."
He thought he had to learn tree
management when Beth Turner

Clark, his wife who died in 1995,
inherited 2,000 to 3,000 acres of
formerly worn-out land in South
Carolina.
Beth's father had made it into
a successful cattle operation, "but
in 1957 when I took it over I didn't
know anything about cattle. I
knew it was dangerous for me to
try, so I planted trees."
Previous tree cutters had
cleared land "in soulless trails of
torture that ground men and
teams down without mercy or
surcease," Clark has written.
He bought damaged land in
South Carolina and in Kentucky
that had "gullies as deep as houses
. . . people just moved away and
left the land behind."
A timber producer "who can't
stand to cut a stick; it hurts me to
see trees cut down," Clark treasures cabinet woods. .

"I've done woodworking all
these y:ears. 1:haLJ:>ox is out of
Southern pine," he said, pointing to
a file case. "The wood isn't as important as where the wood came
from. It was crude wood I took out
of a house in sight of where I lived."
The Mississippi area that was
his home was settled in the 1830s
and 1840s after Andrew Jackson
signed the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit with the Choctaw Nation.
"My family were Virginians,
but my great-grandfather came
into that Mississippi country from
the Carolinas. We were on the
move. That treaty was just like
opening an artery for the South
Carolinians."
By contrast, Loretta, who
graduated from Sayre School at
age 15, lived at that time on the
opposite side of Woodland Park.
Park Methodist Church, where her
father, Adolphus Gilliam, was
minister, had its parsonage on
Clay Avenue east of the park.
The Rev. Gilliam served Winchester, Paris and Danville, then

Portraits Include Robert Franklin Brock, Walter Brock, Bennett
Clark and Elizabeth Clark Stone. Tom Clark made the bench .
was at Lexington's First United enue down High Street. And now
Methodist Church from 1947 to when Tom's upstairs at his type1955.
writer, he can look at the park."
In 1986, when Loretta and WalClark's study occupies the full
ter Lucas Brock Jr. decided to build width of the house. Recent views
on Kentucky Avenue, the views of were of stages being set up for
Woodland Park appealed to them.
Ballet Under the Stars in WoodArchitect Ted Kennedy, who land Park.
"In winter I can see almost all
built the house next door for himself, designed and built the Brock the way across the park," Clark
house according to a plan ''I sort of said. "As you can imagine; it's a
drew for convenience," Loretta said. constant changing scene."
"We wanted to downsize, to
Change came recently to his
get a smaller-size house and have des~op. Clark had removed worka first-floor bedroom. I wanted to ing materials to straighten the
be in town. This was close to Wal- desk for a photographer.
Loretta said: "That's the most
ter's office downtown, and I had
grown up walking from Clay Av- of that top I'i e s.ee..!,l."

"
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Theodore Roosevelt
owned a Brunswick
Table ... Shouldn't You?

Of Furnishing
Bluegrass Homes with
Ouality N\oc:lern
Design.

:

Visit our showroom
with over 3,000
square feet of N\oc:lem
Furniture, Lighting and
Accessories

Brunswick
SINCE 1845

LEXINGT N
BILLIARD
(859) 233-7888

1206 East New Circle Road • www.lexin onbilliard.com

RUG

SUMMER CLEARANCE
ORIENTALS • DHURRIES
BRAIDED • HAND HOOKED

~ And CAPEL®Area Rugs
Largest Selection in Kentucky
MON-FRI 9-6 • SAT 10-5
277-4135 Outside Lexington 1-800-305-RUGS
360 Longview Drive, Lexington • 277-7046
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· PHOTOS BY CHARLES ~cRTRAM I STAFF

Kentucky's historian laureate, Thomas D. Clark, outside the Governor's Mansion, has co-written a history of the state's executive resid ces.

IN THE HOUSE_.~
Governor's mansions have .
.been witnesses to Ky. history
By Beverly Fortune
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Clark was approached about The People's House by coauthor and Governor's Mansion executive director Margaret
A. Lane, right, arid then-first lady Libby Jones.

IFYOUGO ·

Kentucky Book IFair

Who: About 150 authors. Thomas' D. Clark and
Margaret Lane will sign The People's House, and
Phyllis George will sign Never Say Never.
When: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
Where: The Civic Center, Frankfort
Cost: Free
Call: (502) 564-8300, Ext. 297
Former first ladies and governors
They're out and about. Wheel of Fortune, J4
. A "delightful" history
A rPviPw nf ThP PPnn/p'c; Hn11,P Rnnlc!::. M7

Former first lady of Kentucky
Mildred Chandler played poker in
the basement with the household
staff, trusties from the state penitentiary.
Visitors pilfered silverware from
its dinner tables.
President Richard Nixon ate
breakfast there.
· But historian Thomas D. Clara,
author of 25 or so books, never considered writing stories al)out occupants of the Kentucky
governor's mansions
until he received a
call from then-first lady Libby Jones. She
invited him to join her
and Margaret A. Lane,
executive director of ·
the Governor's Mansion, for lunch.
Not one easily bamboozled, Clark chuckled,
"I knew there was a hook
in that."
Lane wanted to write

a history on Kentucky's two official
governor's residences. She and
Jones hoped to get Clark involved.
Clark committed to it with less
than 100 percent conviction.
"I had doubts about the content
and meaning of it," Clark said. But
once he started researching, he
found it fascinating.
Clark and Lane co-wrote The
People's House: Governor's Mansions of Kentucky, newly published
by The University Press of Kentucky ($35). The authors will sign
the book at the Kentucky Book Fair
on Saturday in Frankfort.
The 292-page coffee-table book,
filled with more than 200 color and
black-and-white photos, some quite
rare, offers glimpses inside the two
official residences where Kentucky's
chief executives have lived.
Clark's narrative reads like a
condensed pglitical and social history of the state and is filled with revealing and humorous anecdotes.
Research proved challenging.
Hard to believe, Clark said, but
See MANSIONS, J3
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Kentucky's historian laureate, Thomas D. Clark, outside the Governor's Mansion, has co-written a history of the state's executive resid ces.

IN THE HOUSE~
Governor's mansions have .
.been witnesses to Ky. history
By Beverly Fortune
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Clark was approached about The People's House by coauthor and Governor's Mansion executive director Margaret
A. Lane, right, arid then-first lady Libby Jones.

IFYOUGO .

Kentucky Book Fair
Who: About 150 authors. Thomas-'D. Clark and
Margaret Lane will sign The People's House, and
Phyllis George will sign Never Say Never.
When: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
Where: The Civic Center, Frankfort
Cost: Free
Call: (502) 564-8300, Ext. 297
Former first ladies and governors
They're out and about. Wheel of Fortune, J4
. A "delightful" history
A review of The People's House. Books, H7

Former first lady of Kentucky
Mildred Chandler played poker in
the bas~ment with the household
staff, trusties from the state penitentiary.
Visitors pilfered silverware from
its dinner tables.
President Richard Nixon ate
breakfast there.
· But historian Thomas D. Clark,
author of 25 or so books, never considered writing stories about occupants of the Kentucky
governor's mansions
until he received a
call from then-first lady Libby Jones. She
invited him to join her
and Margaret A. Lane,
executive director of ·
the Governor's Mansion, for lunch.
Not one easily bamboozled, Clark chuckled,
"I knew there was a hook
in that."
Lane wanted to write

a history on Kentucky's two official
governor's residences. She and
Jones hoped to get Clark involved.
Clark committed to it with less
than 100 percent conviction.
· "I had doubts about the content
and meaning of it," Clark said. But
once he started researching, he
found it fascinating.
Clark and Lane co-wrote The
People's House: Governor 's Mansions of Kentucky, newly published
by The University Press of Kentucky ($35). The authors will sign
the book at the Kentucky Book Fair
on Saturday in Frankfort.
The 292-page coffee-table book,
filled with more than 200 color and
black-and-white photos, some quite
rare, offers glimpses inside the two
official residences where Kentucky's
chief executives have lived.
Clark's narrative reads like a
condensed political and social history of the state and is filled with revealing and humorous anecdotes.
Research proved challenging.
Hard to believe, Clark said, but
See MANSIONS, J3
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When folly '. xtended, the banquet table in th state dining room can seat 22. The sterling silver candlesticks along the wall belonged to the family of Isaac Shelby, the fi~st governor of Kentucky.

MA SIONS I Cows, chicks roamed the lawn
no diaries were kept tha shed light on routine
life in the mansion. Only tephen Collins, son of
Gov. Martha Layne Collin~
' (1983-87) , collected
material with the idea of riting a book. But that
project never came to frui ·on.

'Ruffians,' milk coJs and chickens
The state has had two tpvernor's mansions.
The first, built .in 1798, still stands. In the mid- /
1950s, it was made the official residence of the
lieutenant governor. That hopse is now called thj
Old Governor's Mansion. Thf current Governor's
Mansion w~s opened in January 1914.
The story of the mansions turned out to be
1
more than a\ out stones and mortar. "It's about
the people who were born and died there, who
visited and Were entertained there," said Clark,
the 99-year-oltl historian laureate of Kentucky. '
Among th . families who have lived in the 1
house, just actp~s the driveway from the state .
Capitol, Gov. ~bert Benjamin Chandler's young
family with fou children - Marcella, Mimi, Dfo
and Ben - set lively tone during his first ,
tenure (1935-39 .

I

'T'ha. h n'T m ,..nf"\

a rl +h a m n .,.. c,:,.,,...,.. n ...,. rl +h ,... /',.,.,....!

'New' house
•
1s nearing
its 90th year
•

Kentucky's "new" Governor's Mansion,
the second official residence for the state's
chief executive and family, is getting some
age on it , completed as it was in January
1914.
The first mansion was built in 1798, at
High and Clinton streets in downtown Frankfort, and served until 1914, through 35 administrations, as the governor's home. In the
mid-1950s, that structure, called the Old Governor's Mansion, was refurbished and became
the official residence of the lieutenant governor. It was closed this spring for a $1 million

the people wno were oorn anu u1eu Lut1t, wuv
visited and were entertained there," said Clark, ' ·
the 99-year-old historian laureate of Kentucky. :
Among the families who have lived in the
house, just across the driveway from the state
Capitol, Gov. Mbert Benjamin Chandler's young
family with four children - Marcella, Mimi, Dan
aQd Ben - set a lively tone during his first ;
tenure (1935-39).
The boys roamed the mansion and the Capitol at will and plilyed freely with the neighborhood children. M,argaret Dawson, a mansion
neighbor, is quoted as saying, "Now, those thanKENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
dler boys could b~ ruffians."
After Ben hit her daughter Ann, Dawson told In 1913, workers sat outside the new Governor's Mansion as it neared completion. The exterior was solidly
the girl that if he did it again, she should smack
built, but corners were cut on plumbing and wiring, causing problems for decades to come.
him right back. Ann took mom's advice: The
next time Ben picked on her, she let him have it.
plagued every governor's family, Clark said.
Gov. Earle Clements (1947-50) planted a garGov. John Y. Brown Jr. (1979-83) and his
den in the back yard.1First lady Dora McDavid
bride, Phyllis George, had lived in the mansion a
Fields (1923-27) had a fondness for fresh milk and
month when it was condemned as a fire trap. The
kept two Jersey milk cows penned a:t night behind
Browns moved back to their Lexington home,
the mansion. By day, they grazed the front1lawn.
Cave Hill, which was officially designated as the
True to his country roots, Gov. Bert T.
temporary executive mansion.
Combs (1959-63) raised chickens because he
The Frankfort mansion sat empty. Speculation
said he liked to wake up in the morning to roostswirled that it might be razed. With much determiers crowing.
nation, George threw her support behind rescuing
I
1
the
building, eventually organizing a "Save the
Fireworks and Sherman tanks
Mansion" campaign. "John said if you can raise
The mansion has been the scene of many a
half that in private funds, I'll get the state to match
party, perhaps none more unforgettable than the
it," said George, in town recently on a book tour.
one Collins gave in 1985 for top Toyota officials.
Renovation was estimated to cost $3 million,
Kentucky was in fierce 1competition to land
PHOTOS FROM THE PEOPLE'S HOUSE
and the project was not without its critics. Twice,
the Toyota Motor Manufacturing plant. "Goverrestraining orders were sought, the first time to
An ornate, circa-1900 epergne is from a 67-piece
nor Collins was determined to get Toyota in
save trees from being cut down in the front yard
silver service used on the USS Kentucky and parKentucky," Clark said. That evening might have
to make way for the formal French garden. Then,
ticularly loved by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
clinched the deal, he said. \
just before a special public opening of the renovatCollins wanted it to end qy 9 p.m., but festivied building, then-Attorney General Steve Beshear
ties dragged on. When guests finally strolled out- bly during a recent refurbishing of the mansion,
'protested that citizens should not have to pay to
the
silver
had
been
sent
to
the
Kentucky
Historiside to see a fireworks display, it was almost
cal Society. Society director Robert Kinnaird did- view a building paid for with tax dollars. Both
midnight.
1
times, Franklin Circuit Judge Squire Williams disn't want to give it up.
All fine and good, except rankfort residents
111issed
the suits and lifted the restraining orders.
"Wilkinson ordered Adjutant Gen. Michael
had not been warned of the pyrotechnics. "ChilThe
reason for the $10 admission: Save the
Davidson to go get the silver and bring it back
dren all over town woke up scre~ming. People
Mansion
found itself $100,000 in debt by the time
to the mansion," Clark said. In blustery fashion,
leapt from their beds," Clark chuckled. "They
work was completed. An additional fee was
"Davidson wrote Kinnaird he was coming to Iget
thought the town was being bonibed."
charged to view the private, second-floor quarters.
the silver if he had to come in a Sherman tank."
One of Clark's favorite stories\is about Gov.
A public viewing from April 17-25, 1983, was
Kinnaird capitulated. But Clark took great de- set. Paying -admission did not deter a long line of
Wallace Wilkinson (1987-91), who visited the
light speculating, "That would have been a color- people who queued up that first morning. Brown
mansion only once before becoming governor.
ful sight, indeed, to see a Sherman tank rolling
But on that trip, he saw the elaborate silver
recalled that he was walking around in his
through Frankfort to rescue the silver service."
punch bowl set from the battleshiR USS Kenbathrobe when he looked up and saw the first
tucky. The 67;-piece silver service was loaned to
visitors marching in. "That was my first taste of
Condemnations
and
restraining
orders
the state after,the ship was decombissioned in
public life," he said.
The Governor's Mansion's exterior is Bowling
1920. "It caught Wilkinson's fancy/' Clark said.
The Browns wanted the mansion finished in
Green stone, but the builder cut corners on the in- time for Derby Day, when guests were to include
"When he went to the mansion as governor, he
looked for the silver service. It was gone." Possi- terior. Problems with plumbing and wiring
then-Vice President George Bush, former President Jimmy Carter and then-Gov. Bill Clinton of
What is now known
Arkansas.
as the Old Gover"It was a glorious opening," Brown said renor's Mansion was
cently. "Phyllis deserves full credit for saving the
built in 1798. In the
mansion. It's really a Kentucky treasure."
mid-'50s, the
'
Today, the first floor is open to the public and,
house became the
with approval of the first lady, can be rented for
charitable causes. First lady Judi Patton (1995official residence of
present) tacked on a 20 percent surcharge to the
the lieutenant
rental fee to raise money for such things as
governor. It is
interior repairs, and new drapes and upholstery.
currently undergoThat
money would be incorporated into a foundaing a $1 million
tion she hopes to establish for the house's upkeep.
restoration. Lt. Gov.
Also in the spring, Patton said, she intends to
Steve Henry and
launch a campaign to raise private money to help
his family are living
with the current renovation of the Old Goverat the Carneal- ' ·
nor's Mansion.
Watson House on
Frankfort's Wapping
Reach Beverly Fortune at 231-3251, 1-800-950-6397,
Street.
Ext. 3251, or bfortune@herald-leader.com.

The tirst mansion was tmm m 11 tio, al
High and Clinton streets in downtown Frankfort, and served until 1914, through 35 administrations, as the governor's home. In the
mid-1950s, that structure, called the Old Governor's Mansion, was refurbished and became
the official residence of the lieutenant governor. It was closed this spring for a $1 million
renovation.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry and his wife,
Heather French Henry, and daughter Harper
moved into the state-purchased Carneal-Watson House on Frankfort's Wapping Street.
Until the 1870s, the governor's office was
housed in the mansion, a decidedly public
setting for a family to live in with the public
trooping in and out. With heavy use, "it became a rickety, rackety old place," said state
historian laureate Thomas D. Clark, professor
emeritus at the University of Kentucky. Not
to mention, "it was an undesirable section of
town, right in the front door of the state penitentiary," he said.
But Kentucky needed a new Capitol before a new first residence. That money came
when Kentucky settled with the federal government for costs and damages arising from
the Civil War; the state received $1.3 million.
The Capitol was completed in 1910.
Two years later, the General Assembly appropriated $75,000 to buy land and build the
current mansion, but with no plans or even
any realistic idea of what a suitable executive
mansion might cost.
Ground was broken July 25, 1912. It was
patterned after the Petit Trianon in Versailles,
France. Construction cost about $95,000, an
overrun of nearly $20,000. That sum did not
include furnishings, changes to the heating,
sanitary sewers and additional lighting.
In the early 1980s, the new mansion, too,
underwent extensive renovation, with a price
tag of $3 million.
BEVERLY FORTUNE

A month after Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and first lady
Phyllis George moved in, the Governor's Mansion
was condemned. George and her "Save the Mansion" campaign are credited with saving the house.
I
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WHEEL OF FORTUNE
The latest on who 's out and about

Book signing brings out cavalcade\, of notab·es
BEVERLY
FORTUNE
HERALD-LEADER
STAFF WRITER

A flock of Phyllis George fans
showed up at Joseph-Beth Booksellers to hear the former first
lady of the state talk about her
new motivational book, Never
Say Never: 10 Lessons to Turn
You Can't into }fa I Can.
Marylou Whitney and her
husband, John Hendrickson,
were among friends who
stopped by to wish her well.
People stood in line, some for
more than an hour, to get their
books signed. George's son, Lincoln Brown, who graduated in
the spring from the University
of Pennsylvania's Wharton
School of Business, and daughter, Pamela Brown, a freshman
at the University of North Carolina, were also there.
The biggest surprise was
when George's former husband,
John Y. Brown Jr., and his wife,
Jill, arrived.
Everybody smiled. Lots of
air kisses to go around.
Brown brought George a
copy of Thomas Clark's and Margaret Lane's new book, The Peopl,e's House: Governor's Mansions of Kentucky. George's efforts to organize the "Save the
Mansion" campaign in the early
1980s are described in the book.
The former governor praised
George, 53, Miss America 1971,
saying, "Phyllis deserves all the
credit" for saving the current
Governor's Mansion. He also
said he was "proud of her" for
writing her motivational book.
"There are lots of good lessons
in there," said Brown. "It reflects her personality."

Brown around town
Earlier in the day John Y.
and Jill were in the Keeneland
clubhouse with first lady Judi
Patton. She presented the trophy
to the winner of The Buckhorn,
a race named in honor of Buck-

Ke nela
1

Above: A famili sight at
Keenel~nd's pa dock, artist Peter Williams pa nted an equestrian scene on a ecent Friday. To
keep his eyeish, Williams, who
lives in the St tes and in New
Zealar,id, pai s subjects besides
horses: "arc itecture, flowers
and two-le ed fillies on the
beach at K West," he said.
Left top: Fr nds Steve Willia1J1s,
left, Lea R nier Warner, Laura
Justice SI ne and David Slone
enjoyed a sunny day outside the
clubhous . "The day is great, but
we're no winning," Laura said.
"It's not handicappers day .. .1
because a lot of long shots are
coming/in."
,
Left boltom: Former Gov. BrQwn
seeme~ to be everywhere that
Friday./Before the book signing,
he an~ his wife, Jill Brown, right,
mingl~d with first lady Judi Patton at Keeneland. Patton was at
the track to present a ttophy to
the J inner of a race.

JERAME STEPHENS

Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. made a surprise appearance at former
wife Phyllis George's book signing Oct. 18, bringing her an insc~ibed
copy of The People's House. With them is daughter Pamela.

At his mother's signing of Never Say Never, Lincoln Brown, left, chatted with Marylou Whitney and her husband, John Hendrickson._
Brown is starting a crepe kiosk chain, La Petite Creperie. The first
seven are due to open in South Florida in the next six months.

Is living in the mansion like
horn Children's Home, the charity being honored that afternoon. living in a fish bowl? "Public
Talking about the mansion,
life is like living in a fish bowl,"
· she said. No doubt about that.
Patton said she always welcomes guests by saying, "'WelMark your calendars
come to your house' because it
It's a ways off, but the 45th
is the people's house."

I

Ebony Fashion Fair is planned
for 8 p.m. Dec. 3 at Swahili
Elks Lodge. More details later.
To reserve a ticket ($30 each),
call Chairty Hocker at 259-1645.

If you haven't been) it's a great
evening with fabulous clothes
from top couture houses.

Apologies to Mrs. Karsner
Was my mind too much on

the races when I talk'ed to Margaret Karsner in the keeneland
clubhouse? My deeqest apologies, Mrs. Karsner, for flubbing
your name.

LEXINGTON
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NASCAR CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES

Fast foocl: .
Even salads
e fattening

ROOKIE BEATS
ODDS IN FIRST WIN
SPORTS-Cl

·Bush that
data was
in doubt
. SAME INACCURATE
CLAIM HAD BEEN CUT
FROM EARLIER SPEECH

Thousands see
sacred cloth
CITY I REGION -

J

SUNDAY I

BLUEGRASS EDITION

Iraq's
al-Qajda
ties called
tenuous

KentuckY's historian laureate
celebrates a special birthday .

TURY

TWO EX-INTELLIGENCE OFFICIALS
CHALLENGE BUSH'S ASSERTIONS

By Walter Pincus and Mike Allen.
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON CIA
Director George J. Tenet sue- .
cessfully intervened with White
House officials to remove a reference to Iraq seeking nuclear ,
materials from Niger from a
presidential speech last October, three months before a lessspecific reference to •the same
intelligence appeared in the
State of the Union address, according to senior administration officials.
Tenet argued personally to
, White House officials, including
deputy national security adviser
Stephen Hadley, that the allegation should not be used because
it came from only a single
source, according to one senior
official. Another senior official
with knowledge of the intelligence said the CIA had doubts
about the accuracy of the documents underlying the allegation,
which months later turned out

Bl

A LA CARTE -:-- J1
JULY 13, 2003

CIA told

SI JUAN DIEGO RELIC

By Matt Kelley
ASSOCIATED PRESS

. ·:

1,
.

WASHINGTON - As President Bush works
to quiet a controversy about his claim of Iraqi
uranium shopping in Africa, another of his prewar assertions is coming under fire: the alleged
link between Saddam Hussein's regime and alQaida.
.
Before the war, Bush and members of his
Cabinet said Hussein was harboring top al-Qaida
operatives and suggested that Iraq could slip the
terrorist network chemical, biological or nuclear
weapons.
Critics attacked those assertions from the beginning for being counter to the ideologies of
Husseiniand al-Qaida and short on corroborating
evidence.
Now, two former Bush administration intelligence officials say the evidence linking Hussein
to the group responsible for the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks was never ~fi~re than sketchyf at best.
"There was no sigm cant pattern o cooperation between Iraq and the al-Qaida terrorist operation," former State Department intelligence
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operatives and suggested.tnat 1raq coma snp me
terrorist network chemical, biological or nuclear
weapons.
Critics attacked those assertions from the beginning for being counter to the ideologies of
Hussein; and al-Qaida and short on corroborating
·· evidence.
•.
Now, two former Bush administration intelli, gence officials say the evidence linking Hussein
to the group responsible for the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks was never more than sketchy at best.
"There was no significant pattern of cooperation between Iraq and the al-Qaida terrorist operation," former State Department intelligence
official Greg Thielmann said this week.
Intelligence agencies agreed on the "lack of a
meaningful connection to al-Qaida" and said so
to the Wliite House and Congress, said Thielmann, who left State's Bureau of Intelligence
and Research last September.
Another former Bush administration intelligence official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, agreed that there was no clear link
between Hussein and al-Qaida.

tion officials.
Tenet argued personally to
, White House officials, including
deputy national security adviser
Stephen Hadley, that the allegation should not be used because
it came from only a single
source. according to one senior
official. Another senior official
with knowledge of the intelligence said the CIA had doubts
about the accuracy of the documents underlying the allegation,
which months later turned out
to be forged.

I

George Bush
told reporters
he has faith
in the CIA and
considers the
matter closed.
George J.
Tenet
took blame for
Bush's State
of the Union
comment.

See AL-QAIDA, A15

The new disclosure sug- ·'
gests how eager the White
House was to make Iraq's nuclear capabilities a part of its
case against Saddam Hussein
even in the face of earlier objections by its own CIA director. It also appears to undermine President Bush's forceful
effort Friday to blame the CIA
for inclusion of the faulty allegations qecause the agency
signed off on the State of the ·
Union speech.
·
It is unclear why Tenet in- ·
tervened to prevent the questionable intelligence about
Niger from appearing in an earlier presidential speech but did
not do so again for the far
more symbolic speech three
months later. That failure
might underlie his action Friday in taking responsibility for
not questioning the reference.
: I am responsible for the approval process in my agency,"
he said Friday.
As
Bush
left
Africa
yesterday to return to Washington from a five-day ·trip overshadowed by the intelligence
blunder, he was asked if he con, sidered the matter over. "I do,"
he replied. White House press
secretary Ari Fleischer told reporters yesterday that "the

PHOTOS BY CHARLES BERTRAM I STAFF

Thomas Clark stood by an old barn on one of his Estill County farms Oct. 23. Clark is Kentucky's historian.

Thomas D. Clark says
he's lived a full life

Fletcher aids
GOP mates
across state
PAC REDIRECTED NEARLY $24,000
FROM CONTRIBUTORS IN PAST YEAR
By Ryan Alessi

By Art Jester
HERALD·LEADER STAFF WRITER

Tomorrow is not a state
holiday, but maybe it should
be.
•Thomas D. Clark, Kentucky's beloved historian laureate, will be 100 years old.
"I've lived a full life,"
Clark said recently, in one of
his greatest understatements.
The truth is, Clark has
crammed into his 100 years
enough for several productive lifetimes.
"There was never a moment to stop," he said.
"There have been just too
many things that needed to
be done."

Most of all, Clark has
been the eloquent voice of
Kentucky's past aad its aspirations for the future.
"He is the heart and soul
of this state," said former
University of Kentucky President Otis A. Singletary,
Clark's fellow Mississippi native and historian.
Many of Clark's accomplishments have occurred at
UK, where he spent almost
his entire career, from 1931
to 1968. He established himself as the authority on Kentucky history and one of the Clark talked with Congressman Ernie Fletchnation's leading scholars on . er after a presentation at Ashland, the Henry
the post-Civil War South and Clay estate Nov. 12. Clark is as comfortable
ii'! the political arena as he is on his farms.
See CLARK, A16

HERALD·LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

Using a little-known fund-raising tool, Republican gubernatodal nominee Ernie Fletcher funnelled nearly $24,000 from political action committees and other donors to Kentucky Republican
candidates in the past year.
Three months before launching his bid for governor, Fletcher, ~ congressman from Lexington,
and his chief political aide began soliciting contri:
butions from the corporate PACs of Brown-Forman Corp., UPS Inc. and Altria Group Inc., the
parent company of tobacco giant Philip Morris.
Fletcher collected the money into his own
PAC, called Welpac, then sprinkled some of it to
28 candidates running for various Kentucky offices, from sheriff to state Senate. Only six of
those candidates were seeking election .within
Fletcher's Central Kentucky district. The other 22
hailed from as far away as Paducah and Harlan.
Daniel Groves, who oversaw the fund-raising

See BUSH, A15

See WELPAC, A14
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Clark, lived to 96.
Three of his siblings are living: Wilma Clark Sanders, 90,
Ethel Clark Atkins, 89, and
Ernest Clark, 96.
Two are deceased. Marvin
Clark died at 93 and Ervin
Clark at 65.
The Clarks owned and lived
on a cotton farm. By the standards of their time and place,
they were middle class, but life
wasn't cushy.
"Growing cotton is a hard
way to make a living," Clark
said. "We made just enough
money to get by on - and a
lot of people didn't make
enough money to get by."
He learned early the necessity of hard work. One of his jobs
was. splitting logs into fence
rails. "I split more rails than
Abraham Lincoln ever dreamed
of splitting," Clark said.
Growing up, young Tom
Clark read newspapers "relF
giously." This reading "opened
up the world beyond anything
anybody could see in that
provincial place," he said.
"You couldn't be born and
raised in that country without
being aware of the past, because the past was immediate,"
Clark said.
Thi,s intimate link with the
past became the material for
Clark's colorful works of social
history, such as Pills, Petticoats

and Plows: The Southern
County Store.
Edward L. Ayers, whose
book The Promise of the New
South: Life After Reconstruction (1992) was a finalist for a
Pulitzer Prize and a National
Book Award, said Clark's book
"was a revelation."
"I . came across that book
and said, 'Whoa! This has the
feel of lived life. Here is a book
.
PHOTOS BY CHARLES BERTRAM I STAFF
that describes what it felt like
Thomas
Clark,
right,
talked
with
Hiram
Lainhart
on
Jones
Branch
in
Estill
County
June 6. Clark freto live in that time and place."'
quently
visits
his
land
in
the
county,
which
is
accessible
by
driving
next
to
Lainhart's
property.
The presence of the past
was also evident in the folkDavid Tipton
ways of ra'cial segregation.
cut
some lum"The paradox of slavery was
ber
for Clark
that individual relationships
at
B
& J Lumwith blacks was one thing and
ber
in
Raven. ma&s relationships with blacks
na
Oct.
23.
was another thing," Clark said.
Clark needed
He remembered the time
a couple of
some blacks found strychnine,
planks
a poison, hidden by a white
trimmed
man. They put it in his water
container.
down. Clark
"T e man washed out his
a he e · s

People lined up at the Kentucky
Book Fair in Frankfort Nov. 2 to
meet Clark and get a signed
copy of his latest book.

Sharing his knowledge
Thomas D. Clark has written or edited 32 books. Among them:
■ The Beginnings of the L&N: The
Development of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad and Its Memphis
Branches from 1836 to 1860 (1933)
■ A History of Kentucky (1937; revised in 1950 and 1960)
■ . The Rampaging Frontier: Manners
and Humors of Pioneer Days ii) the
South and Middle West (1939)
■ The Kentucky (1942) - published
in the Rivers of America Series
■ Simon Kenton, Kentucky Scout
(1943)
■ Pills, Petticoats, and Plows: The
Southern Country Store (1944)
■ The Southern Country Editor
(1948)
■ Bluegrass Cavalcade (1956) Anthology of Kentucky events
■ Travels in the Old South, Volume
I, The Formative Years, 1527-1831:
From the Spanish Exploration
through the American Revolution
(1956)
■ Frontier America: The Story of the
Westward Movement (1959)
■ The Emerging So1,1th (1961; revised 1968)
■ Travels in the New South: A Bibliography, Volume I, The Postwar
South, 1865-1900: An Era of Reconstruction and Readjustment (1962)
■ Travels in the New South: A Bibliography, Volume II, The Twentieth
Century South, 1900-1955: An Era
of Change, Depression and Emergence (1962)

Al7

to live in that time and place."'
The presence of the past
was also evident in the folkways of racial segregation.
"The paradox of slavery was
that individual relationships
with blacks was one thing and
ma~s relationships with blacks
was another thing," Clark said.
He remembered the time
some blacks found strychnine,
a poison, hidden by a white
man. They put it in his water
container.
"The man washed out his
mouth and saw it was bitter
and spit it out," Clark said.
, · Then came the backlash.
"They got the black man
who did it · and hanged him
without a trial," Clark said. "It
was one of those wild, horrible
things. I did not see it; no,
thank God."
But white or black, few people had much and farming was
always a precarious way to
earn a living.
In 1919 the boll weevil
"practically devastated our cotton," Clark said. So, at 16, he
left home to earn money for his
family as a cabin boy on a
dredging boat. He earned $30
a month and thought he'd
found his calling.
Clark might have left school
altogether, had it not been for
the superintendent of schools
in Weir, Miss.
He spotted the 5-foot-11,
185-pound Clark and recruited
him as a guard on the Weir
County football team.·
· After high school, Clark enrolled at the University of Mississippi in Oxford with the idea
of studying law.
"Ole Miss was the making
of me," Clark said.
The excitement of historical
research grabbed Clark and
'wouldn't let hirri go.
"It's wonderful to get into
the primary sources and discover new information," he said.

Thomas Clark, right, talked with Hiram Lainhart on Jones Branch in Estill Gounty June b. Glark frequently visits his land in the county, which is accessible by driving next to Lainhart's property.
David Tipton
cut some lumber for Clark
at B & J Lumber in Ravenna Oct. 23.
Clark needed
a couple of
planks
trimmed
down. Clark
says he enjoys
meeting people from all
over Kentucky
and swapping
stories with
them.

'

(1956)
■

Frontier America: The Story of the
Westward Movement (1959)
■ The Emerging So1,1th (1961; revised 1968)
■ Travels in the New South: A Bibliography, Volume I, The Postwar
South, 1865-1900: An Era of Reconstruction and Readjustment (1962)
■ Travels in the New South: A Bibliography, Volume II, The Twentieth
Century South, 1900-1955: An Era
of Change, Depression and Emergence (1962)
■ The South Since Appomattox: A
Century of Regional Change (1967)
- co-written with UK history colleague Albert D, Kirwan
■ Kentucky: Land of Contrast

(1968)
■

.

Pleasant Hill and Its Shakers

(1968) - co-written with F. Gerald
"These things are thrilling."
UK career, a few history profesClark applied for and won sors seemed to resent his style
fellowships to continue study- of leadership, and thus began
ing history at UK and the Uni- one of Clark's few disappointversity of Cincinnati. He flipped ments about his UK years.
a coin, and Lexington won.
When John W. Oswald beHis work at UK led to doc- came UK's president in 1963,
toral study at Duke University he began . rotating department
and teaching jobs.
Then, in 1931, UK President Frank L. McVey offered
the him a job - half-time as a
history instructor, half-time
working to. build up UK's library. Clark stayed at UK for
the next 37 years.
·
He built a history department that gained national
stature, especially in Southern
history. With Clement Eaton
(antebellum South), Holman
Hamilton (mid-19th century),
A.D. Kirwan (post-Civil War
South) and Clark, UK had a
stable of Southern historians
second to none.
Clark ran the department
with an iron fist. "Somebody's
got to be in charge. If there's
not, you won't get anywhere,"
Clark stopped to take a photohe said.
Toward the end of Clark's graph in Estill County Oct. 23.

heads so no one could get entrenched. Clark offered to resign but instead was booted
out as chairman.
Embarrassed and angry,
Clark took off to Indiana University to be a visiting professor. He went back to write a
history of IU.
But he returned to Kentucky.
"When I finished my work
at Indiana University in 1973, I
came home. Kentucky was
home and is home. You don't
have to be born on the soil to
love it.
"There's nothing I enjoy
more than sitting down with a
bunch of mountaineers or at
the Governor's Mansion or
down .in the Purchase or up in
Northern Kentucky and listening to people's stories and
swapping stories with them.
"I have little or no sadness. I
have great happiness about life.
It's almost like looking at a mystery story. What comes next?"
Reach Art Jester at (859) 2313489; 1-800-950-6397, Ext. 3489;
or.ajester@herald-leader.com.

Ham
Travels in the Old South, Volume
II, The Expanding South: The Ohio
Valley and the .Cotton Frontier
■

(1969)
■

.Travels in the Old South, Volume
Ill, The Ante Bel/um South, 18251860: Cotton, Slavery, and Conflict

(1969)
■

Indiana University: Midwestern Pioneer, a four-volume history (1970-

1977)
■

Kentucky: A Pictorial History

(1971)
■ The Great American Frontier: A
.Story of Western Pioneering (1975)
■ The Greening of the South: The
Recovery of Land and Forest

(1984)
■

The Kentucky Encyclopedia

(1992) - Clark was an associate
editor and a key contributor
■ The Voice' of the Frontier: John

Bradford's Notes on Kentucky

(1993)
■

Kentucky I (1982); Kentucky II
(1989) and Kentucky Ill (1999) - .

Clark wrote the text for photographer James Archambeault's books
■ The People's House: Governor's
Mansions of Kentucky (2002) - cowritten with Margaret A, Lane

Across the state, a slew of events celebrate Clark's centennial
I

The 100th birthday celebration for Thomas D. Clark has
been a swirl of activities, and it
hasn't stopped.
Today he will speak and be
honored at the annual meeting
of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence.
Monday, Clark's birthday,
Louisville native Bob Edwards
will interview Clark on National
Public Radio's Morning Edition
(WUKY-91.3 FM and WEKU88.9 FM in the Lexington area).
The interview is set to air at
6:40 or 6:50 a.m. and 8:40 or
8:50 a.m., subject to change.

·~ - -----.i,. . . . . . . . . . . . ._____

After a week in which the
venerable historian presumably
will get to rest, he will attend a
celebration hosted by the Bell
County Historical Society July
19-20 at Pine Mountain Settlement School.
Then, on July 27 at 2 p.m:,
Clark will speak and sign books
at Joseph-Beth Booksellers in
Lexington Green. He will be
joined by John Kleber, the editor of Thomas D. Clark: An
Uncommon Life in the Commonweafth (University Press of
Kentucky, $25).
Last week, Clark was inter-

.,.'1,,,,..................-

...................................................-

viewed on WUKY's Curtains at
Eight and was honored at the
University of Kentucky's William T. Young Library, and the
Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives in Frankfort, hosted by the Friends of
the Kentucky Public Archives.
He was also honored at an event
last night at Keeneland Race •
Course, hosted by the Kentucky
Historical Society, the University Press of Kentucky's Thomas
D. Clark Foundation and the
Kentucky Department for LiClark shook hands with former Gov. Louie Nunn after speaking at a
braries and Archives.
University of Kentucky birthday party in his honor Wednesday.
ART JESTER
.............-
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Author or editor of more than 32 books, Thomas Clark is the ultimate authority on Kentucky history. Most of his books we,re written on typewriters; the recent ones have been re-entered into a computer.
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the American frontier.
He also became known as the
father of the state archives, the
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Clark signed a copy of his most recent book, The People's
House: Governor's Mansions of Kentucky, at a book fair in
Frankfort Nov. 2. He wrote the book with Margaret A. Lane.

Thomas Dyonisius Clark
Residence: Lexington
Born: Louisville, Miss., July 14,

1903
Education: Bachelor's degree in

history, University of Mississippi, 1928; master's degree in history, University of Kentucky,
1929; doctorate in history, Duke
University, 1932
Career: Western State Teachers
College (now Memphis State
University), history teacher,
1930; University of Tennessee,
visiting professor, 1931; UK,
1931-1968; chairman of UK's
history department, 1942-1965;
UK, Hallam Professor of History,
1965-1966; visiting professor at
numerous universities, including Indiana, Harvard, Duke,
North Carolina, Tennessee,
Rochester, Chicago, Wyoming
and at the Salzburg Seminar in
American Studies in Austria;
British-American Seminar in
History, Oxford University in
England, 1954; lecturer for the
U.S. State Department in India;
NATO Professor at Unive rsity of
Athens and University of
Thessaloniki , both in Greece;
Yugoslavia-American Seminar,
1967; professor for the U.S.
Army at the Un iversity of Vien-

na, 1950-1951.
Honors: Honorary degrees from
UK, Lincoln Memorial University, Washington & Lee, Un iversity
of Louisville, Berea College,
EKU, IU, Transylvania, Centre
and Lindsey Wilson; Guggenheim Fellow, 1963-1964; Merit
Award, Association State and
Local History, 1966; distinguished teaching awa rd and research award, UK, 1968; Indiana author's award 1971; Citizenship go ld medal, Sons of the
American Revolution and
Daughter of the American Revolution; Governor's go ld medal
for citize nsh ip; Jamison Medallion, Association of American
Archivists; Kentucky Historical
Society essay award; appointed
by General Assembly to serve
as historian laureate of Kentucky for life.
Family: Married Martha Elizabeth Turner, 1933. She died in
1995. They had two children,
Bennett Clark, a lawyer in Lexington, and Eliza beth Stone,
who is married to a historia n
and lives in Bowling Green; he
has three grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren. Clark
married Loretta Gilliam Brock of
Lexington in 1996.

the American frontier.
He also became known as the
father of the state archives, the
University Press of Kentucky and
the modern UK library, especially its collections of rare and valuable historical materials.
In 1994 Clark joined forces
with Libby Jones, wife of former
Gov. Brereton Jones, to get approval and funding for the Kentucky History Center in Frankfort.
Although Clark has been a
prolific scholar, writing or editing 32 books, he is not a cloistered ivory-tower type.
Over the years, Clark has
been outspoken on several political issues, such as education reform, the need for a new state
constitution and environmental
protection. Of late, he has been
prominent in FLOW (For Local
Ownership of Water), a group of
residents trying to oust the publicly held company that owns
Lexington's water system to
bring it under local control.
Clark has taught or influenced several generations of Kentuckians who have shaped the
state's destiny.
·
One is former Gov. Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt, who puts Clark
"at the top of the list" of people
who influenced his career.
"He helped me formulate in
my own mind what we should do
for Kentucky," Breathitt said.
These ideas became accomplishments in Breathitt's administration, especially in education
and historic legislation to restrict strip mining of coal.
Taken together, Clark's respected scholarship and political
stands have earned him considerable influence.
"He's Kentucky's premier public intellectual," said Robert Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence. "He gives the impression that he was present at almost everything he talks about."
That's how Patsy Todd, wife
of UK President Lee Todd, remembered the Kentucky history
course she took from Clark 35
years ago. "I felt like I was walking with Daniel Boone right
through the forest."
Clark speaks without notes,
and he builds a story line brimming with characters, action, de-

Loretta Clark accompanied her husband to a ceremony at the Henry Clay estate in
Lexington last November. Thomas Clark married her in 1996 after his first wife died.

tails, humor and anecdotes.
The excitement of Clark's lectures is a bright memory for Edward M. "Mac" Coffman, ·a retired military historian whom
Clark called his finest graduate
student.
"His lectures had a touch of
wit, a touch of poignance, but
they were always exciting," Coffman said.

Link to the past
Kentuckians are honoring
Clark's birthday with numerous
events, including one last week
when a book of essays, Thomas
D. Clark of Kentucky: An Uncommon Life in the Commonwealth, became the 3 millionth
volume in the UK libraries.
Still, Clark likes to downplay
the milestones.
_
"I never gave that a thought,"
he said about reaching 100.

Recently, though, he's found
some time for reflection.
This reminiscing has led to a
desire to return to the year and
place of his birth, 1903 in Louisville, Miss.
"I would like to spend a
month in 1903 and really sense,
feel, touch and smell the contrast
of the times. No one in my coun-·
try had ever seen an automobile.
There was no bank, no place to
sell cotton, no railroad, no telegraph line.
.
"We died of · consumption,
pellagra and hookworm.
"We knew how to live on the
land. We were more enduring."
Clark's family was blessed
with longevity.
His father, John C. Clark,
died three days short of 80. His
mother, Sallie Jessie Bennett
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Clark was grand marshal of this year's Fourth of July parade in downtown Lexington. He rode down Main Street in a convertible.
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"I like getting·acquainted with people of
this state arid areas of this state. I like
-picking up on what they're thinking about."

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 29, 2005

All"

REMEMBERING
THOMAS CLARK
From his peers
''Dr. Clark fathered the rise of
modern historical writing about
the Commonwealth and has
served as the intellectual
grandfather of generations of.
Kentucky historians. All of us
owe him a great debt on many
levels."
James Klotter,
Kentucky state historian

had a great impact on the
state. He has been involved in so
many thingr, not just writing
about them, but influencing." ·
''Ht;

Gov. Ernie Fletcher

''Because of his energJJ and •
passion for the state, he had the
power to bring people together
that I don't know ·that·anyone
else had. He just had that kind of
dignity."
Stephen Wrinn
Director, University Press of Kentucky ·

. "Dr. Thomas Clark kept our
Commonwealths history ali-ve for
future generations. We were truly
fortunate to have had a scholar of
his caliber in our midst;
encouraging lovers of history
across the state." ·
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell

"Every state needs someone
·everyb~dy can love.-Dr. Clark
was such a person for Kentucky."
nm Philpot
Fayette Family Court judge

··.r;very state neeas someone
everybody can love.-Dr. Clark
was such a person for Kentucky."
Tim Philpot
Fayette Family Court judge

On,e of Dr. Clark's works was The People's House. - Governor's Mansions of Kentucky, written with Margaret L

From Page A12

Survivors

ing up on what they're thinking about."
· He also appreciated what he called "the comedy
of it all." The people at service club gatherings
were clock-watchers., Academic groups expected
you to sound scholarly.
"When you go to speak to a group and the woman in charge gets up and introduces you as
professor emy-i-ritis, you don't know if you are
struck with a fatal disease or what," he said.
He was especially interested in protecting
forests. He carefully managed several thousand
wooded acres in South Carolina and in Eastern
Kentucky.
And he loved visiting them.
"I like to get out in this timber," he said during a
trip to Estill County shortly before his 95th birthday.
"I like to see. what is happening, what storm
damage is there. Whose footprints are on the land.
To walk up this road and look at this stand of
young poplars, it's a balm to my soul."
,Thqmas Dionysius Clark was born on July 14,
1903, in Louisville, Miss.
·
Both sides of his family, he noted, had taken
part in the great migration of the 1830s, moving
from South Carolina into the Choctaw Indian
country of Mississippi.
Many of the adults he knew growing up were
Civil War veterans or former slaves.
"The Civil War was as real to me as if I had
fought it," he said.
Louisville was a sleepy town at the headwaters
of the Pearl River.
"We were very rural people, locked behind
muddy roads, living on subsistence farming," Dr.
Clark said. "We were poor by any standard you
could use, but none of us was any poorer than his
neighbor."
Dr. Clark's mother was a teacher, his father a
cotton farmer.
'
"Young T:D.", as he was known as a boy, quit
school after the seventh grade. He worked on a
farm, then at a sawmill, then as a deck hand on a
river dredge boat.
·
But, being a teacher's son, he returned to
school and graduated from the Choctaw County
Agricultural High School in Weir, Miss.
He was accepted to the school because he was
big and strong and played on the football team for
four years. When he arrived at the school, he had
never seen or even heard of a football.
Dr. C lar~v.@frffll-A:: - egree..tro~ th,e Unive~~ississippi i t92 , and calll.!00 the
University of Kentucky.
' It was not love"'at first sight. He earned a master's ~d-left, thinking ''If !_ ever come -back
hereagain, it will be t _ soon."
- H e headed to Duke University, where he received a doctorate. While there, he met Elizabeth
Turner. They were married in 1933 and had two
children.
She died in 1995. In 1996, at age 93, he married Loretta Gilliam Brock, 75.
Dr. Clark taught at Memphis State and the University of Tennessee while w9rking on the doctorate.

Thomas Clark is survive d by his wife. Loretta Gilliam
Clark; son, Thomas Bennett Clark of Lexington; a
daughter, Elizabeth Clark Stone of Bowl ing Green; a
brother, Ernest Clark of Dallas; two sisters, Wi lma
Sanders and Ethel Atkinson, both of Louisvil le, Miss.,
three grandchildren and fi ve great-grandchildren.

"Thomas Clark had the unique
· ability to combine reverence for
the past with an intense interest in
the future. ' This prolific
Kentuckian will be remembered
for his vibrant legacy as historian,
author, teacher and citz'zen."

a

In 1931, UK president Frank McVey offered
him a job. He would teach history half-time and
spend the other half building up the school's library.
Clark was history department chairman for 23
of his 37 years at UK.
Some professors seemed to resent his leadership style, and when John W. Oswald became UK
president, Dr. Clark was booted from the chairman's office.
·
He went to Indiana University for a while, but
returned to Kentucky.
In the 2003 book about Dr. Clark, his friend
a d associate James Klotter, had this to say:
"Kentucky would be a much poorer place historically without Tom Clark's books, but it would
be an even poorer place, in all respects, without
Tom Clark the man. "
Herald-Leader staff writers Jack Brammer and Art Jester
contributed to this article. Reach Andy Mead at (859) 2313319, at 1-800-950-6397, Ext 3319, or amead@heraldleader.com,

Chief Justice j c,seph E. Lambert
Kentucky Supreme Gour.I

CHARLES BERTRAM I STAFF FILE PHOTO

UK President Lee Todd, left, Dr, Clark, his wife,
Loretta, and Todd's wife, Patsy, cut a cake on July 9,
2003, during a party fo r Dr, Clark's 100th birthday,
Until recently, Dr, Clark kept busy writing and working on a variety of projects, His memoirs are tentatively scheduled to appear in the spring of 2006.

"T# lost one of this university's
true treasures. From the moment
he walked on this campus in 1928,
UK has been blessed with one pf
the nation's most cherished
histon·ans."
Lee T. Todd Jr.
President, University of Kentucky

I

''He was passionate about ideas,
and he was also passionate about
getting thing; done. He was never
abstract. There was practicality
and' reality in what he said and
did. He was the bn'dge between
academic culture and the culture
of public life in Kentucky."
Terry Birdwhistell
Associate dean of libraries, special collections
and digital programs at ,the UK

·Tom was iny ideal, because he , _
did so well for so long. He was
active, interested, constantly in
touch with people. He was openminded and sofriendly. He was a
wonderful raconteur and a
wonderful humorist."
JANET WORNE I STAFF FILE PHOTO

Dr. Clark taught history at the University of Kentucky fo r 37 years and built a history department that developed a national reputation, especially in Southern history. He was photographed at Shakertown in 1992.

Carl Degler ',
Retired Pulitzer Prize-winning historia.n at
Stanford University
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Bush
says.war

NO AP!\RT
OFHIST©RY

worth
sacrifice

He made Kentucky's past a lifetime study
\

Invokes 9/11 in
address to nation

•

NO TIMETABLE, NO MORE TROOPS
By Peter Baker and Dana Milbank
THE WASHINGTON POST

FORT BRAGG, N.C. - President Bush urged
Americans not to lose faith in the Iraq war effort,
using a prime-time address last night to argue that
the Iraq insurgents are the same breed of Islamic
terrorist that struck the United States on 9/11.
Iraqi leader killed
Confronted with soft sup- ,Second
member of
port from the public and a
National Assembly
rising death toll in Iraq 27
assassinated si nee
months after the U.S. invaJan. 30 election,
sion, Bush spoke bluntly
Page AS
from this military base about
the trauma overseas and
about Americans; desire to bring home the troops.
"Like most Americans, I see the images of.violence and bloodshed," Bush said to rows of silent
soldiers in his televised speech. "Every picture is
horrifying - and the suffering is real. Amid all
this violence, I know Americans ask the question:
T
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Confronted with soft sup- ·Second member of
port from the public and a
National Assembly
rising death toll in Iraq 27
assassinated since
months after the U.S. invaJan. 30 election.
sion, Bush spoke bluntly
Page AS
from this military base about
the trauma overseas and
about Americans; desire to bring home the troops.
· "Like most Americans, I see the images ohiolence and bloodshed," Bush said to rows of silent
soldiers in his televised speech. "Every picture is
horrifying - and the suffering is real. Amid all
this violence, I know Americans ask the question:
Is the sacrifice worth it? It is worth it, and it is vital to the future security of our country."
While the president recognized that "AmeriSee BUSH, AlO
. CHARLES BERTRAM I STAFF FILE PHOTO

Dr. Thomas Clark stood on the old U.S. 27 road to Camp Nelson in Jessamine County shortly after sunrise on a July morning in 1998. He always
loved to spend time in the wooded areas of the state and he never stopped encouraging Kentucky officials to protect them.
By Andy Mead

Remembering Thomas Clark

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Thomas Clark, a historian who
lived long and carrie to be valued as a
• state treasure in Kentucky, died
yesterday.
Ho was 101 and would have been
102July 14.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher directed that
flags at the state Capitol be lowered to
half-staff in Dr. Clark's honor. He
encouraged officials ~t other state
agencies to lower flags as well.
Dr. Clark was hospitalized with a
hip infection several weeks ago, and was
struggling with complications. But, until
very recently, he was writing, editing and
making plans for a multitude of projects.
He was a native of Mississippi, but
came to Kentucky as a young man and
stayed for more than 75 years.
He taught history at the University
of Kentucky for 37 years, building a
history department that developed a
national reputation, especially in
Southern history.
Dr. Clark also was an expert on
frontier history, and his name became
synonymous with Kentucky history.
See CLARK, A12
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Services: 1 p.m. Friday at Lexington's First United
Methodist Church in Lexington, 200 West High Street,
followed by a private burial in Lexington Cemetery.
Visitation: 10 a.m. at the church until the service. W:R.
Milward Mortuary-Broadway is in charge of arrangements.
Memorials: Thomas D. Clark Center for Kentucky History,
100 West Broadway, Frankfort, Ky. 40601; or the Lexington
History Museum, 215 W
ain Street, Lexington, Ky. 40507.

FROM HIS WORKS
Dr. Thomas D. Clark wrote or edited dozens of books and
scores of scholarly articles, many on Kentucky. Page A12

FROM HIS FANS AND PEERS

Clay ex-official's
name in drug
case affidavit
By Bill Estep
SOUTH-CENTRAL. KENTUCKY BUREAU

A prominent former elected official in Clay
County might have offered to help launder money
from one of the 'largest cocaine and marijuana
conspiracies uncovered in years in southeasternKentucky, according to a document filed in the
case.
Jennings B. White, a businessman who served
two terms as Clay County clerk, ·also is thought to
have taken possession of a pickup truck and a red
convertible owned by the alleged head of the drug
ring, Kenneth Day, to keep them from b'eing
seized by authorities, FBI Special Agent Timothy
S. Briggs said in a sworn statement.
Day, 43, who owned a pawnshop in Manchester, has been charged with running a drug ring
that allegedly sold hundreds of ounces of cocaine

Those who knew him and admired his work speak of the maA
who led the study of Kentucky history. Pages Al2-13.

See CLAY COUNTY, AlO

SHELBY FOOTE 1916-2005

Voice of the
Civil War dies

•

"My job was to put it
all in perspective, to
give it shape," said
author and historian
Shelby Foote of his
monumental work, The
Civil War: A Narrative.
He died Monday.

FROM HIS TOOLS
He worked on manual typewriters to turn out most of his
works, which were then entered into a computer.

.~'-f:, To see a photo slide show on his life a~d works,
·~ " go to the lnt:rnet and check out Kentucky.com.
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several ways of lzfe. It would be an
extremely imaginative person indeed who
could stand down at its mouth and conjure
up the story of the river and its numerous
tn'butaries. How much humanity this story
cont~ins is difficult to explain. The pattern
is both varied and complex.
--" For a printable list of Thomas D.
, Clark's works, go to Kentucky.com

... To his life
Thomas Dionysius Clark
July 14, 1903: Born in Louisville, Miss.
1931: Hired by University of Kentucky to
build up the library while teaching h_istory._

June 10, 1933: Marries Elizabeth Turner
ofWinnsbor~, S.C. They had two children:
Thomas Bennet and Elizabeth.
I

1937: A History of Kentucky is published;
serves as the definitive history for decades.
1943: Co-founds the precursor of the
University Press of Kentucky.
1949-50: Professor, University of Vienna.

Oct. 1952: Selected by the U.S. Department
of State for a special 13-week education
assignment in India and Paki~tan.

May 1960: Dr. Clark and Aubrey J. Brown
chosen by fellow professors as the first
faculty members on the UK Board of
Trustees. They served as non-voting
boarq members.

1963: Receives a Guggenheim Fellowship
Award for historical studies of the
newspapers of Louisville.

FRANK ANDERSON I STAFF FILE PHOTO

In November 1988, Elizabeth Clark, Dr. Clark's wife,
cut the ribbon for the opening of the new University of Kentucky Press Building, which was named in
honor of her husband because he did so much for
the organization. Mrs. Clark d.ied in 1995.
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wanted to hear.
, He was a perennial optimist, but would tell anyone who listened that Kentucky needed to improve
its schools, overhaul its creaky constitution, preserve its history and become a better steward of -its
natural resources.
"We're in a period of tremendous transition,
moving from one age to another, in which one
word must be the guiding word ... education," he
said in a May 12 speech to the Prichard Committee , or Academic Excellence.
, Dr. Clark was a member of the UK athletics
board decades ago when Adolph Rupp, the ·revered
basketball coach, showed displeasure with his
salary by refusing to pick up his paychecks for four
months. Dr. Clark made a very unpopular suggestion: Fire him.
For a man whose training was in history, Dr.
Clark always lived in the present and thought
about the future.
"Some historians undertake to simply open the
grave and live in the past," he once said. "I always
felt that history was a living thing.
"It tells you so much about what you did and
didn't do, where you failed and where you succeeded."
In his teaching career, Dr. Clark influenced generations of students, some profoundly.
The late Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, who later
became governor, once said that Dr. Clark's classes
awakened his interest in politics.
"He was the only professor that people would
fill up his 8 o'clock.class," Breathitt said. "He expected you to work, but he had such a fantastic
personality in the classroom. He was · both a
teacher and an actor."
Dr. Clark estimated that he taught more than
25,000 UK students over the years.
He also occasionally taught at other universities - about 20 over his career including Harvard,
Stanford 1 Oxford and the University of Athens.
State historian James Klotter estimates that
Dr. Clark was the author, co-author or editor of
three dozen books, including A History of Kentucky, a watershed text that served the state for
more -than half a century.

June 30, 1968: Retires from UK:
July 1984: University of Kentucky establishes
a scholarship fund in Clark's name.

Nov. 1988: University Press moves to new
campus quarters named in his honor.

July 1992: The Kentucky, one of his most
colorful books, reissued in a 50th anniversary
edition geared to Kentucky's bicentennial. ·

July 30, 1995: Elizabeth Turner Clark,
his wife of 62 years, dies at 89.

Nov. 1996: At 93, he marries Loretta
Gilliam Brock, 75.
Nov. 1998: Lexington Chapter of the
N ational Society of Fund Raising Exec4tives
chooses Clark as its first Outstanding
Philanthropist.

April 1999: The Kentucky History Center,
which he championed for decades, opens
in Frankfort.

Oct. 2003: The Lexington History Museum, which he also pushed for, opens. At its
entrance: a bust of Dr. Clark.

FRANK ANDERSON I STAFF FILE PHOTO

Sue Logan of Shelbyville spoke with Dr. Clark at the Kentucky Book Fair in Frankfort in 1992. He was hold. ing a copy of The Kentucky Encyclopedia, for which he wrote many of the entries.

01 me program to ur. ciarK ana w111 also include a

special tribute by Al Smith. 8 p.m. Fri.
Encore of For Generations to Come: The Wisdom
of Thomas Clark, a 1996 documentary narrated
by Bob Edwards. 9 p.m. today and 3 p.m. Sun.
Encore of bookclub@ket discussion
of Th omas D. Clark of Kentucky: An Uncommon
Life in the Commonwealth. 5:30 p.m. Sat.

He wrote scores of scholarly articles and many
of the entries in The Kentucky Encyclopedia and

The Encyclopedia of Louisville.
He also was the subject of a book published the
year he turned 100: Thomas D. Clark of Kentucky:

An Uncommon Life in the Commonwealth . .
His last work apparently will be his memoirs,
more than 400 pages, tentatively scheduled for
publication next spring. As recently as earlier this
month, he was editing the work from his sick bed.
His influence extended far beyond Kerttucky.
"Dr. Clark was a long-distance mentor to many
of us who looked to him for his very progressive
writing," said former Mississippi Gov. William
Winter, 82. "He showed us that the South was diminishing itself by clinging to an old way of life."
He received many honors in his profession, in°
eluding being president of both the ~outhem Historical Association and the Organization of American Historians. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, and the Phi Alpha
Theta history honorary society.
Dr. Clark was known as the father of the state
archives, and ~as responsible for securing many of
its most-valued possessions.
In 1936, he was roused from bed at 3 a.m. and
rushed to Frankfort where - still wearing pajamas ·
under his clothes - he stopped a truck from hauling away a load of state records that had been sold
to a scrap paper dealer. Those records now form
the heart of the archives' 19th-century holdings.
He did so much for the University Press of Kentucky that the foundation formed to raise its endowment bears his name.
Dr. Clark was the driving force behind both the
Kentucky History Center, which opened in Frankfort in 1999; and the Lexington History Museum,
which opened in 2003 in the old Fayette County
Courthouse.
Plans for a July 9 ceremony to change the state
center's name to The Thomas D. Clark Center for
Kentucky History will go on, said Kent Whitworth,
executive director of the Kentucky Historical Society.
"Dr. Clark's family has encouraged us to go·
ahead," Whitworth said. "We want it to be a wonderful celebration of his life."
Although he was a popular professor, Dr.
Clark's public image soared in the decades after his
retirement. He seemed to have reached a special
place in the public life of Kentucky.
Admirers said it was because he carefully chose
his causes, and because he had not only studied
the state's history, but lived so much of it.
Dr. Clark was called on to appear at everything
from the opening of a nature center on the Kentucky River to a Fourth of July parade.
He seldom turned down an invitation to speak
to a garden club, leadership group, local historical
society - or even a class of first-graders. He often
drove more than 100 miles to give a speech, get a
handshake and drive home.
He liked doing it.
.
"I like getting acquainted with people of this
state 'and areas of this state," he said. '.'I like pick-

Continued on Page Al3
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10. Cane Ridge Meeting House: More than 300 years old, reputedly the largest one-room log structure in North America, it was the site of a revival in

1801

that changed the

course of religion in America. Three Christian denominations can 'trace their beginning to the revival.

Thomas Clark's Kentucky: the list
l. Cumberland Gap

and The Narrows
It is fitting that these two mountain gaps
in Bell County topped Clark's list - they really are where it all began.
·
Many are familiar with Cumberland Gap,
but The Narrows is not as well known. Together, however, they formed a way for early
explorers and settlers to reach the land now
called Kentucky.
Cumberland Gap offered a passage
through th~ seemingly impassible "wall" of
the Allegheny Mountains. The Narrows, an
opening through Pine Mountain about 15
miles north, provided a path out of the mount".11"" 1n+n ..i.. ..... 1,...- ..J ...
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Clark's picks

the Falls already were a part of history.
.
-

information, call (812) 280-9970 or i.ro to

lt is fitting that these two mountain gaps
in Bell County topped Clark's list - they really are where it all began.
Many are familiar with Cumberland Gap,
but The Narrows is not as well known. Together, however, they formed a way for early
explorers and settlers to reach the land now
called Kentucky.
Cumberland Gap offered a passage
through the seemingly impassible "wall" of
the Allegheny Mountains. The Narrows an
opening through Pine Mountain about is
miles north, provided a path out of the mountains into the lands beyond.
The identity of the first white man to pass
through is unknown. But Dr. Thomas Walker,
who came through on April 13, 1750, was the
first to leave a record, naming Cumberland
Gap after.the British Duke of Cumberland.
Writing about that historic moment 250
years later, Clark noted that Walker described
in his journal a "sense of magic and mystery
at having arrived at a major dividing line between East and West. He stood in the great
gap, a gateway which in time would be trampled by literally thousands of land-hungry immigrants in search of 'the new Eden."'
The flood of settlers began after 1775,
when Daniel Boone and his group blazed a
trail from the gap to the Kentucky River. By
1810, nearly 300,000 people had struggled
through the mountains and along Boone's
Wilderness Road. It was the opening chapter
in America's great westward migration.
The path through Cumberland Gap was
paved and became part of U.S. 25E in 1907. .
In 2002, after the highway was routed
through the new Cumberland Gap Tunnel,
the U.S. Forest Service turned the original
path into a 1.2-mile walking trail.
.
The best way to see the historic site is to
visit the Cumberland Gap National Historical
Park on U.S. 25E just south of Middlesboro. ·
Park information is available by calling (606)
'248-2817 or by going online at
www.nps.gov/cuga.
You can see The Narrows from an overlook off US. 25E south of Pineville.

2 . Lilly Cornett 1iVoods: A patch of old-

growth forest survives in Letcher County.
public for visits and tours. It is open only on
weekends during the fall. For information or
to schedule visits, call (606) 633-5828.

3- Falls of the Ohio ,
Much Kentucky and U.S. history took
place around this spot on the Ohio River.
It's not really a waterfall but a series of
rapids, a little more than 600 miles downstream from Pittsburgh.
During pioneer days, the falls were the only interruption to navigation on the Ohio.
Boat crews had to stop and unload cargo,
making their b9ats ·light enough to slip over
the rapids, reload and continue on. A canal
bypassing the rapids was built in 1830. But

the Falls already were a part of history.
In 1778, when the Revolutionary War was
raging, George Rogers Clark led some militiamen and settlers down the Ohio to establish
a camp on Com Island, near the falls.
From that base, Clark and his tiny force
march~d off with a bold plan to capture the
British outposts of Kaskaskia and Cahokia in
modem-day Illinois. They succeeded beyond
anyone's wildest dreams, securing the entire
Northwest Territory for the fledgling American nation. Out of it came not only Illinois,
but also Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin. And it all started at the Falls of the Ohio.
Meanwhile, the settlers whom Clark had
brought to Corn Island moved to the Kent4cky shore, founding a city they called
Louisville in honor of French King Louis XVI,
who backed America in its revolution.
In 1803, Clark's youngest brother, William .
Clark, and Meriwether Lewis were named to
explore the vast and unknown Louisiana Purchase, which President Thomas Jefferson had
just acquired from France. Lewis traveled
downriver from Pittsburgh to meet Clark at
- you guessed it - the Falls of the Ohio.
From there, the Lewis and Clark Expedition
moved to St. Louis, where it began its epic
journey.to the Pacific, ultimately opening the
West to a continuation of that vast migration
that began back at Cumberland Gap.
Modem river navigation aides have all but
obscured the falls. The best way to glimpse
them today is to visit the Falls of the Ohio
State Park, just off Interstate 65 in
·
Clarksville, ,Ind. The park offers tours, an interpretive center and other attractions. For

information, call (812) 280-9970 or go to
www.fallsoftheohio.org.

4. Speed Art Museum
Thomas Clark often said that cultivating
an interest in the creative arts was one of the
secrets to a full and and well-rounded life.
So it's not surprising that he included
Louisville's Speed Art Museum on his mustsee list. The facility opened in 1927 as the
J.B. Speed Memorial Museum, created by
Hattie Bishop Speed as a tribute to her late
husband, businessman and philanthropist
James Breckinridge Speed. More than 2,000
people turned out two years later for the museum's first big show, featuring works by
more than 100 U.S. and European artists ..
The Speed, Kentucky's largest art museum, has been a cultural fixture ever since. Its
permanent collection includes more than
13,000 works spanning 6,000 years of history.
About 500 works are on display at any time,
usually including pieces by Henri Cezanne,
Paul Klee, Henry Moore, Paolo Picasso,
Frank Stella and Helen Frankenthaler. About
180,000 people visit the Speed each year.
The museum completed a $12 million expansion and renovation in 1997, and it recently unveiled a 20-year master plan that
calls for doubling its exhibition space.
Admission to the museum is free, except
during four or five special shows that are put
on each year.
For information about times and dates,
call the museum at (502) 634-2700 or go to
www.speedmuseum.org.
See PAGE D8

2. Lilly Cornett Woods
Clark thought every Kentuckian should
see this virgin forest jn Letcher County,
"which gives.a glimpse of what the forests of
Eastern Kentucky were like before settlement
was begun."
Kentucky's original forests were so vast
they seemed immune to human exploitation.
But in just a_ few generations they were gone,
cleared for timber and to make way for houses, towns and roads. By 1950, almost all of
Eastern Kentucky had been logged off, leaving behind second- and third-growth woodlands much different from the original forests.
Fortunately, a few remnants of old-growth
woods survived. One was in Letcher County,
where a man named Lilly Cornett bought five
tracts of land, including roughly 250 acres of
virgin timber, just after World War I. Cornett
refused all offers to sell the woods, and his
descendants continued that tradition.
The state of Kentucky bought the land in
1969, and it became Lilly Cornett Woods.
The state lc1ter acquired the much larger oldgrowth Blanton Forest in Harlan ·County but
Lilly Cornett Woods was the first. It's o~e of
the few places you can see Kentucky as it was
before people began to change it.
Now managed by Eastern Kentucky University, Lilly Cornett Woods is open to the

'8. Augusta: Human act~vity here precedes recorded _hi:tory. Augusta was founded shortly after the Revolutionary vVczr, and during the Civil vVczr,
Confederate troops raided the town. Nowadays, zt zs known for its beautiful old houses and as the ho,:netown of the late Rosemary Clooney.
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· 7. Land Between the Lakes: Neither wilderness nor
4. Speed Art Museum: Opened in 1927, it's Kentucky's largest.

national park, the large federally protected recreational
area draws visitors such as Atlanta 's Betty Gouge.

9. Fitchburg iron furnace: 'When built, it was the largest
stone furnace in the world, but the industry soon changed.

3- Falls of th,e Ohio: The recorded history of this stretch of the Ohio Fiver dates back at least to the Rel?olutionary War.

Monuments offaithJ
commerce) nature
From Page D3

5. Mammoth Cave National Park
Near the Green River about 30 miles
northeast of Bowling Green, this is one Kentucky landmark that is known worldwide. ·
Mammoth Cave is recognized as the
urn,-lrl'c lnnn".cu:., t ,·.,·iuo. cueot.am
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moonshine whiskey that was served in
speakeasies around the Midwest.
Land Between the Lakes made a different
kind of history in 1963, when the federal government took it over as a national recreation
demonstration project. The Tennessee Valley
Authority acquired all of the land - the last
n.f th o ') ~()() ....o o;rlo"f" ln-4+ 'hu 1070
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Augusta and Brown County, Ohio, opened in
1800, is one of the oldest on the Ohio River.
Augusta College, founded in 1822, counted
among its faculty and alumni one governor;
an uncle of Stephen Foster; a co-founder of
Berea College; a chief justice of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals; and a candidate for vice
president of the United States. The school
lost its charter in 1849, however, after becoming a hotbed of anti-slavery activity.
Confederate cavalry looted Augusta in
1862. During another dark period of Kentucky history, "night riders" enforcing a boycott against the American Tobacco Co. in
1908 vandalized tobacco warehouses in Augusta and terrified farmers. The state militia
was sent to restore order.
Today,
many
picturesque old
. Augusta's
.
.
.

the ingenuity of those who built and ran it.
The furnace is a national historical site,
and it is being restored with a $670,000
grant. It is in the community of Fitchburg, on
Ky. 975, off u.s; 52 east of Irvine.

10. Cane Ridge Meeting House
Events at this log church in Bourbon
County helped change the course of religion
in America io4 years ago.
Some North Carolina Presbyterians, acting on advice from Daniel Boone, settled at
Cane Ridge in 1790. They completed the
meeting house the following year, and it still
is thought to be the largest one-room log
structure in North America.
In August 1801, a group of preachers including Presbvterians. Methodists and Bao-
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5. Mammoth Cave National Park
Near the Green River about 30 miles
northeast of Bowling Green, this is one Kentucky landmark that is known worldwide. ·
Mammoth Cave is recognized as the
world's longest cave system. Some of it hasn't
yet been explored. It has been a national park
since 1941, and in 1981, the United Nations
named the cave a World Heritage site.
According to legend, a hunter discovered
the cave in the 1700s when he chased a
wounded bear into the main entrance. It's a
good story, but many historians doubt its validity. Whoever discovered it, miners were
digging saltpeter (a component of gunpowder) out of Mammoth Cave by the early
1800s. Tourists began visiting the cave after
mining ended in the mid-1800s.
Mammoth Cave National Park is off Interstate 65 at Park City. For information, including tours of the cave, call (270) 758-2180 or
go to www.nps.gov/maca.

6. Abbey of Gethsemani
Trappist monks from France tried to
found an abbey at Holy Cross in Marion
County in 1804, but they couldn't make payments on the land. The French Trappists
were successful on their second try in 1848,
establishing the Abbey of Our Lady of Gethsemani in Nelson County, 4½ miles west of
the original site at Holy Cross. The abbey has
flourished ever since.
Monks at Gethsemani live a simple life of
silence and devotion, punctuating hours of
meditative reading and prayer with hard
work. Their income comes mainly from the
sale of cheese and fruitcakes, and of beef
from the abbey's cattle farm.
Gethsemani's most famous resident was
author Thomas Merton, whose 60 books on
spirituality made the abbey known worldwide. Merton was born in France, the son of
a New Zealand painter and an American
woman, and he joined the Trappists in 1941.
His most famous book, The Seven Story
Mountain, describes his conversion and arrival at Gethsemani. He died in 1968.
Today, the abbey is available for weekday
and weekend retreats, and its acres of woods
and fields offer opportunities for silent reflection and prayer. For information about retreats and other details, call (502) 549-4133
or go to www.monks.org.

moonshine whiskey that was served in
speakeasies around the Midwest.
Land Between the Lakes made a different
kind of history in 1963, when the federal government took it over as a national recreation
demonstration project. The Tennessee Valley
Authority acquired all of the land - the last
of the 2,500 residents left by 1970 - and
took over management of the area. The U.S.
Forest Service manages it today.
Neither wilderness nor national park,
Land Between the Lakes offers more than
170,000 acres of protected land, and more
than 200 miles of trails for nature-hungry visitors to enjoy. There·are opportunities for
camping, fishing, hunting, hiking and backpacking, bird watching, horseback riding,
mountain biking, boating and off-roading.
Visitors also can enjoy a view of the past.
There are herds of buffalo and elk - common in the area before settlement began roaming much as they did more than two
centuries ago. Then there is The Homeplace,
a living-history farm where guides dressed in
period costume explain farm life of long ago.
For more information, call 1-800-525-7077
or go to www.lbl.org.

8. Augusta
This town of 1,300 on the Ohio River between Cincinnati and Maysville is a treasure
trove of history.
Scientists think Augusta was the site of an
ruicient Native American village, based on prehistoric artifacts recovered there. The town
entered official records in the late 1700s, after
the state of Virginia gave the land to Capt.
Philip Buckner under a Revolutionary War
grant. Augusta was incorporated in 1797 and
briefly was the county seat of Bracken County.
Early on, Augusta was a stopping place
for keelboats and flatboats. The ferry between

Augusta College, founded in 1822, counted
among its faculty and alumni one governor;
an uncle of Stephen Foster; a co-founder of
Berea College; a chief justice of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals; and a candidate for vice
president of the United States. The school
lost its charter in 1849, however, after becoming a hotbed of anti-slavery activity.
Confederate cavalry looted Augusta in
1862. During another dark period of Kentucky history, "night riders" enforcing a boycott against the American Tobacco Co. in
1908 vandalized tobacco warehouses in Augusta and terrified farmers. The state militia
was sent to restore order.
Today, Augusta's many picturesque old
homes have become its signature. Perhaps the
best-known is the former home of Kentucky
singer and actress Rosemary Clooney, which
recently became a museum. A $1.5 million
river walk also has been added. This Saturday, Augusta will celebrate autumn with the
Turning Leaves Festival, featuring arts and
crafts and a concert of big-band music.
For more information, call (606) 756-2183
or go to www.augustakentucky.com.

9. Fitchburg, Iron Furnance
With ample supplies of iron ore, limestone
and wood for charcoal, Kentucky was an early
center of iron production. At one point in the
1800s, it was the nation's third-largest iron
producer, just behind Pennsylvania and New
York. Fitchburg Furnace, built in Estill Coun-.
ty in 1868 by brothers Frank and Fred Fitch,
. took things to a new level.
· At the time, it was the largest stone furnace in the world - actually two furnaces in
one - 60 feet tall and 115 feet long. Earlier
Kentucky iron furnaces were small affairs,
and a few workmen could produce a few tons
of iron a day. The builders of Fitchburg envisioned industrial-scale, 24-hour operations.
Unfortunately, their timing was wrong.
Richer iron ore was discovered elsewhere;
better furnace technology became available;
and a financial panic forced Fitchburg to
close in 1873. Kentucky's chance to become
an iron-industry giant faded.
Fitchburg Furnace remains, however, as a
monument to what might have been, and to

7. Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area
This 40-mile peninsula straddling the Kentucky-Tennessee line between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley is one of the largest sections of federally protected recreational land
in the United States.
' Nearby, Gen. Ulysses Grant captured the
Confederate posts of Fort Henry and Fort
Donelson during the Civil War. During Prohibition, the peninsula's little town of Golden
Pond was noted for producing high-quality

and 1t 1s t>emg reswrea Wlln a ,j,01 u,uuv
grant. It is in the community of Fitchburg, on
Ky. 975, off U.S. 52 east of Irvine.

10. Cane Ridge Meeting, House
Events at this log church in Bourbon
County helped change the course of religion
in America io4 years ago.
Some North Carolina Presbyterians, acting on advice from Daniel Boone, settled at
Cane Ridge in 1790. They completed the
meeting house the following year, and it still
is thought to be the largest one-room log
structure in North America.
In August 1801, a group of preachers including Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists - organized a huge revival at Cane
Ridge. Services went on continuously, sometimes with seven or more preachers speaking
at the same time, while crowds of 20,000 people gathered on the meeting-house grounds.
A wave of religious emotion swept
through the vast audience, with people crying, praying, singing and falling to the
ground. The revival is said to have continued
until food ran out.
It was part of a wave of religious fervor,
called the Western Great Revival or the Second Great Awakening, that swept the American frontier in the early 1800s. The Cane
Ridge revival, a climactic event in the awakening, is still called a "watershed in American
church history" and "America's Pentecost."
Out of it came the creation of the Christian
Church, the Church of Christ and the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
The old meeting house still stands on Ky.
537 in Bourbon County, although it is
enclosed in another building for protection.
And it still functions as a living church. Worship services, weddings, lectures and other
events are held there. The site is managed by
the Cane Ridge Preservation Project.
For details or other information call (859)
987-5350 or go to www.caneridge.org.

Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill
(Clark added one extra location to his list
of 10, so we're including it.)
The Shakers, or the Society of Believers,
sent missionaries to Kentucky about 1805,
hoping to spread their utopian religious vision. They bought property in Mercer County
in 1806, adding adjoining acreage in 1808,
and named the place Pleasant Hill.
The term "Shakers" came from the group's
ecstatic manner of worship. They believed in
common ownership of property, shared labor .
and common worship, but they are best
known for their doctrine of strict celibacy.
Pleasant Hill flourished for nearly 50 years
but began to decline before the Civil War. By
1910, only a dozen Shakers remained. The
last, Sister Mary Settles, died in 1923.
A non-profit corporation was formed in
1961 to restore and preserve the Shaker h~ritage and architecture at Pleasant Hill. In
1968, Pleasant Hill began receiving visitors.
Now, 280,000 people visit each year to learn
how the Shakers lived, worked and worshiped. It is the largest restored Shaker village in the nation.
Pleasant Hill is off U.S. 68, 25 miles south 1,
of Lexington. For information, call 1-800-7345611 or.go to www.shakervillageky.org.
g

l
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5. Mammoth Cave National Park: The world's longest cave system, with more than 348
miles explored and mapped, it has been a national park since 1941.

Reach Jim warren at (859) 231-3255 or 1-800-9506397, Ext. 3255, or jwarren@herald-leader.com.
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fluuses and as the ho:71etown of the late Rosemary Clooney.
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Tho,nas D. Clark:
A Kentuqky Legend
By JACK ELLIS
Special to
The Morehead News

"Render therefore to all
their- due ...honor to whom
honor is due." (Romans 13:7)
1/
Thousands of people
across the Commonwealth
have their own personal

When he spoke
everyone listened
It was this writer's great
honor and privilege to· sit
across the table from Dr.
Thomas D. Clark as a member of the Kentucky
memories of Dr. Thomas D.
Archives Commission, and
Clark. His awards, honor
the Advisory Committee to
and eulogy have already
t}ie Commission for 37
been written and will con3ears. We met twice each
tinue to be written for genquarter and Dr. Clark was
erations to come. But this
he "E.F. Hutton" at those
column is a tribute to a
ftiend, a mentor, legend and meetings. Even though he
was very soft spoken, when
inspiration. He is greatly
he spoke everyone listened.
missed.
,At almost every meeting he
uld greet me with "Good
at ming Jackson (he is the
rt ly one who ever called me
, at) ''What's new in Morei ·ead?" For the past few
years (since he stopped driving) it was my privilege to
bring him back from Frankfort to his home in Lexington. With my wife sifting in
the back seat, we would
both listen intently to his
words of wisdom.
At the last Commission
meeting in March (2005) he
asked me if I was going to
continue on the Commission
and I said I'd been thinking
of not returning at the end
of my appointment. His
words were, "Jackson, I
don't intent to continue any
longer because this old body
can't stand much more." As I
delivered him to his
doorstep in Lexington, he
was extremely frail, and of

Dr. Thomas
D. Clark in
1992when
his name
was added
to the
Archives
Building,
making it
the ClarkCooper
Building.
Jack Ellis,
right.

se, he never made it to
a ther meeting.

He came from
a humble background
His passing hit me pretty
ard because over the years
e h ad developed a close
friendship. It might have
een our Methodist heritage
hat drew us together. He
would often talk of his childhood in Mississippi where he
would hitch up the horse and
buggy and drive to the railroad station in the next
county to pick up the
Methodist Bishop to hold
quarterly meetings in his

church. I once asked him
what it was about the state
of Mississippi that produced
so many writer s. He said it
must have been because
they were so poor or it was
something in the water.
Since I had spent three
years off and on at the University of Southern Mississippi and was poor, I hoped

some of it might rub off on
me, if I drank enough water
- but it never did.
Dr. Clark had simple
tastes when it came to food.
He once said, "If you see a
sign that says gourmet food,
beware. I like food that you

See .CLARK on D-3
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Remembering Dr. Thomas D. Clark
Like Keats' first looking into
Chapman's translation of The Iliad,
And much like Marlow's awakening to the
East,
So aptly described in Conrad's Youth.
Was my own discovery at age twelve
Of Dr. Clark's History of Kentucky.
That enlargement of a birth-heritage
Has diminished none in fifty years.
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It was in ~ruth, a compelling vision.
I became unlike my friends and acquaintances.
For heroes, I took to such as Boone,
Shelby, Clay and John Hunt Morgan .
I became aware of the Civil War
And our own Southernness.

Later trips to Blue Licks and Transylvania
Would have been preferred to Yorktown or
Harvard.
·
Had I been literary-minded,
James Lane Allen would have been my ideal.
I awaited further revelation
As I grew in knowledge of our past.

I yet await Fort Harrod, Perryville,
His commitment to Kentucky is unsurThe Louisville of Filson and George Rogers · passed, and
Clark,
I'm most thankful God has allowed him to
Shelby's Danville, Henderson and The Pur- be with us for so long.
chase.
Awaiting too, are the Kentucky farms now
B.R.Oney
owned
Hammond, Ind.
And re-forested by Dr. Clark and others.
Jan. 14, 1998

Having now viewed much of the area
Once called "The Dark and Bloody Ground;"
And having a mind-portrait of the journey
Taken and settlement made by my forebears,
I have eajoyed the Cumberland, Kentucky,
Big Sandy, Licking and their valleys.
Many ~maginations have been satisfied.

Others may look to Coach Rupp, Coach
Bryant
.
Or some of the greats in football or basketball,
Or even some of our best-known political
leaders.
My Kentucky hero is, and has long been,
Dr. Thomas D. Clark.
I

.
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fied history in Kentucky. By
act of the Kentucky General
Assembly, he was 1;1ppointed
can stir with a spoon."
History Laureate for Life,
and is the most respected
Democrats and
and most published authority
Republicans listened
on history in Kentucky. It
when .h e spoke
has been this writer's priviMany times when the leg- lege to be with him at several
islature was in session we
book signings where he was
.would eat lunch at "Flynns", always the busiest author
which was the place where
there. During the 2004 Kenpoliticians, people and lobby- . tucky Book Fair he did not
ists come together in Frank- even take a break all day and
fort. On those occasions, Dr.
seemed to have more energy
Clark would often be surthan I did. I sat across the
rounded by legislators (many aisle from his table and marhe had in class). They would veled at his patience, kindask his opinion on various
ness and energy. He loved
pieces oflegislation. He alpeople.
ways politely answered their
But let me share just a
questions but would invarifew personal notes since it
ably work the around to lob- has been my privilege to
bying for more funding for li- know Dr. Clark for the 37
braries, education, environyears that we have served on
. ment and other issues of the the Archives Commission today he felt passionate about. gether. During that time lie
He would sometimes mildly
was the leader of the group.
chastise them for failure to
He is considered the founder
support a certain piece ofleg- · of Kentucky's Archives Proislation. Dr. Clark crossed po- gram. It was during Goverlitical boundaries and was so
highly respected that both
Demo_c rats and Republicans
listened when he spoke because they knew that he sincerely had the best interest of
the people in mind. He spoke
to the farmer, forester, businessman, educator, government employee and gove~or,
and the people all listened.

CLARK From D-1
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Mr. Kentucky History
D Thomas D. Clark personi-

nor Chandler's first term in
office in 1935 that someone
in state government decidec
to clean out their office and
had a truck loaded with pre
cious archival documents
headed for the dump. That
night Dr. Clark received a
call from an unknown source
telling him what was happening. He got up early the

f
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m
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next morning and went to
the Governor's mansion'and
got "Happy'' out of bed. I
don't think "Happy'' was
very happy, but Dr. Clark
saved those documents from
being destroyed. He has c<:lntinued working throughout
his lifetime to preserve this
state's important historical
documents.

.,

This tribute is used with permission of
the author. B. R. Oney grew up in Rowan
County and moved to Indiana as a young
man. But it's obvious he loved his Kentucky
heritage and Dr. Clark. Mr. Oney mailed
this to me in 1998. I sent it on to Dr. Clark
who wrote the author a personal note of
thanks.

SECTION D
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Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State
Univer sity
Library
director and : •
a retired
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orehead Memories:
Library and Archives Building in Frankfort because
the old warehouse had
reached its stor age saturation point many years ago.
When Julian Carroll was
governor Dr. Clark and this
writer met with the Governor and Dr. Clark succeeded
· in convincing hi~ that such
a building was needed, and
he agreed to find the con-

Dr. Thomas D. Clark:
A Kentucky legend
"Render honor to whom
honor is d ue." (Romans
13:7)
Dr. Thomas D. Clark, a
living legend in Kentucky,
died June 28, a few days
short of his 102nd birthday.
This is the second in a series of articles written by a
friend honoring his memory
and remembering his legacy. He was a multi-faceted
man with many interests.
He was a passionate environmentalist who loved to

take long walks in the
woods and commune with
nature.

Preserving historical
· documents and
the environment
Eugene Reynolds, a retired Kentucky State
Forester in Frankfort, tells
of the time one of the members of the General Assembly had a bill ready to pass
that would have severely
curtailed the efforts to preDr. Thomas D. Clark, right, with a copy of Morehead Memories under his arm at the 2002 meeting
of the Breck Society in Lexington held at the Eu- ·
gene Reynolds Center.
serve Kentucky's forests.
Gene went to Dr. Clark's
home and explained the bad
bill about ready to pass. Dr.
Clark said he would take
care of it. He made a few

phone calls and the bill was
defeated.
For more than 20 years
many citiz~ns throughout
the state and in state government tried to get a new

struction.
It barely made it t o con- "
struction, because Governo~
Carroll on his last day in office and at the last hour,
and, as his last official act
in office turned the first
spade for construction •of a
new Archives Building. No'Y

See CLARK on D-3
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CLARK From D-1
that 25-year-old building,

presidential' candidate to
come out and talk to a
crowd assembled outside."
Dr. Clark continued, "As the
candidate got up to go outside I jumped up and was
going to go out with him
and he put his hand on my
shoulder and said, 'No,
young man, you'd better not
go outside - this is a wild .
place."'
Dr. Clark h as returned to
Morehead many times over
the years. He was here
when Governor Carroll dedicated the new M.S.U. Library Tower. He was here in
2000 to speak to the Rowan
County Historical Society
on the topic "Kentucky, ·
Some Unfinished Business."
He was also here and spoke
to the retired teachers
about "Education in Kentucky, Past-Present and Future." He has been here for
ok signings and social affairs and always said Morehead is not really such a

Which shares Dr. Cl_ark's

.

nai:ne
its satu. has reached
.
ration point agam.
.
Jiist as he was the movi~force behind the new
Aliiives Building, Dr.
Clark was also the moving
force behind the new Kentucky History Center, which
0 bears his name. But
·th all of the honors and
colades showered upon
im, he ,still maintained his
sual courteous and humble
disposition, and never
thought he should be the
one so honored.
With his courteous
Southern manners, he always removed his hat when
talking to a lady and many
times l}Sed the term "yes,
·m a'am" or "no, ma'am."
He was one of the kindest, most considerate and
caring individuals I have
ever known.
Dr. Clark respected the
worth and dignity of every
individual. He would talk t0
those in the ivory tower as
well as tho e in humble
houses at the head of the
hollow, educated and nonaducated, in a language
they understood.
Dr. Clark was my kind of
bistorian - he had a keen
.mderstanding of the past'i.rm foundation in the pres■ ABOVE: Dr. Thomas
D. Clark, center, is
grand marshall at the
opening day parade
for the new Kentucky
History Center in
2000. It was named
for him on July 9,
Thomas D. Clark Kentucky History Center.
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1. Plan B: Further
Thoughts On Faith by
Ann Lamott
·
2. The Mermaid Chair
by Sue Monk Kidd
3. Spirit Of Appalachian Kentucky by Dean

■

LEFT: Always interested in young historians, Dr. Clark
shakes hands with
Rowan County's Lee
Daniel Blevins. Jack
Ellis, center, in 2000.
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intern in Washington. D,..C.
and w s 'on n'iy ·~ay to l/..entucky to enroll in a masters
program. Riding in a coach
on the C&O Railroad from
Washington to Lexington, I
asked the porter what time
the train would cross into
Kentu~ky '!'he porte~ ~aid

the side of a depot, 'MO.BE·
HEAD'." (They· were ·cf
miles inside the1borders f
Kentucky.)
That was not the end of
the story,as Dr. Clark continued, "I had shared a
coach seat with a vice presidential l candidate
when he
1- _ ,
•
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"wild place."
Dr. Clark's wisdo:rn Wit .
and understanding VVill b/
greatly missed by;thj 8
writer. He will al be
missed by countl citizen
throughout the c~onwealth. Now he ~ngs
all ages of Kentuc!tY.
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accolades showered upon
hiJll, he •still maintained his
usual courteous and humble
disposition, and never
thought he should be the
one so honored.
With his courteous
Southern manners, he always removed his hat when
talking to a lady and many
times tJ.Sed the term "yes,
ma'am" or "no, ma'am."
He was one of the kindest, most considerate and
caring individuals I have
ever known.
Dr. Clark respected t h e
worth and dignity of every
individual. He would talk t o
those in thtl ivory tower as
well a s tho' e in humble
houses at the head of the
hollow, educated and noneducated, in a language
they understood.
Dr. Clark was my kind of
historian - he· had a keen
under standing of the past firm foundation in the pres-
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place."'
Dr. Clark has returned to
Morehead many times over
the years. He was here
when Governor Carroll dedicated the new M.S;U. Library Tower. He was here in
2000 to speak to the Rowan
County Historical Society
on the topic "Kentucky, ·
Some Unfinished Business."
He was also here and spoke
to the retired teachers
about "Education in Kentucky, Past-Present and Future." He has been here for
book signings and social affairs and always said Morehead is not really such a

intern in Washin gton., D C.
and w~s on rr1y way to l entucky to enroll in a masters
mon1wealth encouraging and progr am. Riding in a coach
mo I rating a love of history. on t he C&O Railroad frorri
H n couraged others to
Washington to Lexington , I
asked the porter what time
rit and graciously wrote
the t rain would cross into
introduction to two of
Kentucky. The porter said
t is writer's books.
If it is t rue first impresaround daybreak and I
sions are important , Dr.
asked that he wake me up
Thomas D. Clark's first im- before we reached the borpression of Kent ucky must
der because I wanted to be
awake wh en the train
have left a lasting impression on him because he recrossed into Kentucky."
mained here for 75 more
Dr. Clark continued, "I
years. In his typical homecurled u p on the coach seat
spun style, and with a twin- and went to sleep and t he
next t hing I knew the train
kle in his eye, he recalled
was coming to a stop and
when he first "laid eyes"
the porter had forgotten to
upon Kentucky.
He recalled the year was awaken me. I jumped q.p
19 8 and said, "I had grad- and looked out the window
uated from the University
as the sun was coming ,!! ~
and saw my first view o ~ ·
of Mississippi and had
1
Kentucky, a lar~e sign <;,,l
1worked that summer as an

■ ABOVE: Dr. Thomas
D. Clark, center, is
~and marshall at the
opening day parade
for the new Kentucky
History Center in
2000. It was named
for him on July 9, ·
. Thomas D. Clark Kentucky History Center.
■

LEFT: Always inter~sted in young historians, Dr. Clark
shakes hands with
Rowan County's Lee
Daniel Blevins. Jack
Ellis, center, in 2000.
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t he side of a depot, 'MpREHEAD'." (They were 5
miles inside the1borders of
Kentucky.)
•
That was not Cthe eknd of
f
the story•as Dr. 1ar conw
tinued, "I had shared a
coa ch seat with a vice presidential candidate when he
1
boarded the train that night l
in Virginia. As the train
/
stopped, a contingent of lo1
cal Rowan County politician s came on board the
train and a sked the vice
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